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Judge Orders New Vole 
In The Gatineau Riding
V Two-year-old Joanne Fisher 
wasn’t quite sure if the sea­
gulls were- interested in her, 
or the bread offering she was 
doling out at Hot Sands beach
FROM BENNETT
/.a . f i
MAKING FRIENDS WITH SEAGULLS
Tuesday. Joanne stood her little too risky for the plucky 
ground as long as she could, pre-schooler. Joanne is the 
but the hunger-inspired en- daughter of Mr. 'and Mrs. 
tousiasm of the birds even- Brian Fisher, 764 Patterson 
tually made the . feedrin a
NDP Under Fire Over
Employment Legislation
’ VICTORIA (CP) — The 
month-old New Democratic 
Party government of British 
Columbia came under fire 
Tuesday for alleged failure to 
introduce job-creating legisla­
tion and not doing enough for 
pensioners and the handi- 
. capped,
After the opening of the spe­
cial session of the 30th legisla- 
tlve assembly, Opposition 
Leader W. A. C. Bennett said 
an NDP-proposed industrial de­
velopment corporation, similar 
to one he had planned to set up 
with $50 million in surplus 
funds, was needed immediately 
to fight unemployment. Legisla­
tion to set up any corporation is 
not planned at this session.
He also said a bill introduced 
by Rehabilitation Minister Nor­
man Levi providing for a $200 
guaranteed monthly income for 
persons 65 and over was not 
large enough.
The former Social Credit pre-
mier said the amount should 
have been $225 as pledged by 
Social Credit in the Aug. 30 pro-
Vietnam Situation Reviewed 
Today In Paris Peace Talks
SAIGON (AP) — U.S. presi­
dential adviser Henry Kissinger 
'arrived in Saigon today to join 
United States and South Viet­
namese officials in a major re­
view of the military and , politi­
cal situation in Vietnam and 
peace negotiations in Paris.
Kissinger came from Paris 
where he held another secret 
meeting Tuesday with the 
North Vietnamese. It was his 
20th trip to Paris for secret ne­
gotiations.
Earlier today, Gen. Creighton 
W. Abrams, the new army 
chief of st aft arrived for a 
week-long military assessment 
of the war.
, Both Kissinger and Alirams 
were scheduled to meet with 
President Nguyen Van Thieu.
Abrams conferred after his
arrival with Gen. Frederick C
Wcyand, commander of U.S. 
forces in Vietnam, and Gen. 
John W. Vogt, the 7th Air 
Force commander responsible 
for air strikes against, North 
Vietnam.
STAYS ON THE MOVE
Kissinger was scheduled to 
return to Washington after 
meeting with Thieu.:
The chief stumbling block in 
the peace negotiations hps been 
Thieu's insistence that he never 
would accept the Communist 
demand for a coalition govern­
ment, There was speculation 
that Kissinger would try to con­
vince the president to agree to 
some sort of coalition or dual 
government with the Viet Cong 
to break the deadlock,
Rail Service Disrupted
Wy Bombs In Argentina
BUENOS AIRES (CP) - 
Scores move bombs exploded 
across Argentina Tuesday In 
observance of a Peronist anni­
versary, but there were no re­
ports of further casualties.
The blasts disrupted railway 
services In Rosario. Argentina’s 
second city, and damaged 





jijHikcMmut for British Columbia 
restaurant owners said tivday
governmentthnt provinci.il
plan# to Increase the minimum 
wage to $2 50 an hour by 1974
w.ll fvive pi in up end shut
d.imi uKiiiv small I. •damants.
PARIS (CP) — The ability of 
nine European countries to live 
in harmony and make progress 
towards unity will undergo a 
crucial test here Thursday in a 
summit aimed at turning an en­
larged Common Market into an 
eventual federation of states.
But while the leaders will 
talk of means of reaching even­
tual goals, including a common 
currency and closer political 
links, nationalism will still 
stalk the corridors with each 
I existing and approaching mem­
ber state wondering how to ob­
tain a bigger share of the 
EGM’s financial pie.
President Georges Pompidou 
of France, playing host to the 
eight leaders, including the new 
entries, Britain, Ireland and 
Denmark, is reported to be
. . .. „ viewing the proceedings with a
Ave;, and the seagulls are-a jaundiced eye.‘His aides say he 
few of the many which forage doesn’t anticipate that the two- 
inland for tasty Okanagan day summit, in a hotel where 
goodies. —(Courier Photo) Vietnam negotiators have been
Moscow
wrangling, will go down in his­
tory as a meeting of great sig­
nificance.
But Canada and other 'inter­
ested spectators will bewatch-
ing developments closely. The 
Common Market, with almost 
300 million consumers, controls 
about 40 per cent of world 
trade. It is. a big and growing 
market with great political po­
tential—if the leaders can 
match an outward display of 
harmony by elimination of in­
ner discord.
AGENDA IS BROAD
The summit agenda is broad 
and all-embracing, covering 
economic and monetary union, 
the growth of European in­
stitutions and relations with 
other industrialized countries.
These external relations may 
produce greater harmony than 
other issues. The leaders are 
likely to agree they want no 
trade war with the United 
States and undoubtedly will 
give more than .a nudge to a 
new round of world tariff bar­
gaining expected to open in 
1973.
They also are likely to en­
dorse West German Chancellor 
Willy Brandt’s Ostpolitik ap­
proach to achieve closer rela­
tions with East Germany and 
Eastern Europe.
HULL, Que. (CP) — Judge 
Arthur Labbe of Superior Court 
annulled today the Oct. 11 Que­
bec byelection in Gatineau rid­
ing and ordered a new byelec­
tion within 25 days.
Opposition parties called for 
a recount after it was dis­
covered that ballots in the rid­
ing carried consecutive num­
bers. The opposition candidates 
said the numbering ... could be 
used to find out how individuals 
voted.
Liberal Michel Gratton won 
the. byelection with 15,023 votes. 
Harold Kelly of the Unite-Que- 
bec party had 5,145 votes and 
Pierrette Dupont-Rousse of the 
Parti Quebecois had 4,186.
The Unite-Quebec and PQ 
candidates lost their $200 depos­
its because their vote totals 
were less than 50 per cent of 
the winner’s. -
Judge Labbe rejected all bal­
lots, forcing a new election un- . 
der the 'Election Act. If only 
some ballots had been rejected, 
the election would have been 
valid but the rejected ballots 
would not have been counted.
Judge Labbe said respect for 
the law is a "fundamental prin­
ciple” in maintaining demo­
cratic institutions and the se­
cret ballot.
He said it is not necessary to 
prove there was connivance be­
tween any group and the 
printer who printed the ballots 
or that the principle of the se­
cret ballot was violated.
The Liberal party said the 
number of the ballots was a 
printing error.
The judge said it was suf­
ficient cause for a new election 
that it was possible to connect 
voters with ballots cast.
Talks Emergency Signals Heard
Wre Meat In Sandwich' 
Says A Soldier In Belfast
Curtailed In Area Where I Are Missing
MOSCOW (API — Premier JUNEAU; Alaska- (AP) — 
Aziz Sidky of Egypt left toe So-. Signals from an aircraft emer- 
viet Union . today after only gency locator beacon have been 
seven hours of discussion with picked up by aircraft combing 
Kremlin leaders and without heavily timbered, mountainous
vincial election campaign.
Earlier, -Premier Dave Bar­
rett denied at a news confer­
ence that the. provincial govern­
ment was trying to outdo Ot­
tawa’s unemployment insur­
ance plan by introducing the 
bill providing for the $200 guar­
anteed monthly Income.
Under the Canada assistance 
plan, by which Ottawa pays 50 
per dent of the approved costs, 
there will have to be a needs 
test, he said.
Even if the federal govern­
ment refuses to pay half of the 
total cost of the scheme, the 
province will push ahead with 
it, the 42-year-old premier said.
LISTS BILLS
The brief' speech also listed 
other legislation which will be 
debated in the house during the 
two-weck session:
—The mediation commission 
will be abolished and its three 
commissioners,' with total an­
nual' salaries of' $122,500, dis­
missed. The name of . the 
amended act is changed to the 
Mediation Services Act and the 
powers of the commission—not 
including those of binding arbi­
tration and ending strikes and 
lockouts—transferred to the la­
bor minister.
—Elimination of a 6.5 per 
cent celling on teachers’ salary 
■ Increases and casing of budget 
' restrictions op school boards.
—Changes in'the Municipal 
: Act to restore the required two- 
thlrds majorities on council fa- 
' vorlng zoning changes.
—Repeal of legislation ban­
ning tobacco and liquor adver-
Two victims of the bombing 
Monday of the Sheraton Hotel 
hi Buenos Alics remained in 
serious condition, and two septi- 
rale Peronist organizations 
claimed in telephone calls to 
have set the bomb In a room on 
the holer# 22nd floor.
Patricia Trakns, 30, of Mil­
ton, Mass,, was still in critical 
condition, but doctors said Ger­
ald Crozier, 35, of West Van­
couver, wan out of danger al­
though still in serious condition. 
Bls wife was killed.
The Montoncros and the Rev­
olutionary Armed Forces each 
claimed responsibility for the 
bombing.
Tuesday was the anniversary 
of a huge rally in 1915 that 
sparked dictator .loan Pcron's 
rise to power. The military 
overthrew him in 1955 and lie 
now lives In exile in Spain, but
l>m Bellamv, ducilo.' --f the;
the Veionht movement still 
the larpcsl political (action 
Argentina.
ti'C'l fr.i
meeting Communist party chief areas of Southeast Alaska for a 
Leonid Brezhnev. missing plane carrying Hale
Although, the. semi-official W5’ .DT°?tt«C: xr™aj°rit5> 
Cairo newspaper Al Ahram leader m the U.S, House of 
said Sidky’s talks on the Arab- Representatives, and three oth- 
Israeli conflict arid Soviet- |er£', , ,
Egyptian relations were "sue- . The coast guard said toe pi- 
cessful,” it appeared he had I°ts tw° ^t-powered helicop- 
failed to repair, the damage *ers rieqrd the signals twice 
done by President Anwar Sa- ®°1m® 10 miles west of this 
dat’s ouster of Soviet advisers capllal; city Tuesday,
inci Tiiiv but there were notes of caution.
. .. , . “We have experienced false 
S°l*1;CeS;ii alarms in the past," said athat despite friendly meet- jor yederal
Ings with President N^olai Aviation Administration, 
Podgorny and Premier Alexei .<gomedmes peOpie turn these 
Kosygin, success for Sidky s hjeacons on accidentally. । Some- 
mission depended primarily on h|mes they are not in actual 
an understanding with Brezh-1 djstress situations."
nev- , Cmdr. Paul Breed of coast
Pravda, the Communist party guard headquarters in- Juneau 
newspaper, reported that also cautioned against undue 
Sidky’s talks concerned both optimism.
"toe development of Soviet- "There was no indication it 
Egyptian relations and the situ- came from the missing air- 
ation iii the Middle East." craft," Breed said of toe signal, 
- "And U is not uncommon for 
one to get tripped acplden-
W0RLD NEWS There also was a report that VWIU.IZ an amateur radio operator in
California , had talked with 
someone in the Boggs plane 
Monday night, and that he had 
been told the aircraft, had 
landed on a beach near Juneau.
The . Cessna-310, in which 
Boggs and his companions left 
Anchorage Monday . on a 3’/2- 
hour, 560-mile flight to Juneau 
was equipped, with an emer­
gency beacon, which activates 
on a crash.
With the 58-year-old Loui­
siana congressman were Repre­
sentative Nick Begich, Alaska’s 
only member of the House; 
Russell Brown, 37, an aide to 
the 40-year-old Begich; and 
Don E. Jonz, 38, the pilot.
Using. ,
—Legislation giving the gov­
ernment power to control pack­
aging, labelling, selling, dis­
tribution, advertising and pro­
motion of tobacco and tobacco 
products within the province.
—A bill appointing the 
Speaker of the house to in­
vestigate and recommend 
changes In all practices and 








I’litifch Cohunbs.i xeelion of iiif'i Buenoi Alien, where 1.19 jn-<, 
Canadian Ri’damant A^ocin-I ai),| O||, Ar.
II, h said In an mtervirw’ ««;»■■ „ ... , ...., ’ <>•,>. । .... , i„. i :<-m;i.e <■.!.< •> dii.'.i..; lie n.ghWhen "he 5? .tri level 15 le.lv h«<C
pure's will be 2D to 41) c«nt(r‘> dupe; ,e denioi.U;sup-
higher than now. p<>.!ci.i «>f reimi.
IN A MINUTE r. r..
Trawler Ra.-
LONDON (AP) — A Brit- tfAnnA ImilVlf 
ish trawler was reported TSrfl[lP |||||j|V 
rammed by an Icelandic j
fiU<nbAinSn‘lC CAMPBELL RIVER, B.C.
puted 50-milc। fishlng(CP)—Six men aboard a fish- 
the British agriculture min- koa|. cacaped serious injury 
istry said today. The traw- ear]y this morning after their 
ler was the 427-ton Alder- sctncr collided with a small oil 
shot, out of Grimsby. A min- tanker in Georgia Strait, 
istry spokesman said the Qne man suffered lacerations 
Aidershot was holed near m the accident, which occurred 
the stern by the impact. ojf cape Mudge south of here
Ilie trawler did not report on the east const oA Vancouver
any casualties. Island, and the others were un-
. . । . hurl.Rirharfl QlllR The rescue, co-ordination ccn-IVILIIdlU «UII» lro ln Vlclor(n (dcnt(fled the
MONTREAL (CP) -Mau- tanker as the 200-foot B.C. Stan- 
rice (Rocket) Richard will dnnl. Extent of damage to the 
not return to Quebec City ns tanker mid flic seiner, called the 
conch of Les Nordlques of |1LC. Safari, was not knowp. 
the World Hockey Associa­
tion, it wns learned today. 
Under Richard’s guidance, 
Les Nordlques has posted n 
1-1 record, with a 2-0 Joss to
unemployed ns the result of a 
strike or lockout in Brill:h Co­
lumbia are not entitled to wel­
fare under the province's as­
sistance plan, the Supreme 
Court of Canada ruled today.
It made the decision In re­
jecting nn appeal by Ross Al­
den, a Vancouver Insulation 
mechanic who was Involved in 
a gcneir.l strike m Apiil, 11170.
T, It. Berger, the lawyer for 
Mr. Alden and latrr nnmnl a 
ludpo of the Supreme Com t of 
lit', IHl'Iled that SlllkriM who
ii.-d .I-.-..'.tame under Ihc pi<>- 
viniul Set.
the Crusaders in (.’lev - End 
laAt Wednesday and n 0-0 
shutout of Alberta Oilers 
last Friday In Quebec City.
Refugees Arrive
TORONTO (CP) -Sixty- 
ode Asian refugees from 
Uganda arrive hero Wed­
nesday and the first, worry 
for most was trying to find 
a place Io stay before look­
ing for jobs. Most complain­
ed of the cold—It was about 
40 degrees — after getting 
off a train from Montreal.
CANADIAN DOLLAR \ KJi
NEW YORK ((’Pi -- Cana- 'It's called f>n clxtiori. And 
dlan doll.ir at noon down 5 61 id jfS whtirfi tl>O fififthllngs 
o’01 cltoosa somaono to blame
Pound ft riling up 1-.12 al $2.40 ... .. , . . •5) Glg I for tho mess they ara in.
RCNIP'NAIL'
THEIR MAN
CHILLIWACK, B.C. (CP) 
, — RCMP nailed their man 
bn the four-lane Trans-Canr 
Ada Highway near hero late 
Tuesday night.
He was the driver of a 
truck with a load of nails 
which spilled along five 
miles of the highway, about
70 miles east of Vancouver.. 
Numerous flat tires were 
reported before a crew 
from the department of 
highways swept up all the 
nails.
One big trailer-truck had 
12 flat tires and the driver 
of a car reported 61 nails 
embedded in two tires, po­
lice said.
Another big truck was ex­
tensively damaged by fire 
when its flat tires ignited 
from friction. The fire 
spread to the rest of the 
truck.
BELFAST (AP) — British 
troops battled both. ■ Roman 
Catholics and Protestant guer­
rillas Tuesday night, and the 
soldiers said they killed or 
wounded-10 of the gunmen; Ten 
soldiers and two policemen 
were wounded.
The bodies of a man and a 
woman who had been shot were 
delivered anonymously to the 
Belfast morgue. They raised 
the confirmed death toll to 613 
in more than three years of 
communal violence, 400 of them 
this year,
“We’re the meat in the sand­
wich;” said one British soldier 
of the emergence in force of 
Protestant gunmen. Heretofore, 
most: of the guerrillas have 
been Catholics of the Irish Re­
publican Army.
But during the shooting, offi­
cials of the province’s British 
administration were meeting 
with members of the Ulster De­
fence Association, the Protes­
tant counterpart of the IRA.
The UDA demanded that the 
killing of two Protestants by 
troops during rioting Monday
night be investigated. The Brit­
ish were reported, non-com­
mittal.
TALKS ‘FROSTY’
The discussions were de­
scribed as ‘‘frosty,’’ but both 
sides agreed -to continue the 
dialogue. "What seemed like a 
collision. course has been 
averted,” said Roy Bradford, a 
former minister of the provin­
cial government who helped ar­
range the talks.
UDA Vice-Chairman Tom 
Herron commented: “We sin­
cerely hope this will lead to a 
lasting understanding between 
ourselves and the British army. 
None of us , wants a con­
frontation."
Another Protestant leader, 
Rev. Ian Paisley, said William 
Whitelaw, Britain’s adminis­
trator for Northern Ireland, 
had asked him to make an in­
vestigation of at least one of 
the deaths. . >■' '
Meanwhile, Protestant gun­
men prowled the Shankill Road 
and Sandy Row areas of Bel­
fast and went into the city’# 
centre.
Police Battle Demonstrators 
In Santiago With Tear Gas
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW
Nanaimo ............................... 63
Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon 3
SANTIAGO (AP) - Riot po­
lice, battled demonstrators with 
tear gas Tuesday in Santiago 
as Chile’s political conflict 
sharpened and Communists 
warned that ‘the country’s left­
ist government was threatened 
as violence increased.
The national truckers strike, 
which touched off the wave of 
antl-govcrnment protest last 
week, gained support despite 
official warning that such ac­
tion is seditious.
Luis Corvalan, secretary-gen­
eral of the Communist party in 
Chile, declared that "a civilian 
coup d’etat is in progress" 
against the government of 
Marxist President Salvador Al­
lende.
Another Chilean province, 
Aconcagua, just north of San­
tiago, was declared under a 
stage of emergency, a form of 
martial law. Now 18 of 25 prov­
inces, including the capital, are 
subject to state of emergency 
restrictions.
Riot police fired dozen#, of 
tear-gas canisters in downtown 
Santiago to break , up opposing 
groups of Marxists and anti- 
Marxists.
Riot trucks swept the street# 
with high-pressure streams of 
water to disperse the demon­
strators. s
For the second day in a row, 
a section of rail track linking 
Santiago with the Pacific coast 
was blown up by terrorists.
BOMB SCARE
Campaign Getting Warm
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Prime Minister Trudeau 
spent a busy pep-up day in the 
Toronto nrcn, capped by a 
packed Maple la’nf Gardens 
rally and spiced by a $30 mil­
lion -waterfront park announce­
ment.
Conservative Lender Robert 
Stanfield got a bomb scare in 
Chicoutimi, Que., and spent the 
bulk of the day taking a dis­
tinct back seat io flamboyant— 
and fluently bilingual—Claude 
Wagner.
New Democrat Leader David 
Ix'wls went to the original 
medicare province and blis­
tered the Liberal government 
for drug prices so high they arc 
"mind-blowing.”
Social Credit Leader Real 
Cnouctte stumped Quebec’s de- 
Fresscd Gaspe nrea, saying the 
abernl welfare program Is a 
patchwork which "gives to 
those who don’t need and for­
gets those who do need.”
So it went Tuesday, Oct, 17,
with 13 political shopping days 
until the voters havo their nay 
In the Oct. 30 federal election.
Mr, Trtidemi made a round of 
speeches In Torolno and nearby 
Rrampton but the big one was 
the night shindig nt the Gar­
dens, with the 15,000 seats 
fHied, capacity swelled by put­
ting folding scats on the floor 
and a couple of thousand other 
persons vainly trying to get in 
off the nearby streets, 
LEADS PARADE
Mr. Trudeau preceded files of 
cabinet ministers, MPs, Liberal 
party luminaries «nd hopeful 
candidates ns ho moved to the 
podium. Party workers had 
hern given some 7,000 seals to 
fill and did so, rometimes by 
busing people in from nearby 
communities.
Only an occasional catcall 
floated down to floor level «• 
Mr. Trudeau said under the 
Liberals Canada has n chance 
In, 1972 "tn bring It all to­
gether" and break through on
,4 ■ . ■
technical, social and geo­
graphic frontiers In the year# 
ahead.
Today I# his 53rd birthday 
and Lester B. Pearson, his 
predecessor as prime minister, 
was on hand to give him a huge 
enke and to say Mr. Trudeau 
entered politics not for glory 
but "to keep Canada strong and 
free and united."
In the morning, External Af­
fairs Minister Mitchell Sharp 
and Science Minister Alastair 
Gillespie, both Toronto MPs, 
unveiled the plan for a $30 mil. 
Hon expropriation of land along 
Toronto'# central waterfront for 
park development. ■
"We raw the opportunity and 
we seized it,” Mr. Sharp said in 
explaining why neither city nor 
provincial officials had been let 
in on the federal plan, kept ae« 
tret to <li«courag« land apecuU- 
tloh. i
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NAMES IN NEWS
Dowding Named House Speaker
f- The British Columbia Jggisla- 
ture Tuesday elected Gordon 
Hudson Dowding, 54, New De- 
* mocratic Party MLA for Bur- 
, naby - Edmonds, as - the 25 th 
f speaker of the 55-member house. 
’* The action came after Lt.-Gov. 
< John Nicholson, in formal cere- 
‘ monies, retired from the legis­
lative chambers to allow the 
house to select a speaker before 
- he read the throne speech, Mr. 
■• Dowding was nominated by Gra- 
v bam Lea (NDP—Prince Rupert) 
3 and the nomination was second- 
r ed by Dr. Pat McGeer (L—Van- 
i • couver-Point Grey), An attempt
by James Chabot (SC—Colum­
bia) to nominate Garde Gar- 
dqm (L—Vancouver-Point Grey) 
for the speaker’s chair failed 
when Mr. Gardom turned down 
the nomination. Mr. Dowding 
was then elected unanimously. 
He succeeds William Harvey 
Murray, 56, former Social Cre­
dit MLA for Prince Rupert, who 
occupied the speaker’s seat 
since Jan. 23, 1964.
Canadian Confederation should 
be renegotiated to provide “a I 
true federation of sovereign
states'* and equal partnership 
between French and English- 
speaking groups, Jean-Noel 
Tremblay, Unite-Quebec mem­
ber of the. Quebec national as­
sembly; said Tuesday. The fed­
eral government has qever un­
derstood that it was never to be I 
anything more than a means of I 
liaison; he told a public meet-i 
ing: at Simon Fraser University. 
Mr. Tremblay said the federal 
government has divided the pro­
vinces and its increasing cen­
tralization of power has left 
in “ashes” the plans of the 
[British North America Act for 
I "a federation of two nations.
nomy “and other aspects of na­
tional life’’ and reduce the pre­
sent vulnerability from outside 
influences.
External Affairs Minister MiU 
chell Sharp has completed a 
study of future Canada-United 
States relations-with the conclu­
sion that this country should in-1 
crease its independence while! 
maintaining harmonious rela­
tions with its. neighbor. In a 
24-page booklet, Canada-U.S -. Re­
lations: Options for the Future, 
Mr. Sharp is in favor of a com­
prehensive long-term strategy 
to strengthen the Canadian eco-
Federal Health Minister John 
Munro said Tuesday there likely 
would be changes in the Canada 
Pension Plan to maintain uni­
formity : between the Canadian 
and Quebec plans. Speaking to i 
a meeting of the Canadian Pen-1 
sion Conference he said Quebec । 
has new legislation to raise 
benefits and the ceiling on ad­
justment of benefits, and these 
changes would require a re­
examination of the federal posi­
tion. Mr. Munro said the federal 
government hopes to incorpor­
ate: some of the Quebec changes, 
some proposals from a white 
[paper on income security and 
i some proposals from other pro- 
I vinces in its own improvements.
fled Tuesday. Joseph Patrick, 
a former U.S. Air Force pilot 
who gave pilot Richard Bingham! 
instruction in flying F-86s, told 
a National Transportation Safe­
ty Board hearing in Sacramen­
to: “If I’d have had the say 
of who flew the airplane, I 
wouldn’t have let this gentleman 
Inear the’plane — but I didn’t 
have the say and there was no 
regulation to prevent him from 
flying it.”
The pilot of an F-86 jet that 
crashed into an ice cream par­
lor, killing 22 persons, was not 
ready to fly such a craft but he 
refused more training less than 
three months before the acci­
dent, the pilot’s instructor testi-
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
TORONTO (CP) — Prices on 
the Toronto stock market 
. posted sharp advances in light 
mid-morning trading today.
The industrial index, consid- 
' ered a major indicator of mar­
ket trend, rose 1.26 to 207.51, 
" base metals 1.11 to 86.42 and 
J ■ western oils 1.47 to 251.56. 
v Golds, however, were off .32 to 
’ 183.73.
c - Volume by 11 a.m. was 636,- 
4 000 shares compared with 595,- 
. 000 traded by the same time 
Tuesday.
. Bank, industrial mining, pipe­
line and oil refining stocks 
were among sectors of the mar- 
’ ket recording gains while con­
struction and material, food 
processing, steel and paper and 
forst issues were off slightly.
Advances outnumbered de­
clines 146 to 82 while 180 issues 
: remained unchanged.
’ Western Decalta was up 25 
> cents to $6.40, Charter Oil 20 
i cents to $4.20 and Pan Ocean %
1654 EUis St.
Gulf Canada 
Harding Carpets A 
Home Oil A 
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Molson A ' 
Montreal Trust 
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to $15%. Shell Canada 53%,
Simpsons-Sears 38
i-'
1 VANCOUVER (P) — Prices 
were up in moderate trading on 
the Vancouver Stock Exchange 











Most active trader in the in­
dustrials was Thermo Plex, un­
changed at $2 after trading 
11,300. shares. <;
’j Leading oil was Monterey A, 
down .01 at $1.24 on a.volume of 
8,800.
• Skaist Mines was most active



















x ■ in the mining section, unchang­





TORONTO STOCK ’ 
EXCHANGE 
(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Alta Gas 15i/4
\ Alcan . 21%
B of Montreal 20%























: Bow Valley / 40% 41%














































D, C. (Don) Johnston
Don’t let an accident ndn 
your future. , . be sure your 












Tho u s a n d s of Yugoslavs 
thronged flag-decked streets 
Tuesday to give the -Queen a 
heartwarming welcome to Bel­
grade, capital of the Communist 
country. The crowds packed 
sidewalks four to five deep in 
places to watch the Queen and 
President Tito drive by in an 
open car from the airport.
Opposition Leader Harold Wil­
son warned Prime Minister Ed-1 
ward Heath Tuesday against any i 
action at the forthcoming Euro­
pean Common Market summit 
meeting in Paris toward an inde­
pendent nuclear de^rrent based 
on British and French weapons. 
Wilson told the House of Com­
mons “any move in the direction 
of a European nuclear policy 
will be instantly repudiated by 
any future Labor government.”
He charged that a speech last 
week by Defence Secretary Lord 
Carrington, , which predicted 
such a nuclear force one day, 
had "drawn the veil aside just 
a little” on possible secret deals.
RCMP held open house for 
reporters at their new head- | 
quarters here Tuesday, but 1 
maintained tight-lipped secur- 1 
ity about some: of the build­
ing’s contents.
Part of the tour of the 13- 
storey building, described by ; 
Metropolitan Toronto’s plan­
ning commissioner as “a me­
dieval fortress,” included a 
glimpse of the computer 
room. .
When photographers raised 
their cameras to take pic­
tures, a sergeant popped out 
of a nearby office and said:
“No pictures;” ,
The sergeant said "Ottawa 
policy’’ forbade photograph­
ing the computer.
When asked what type of 
. computer it was, he said: 
“Let’s just say it’s a com-- 
. puter.” ■, . . '
EMPTY OFFICES
Insp. Ralph Culligan led the 
press through most of the 
building,- which consisted 
mainly of empty offices.
. Reporters were not taken to 
the upper floors, which have 
been allocated for security 
and intelligence.









also omitted the 
























































































Five Star . 
Monterey 
Freehold 
Peace River Pete 
Rand Resources 
Stampede Int’l. 



































Great Pacific Ind, 
Grouse Mountain 























































































































































Samuel G, Wells has been named 
Manager of the Kelowna office of 
Avco Financial Services, one of the 
nation's largest consumer finance 
companies. Mr. Wells’ office is lo­
cated nt 1560 Pandosy Street, tele- 
jihone 7ij.')-:j:»n).
Mr, Wells’ appointment was an­
nounced at company headquarters 
in London; Ontario by 1). F. Burdon, 
Assistant Vice President of Avco's 
Western Area,
In announcing the appointment, 
Mr, Purdon said that Mr. Wells liml 
proved himself an "aide administra­
tor nnd qualified budget counsellor 
and he will provide exceptional serv­
ice to our Kelowna customers.''
Avco Financial services is n mem­
ber of tho Canadian Consumer Ixum 
A-sorialion and part of an industry 
winch last year loaned approxi­
mately a billion dollars to more than 
2 milium
President Nixon, calling the 
price tag “staggering,” has 
vetoed a $24.6-billion clean­
water bill that would have help­
ed clean up the Great Lakes. I 
He threatened to do the same for 1 
any legislation exceeding his 
budget. The Senate voted 52 to 
12 early today to override the 
veto that was announced at the 
White House minutes before the 
midnight Tuesday night dead­
line, when the bill passed by 
Congress would have become 
law without his signature.' A 
vote in the House of Represen­
tatives expected today will de­
termine whether the veto stands 
or fails.
President Chung Hee Park 
proclaimed martial law Tuesday 
in South Korea, asserting that 
political parties could not be 
trusted to push unification talks 
with North Korea. In a surprise 
mpve, Park dissolved the Na- 
t i o n a l Assembly, suspended 
parts of the 1962 constitution 
and clamped censorship on the 
I domestic press. He also closed 
I all colleges and universities 
“for the time being.” He pro­
mised to restore constitutional 
rule by the end of the year “at 
the latest.” It was the third time 
he has proclaimed, martial law 
since- he took power in~a blood­
less military coup 11 years ago.
Wilfrid Dufresne, Social Cre­
dit- candidate in the Quebec 
City riding of Langelier, said 
Tuesday he has been threatened 
with death. Mr. Dufresne told a 
news conference that since last 
Friday, four of his co-workers 
have received telephone calls 
warning them to stay away from 
the candidate because “a stray 
bullet might be waiting , for 
them.” Paul Zicat, one of the 
four campaign workers who re­
ceived threatening calls, has re­
signed “for personal reasons 
which were not connected with 
the threats,” Mr. Dufresne said.
George Ignatieff makes the 
switch to higher education today 
from high diplomacy. The for­
mer Canadian ambassador to 
the United Nations office in 
Geneva will be installed as prb- 
। vost of Trinity College at the 
University of Toronto. Financ­
ing at the college may be his 
major problem. Since 1968 Tri­
nity has gone $500,000 in debt 
and expects to add another $50,- 
000 to that this year.
building that will be used to 
burn an estimated 80 pounds 
of confidential papers daily.
The RCMP was exempted, 
Insp. Culligan said, from an 
anti-pollution bylaw prohibit- 
i n g installation . of in­
cinerators in. new buildings.
(Continued from Page 1) 1
Mr. W a gn er, campaign , 
leader for the Conservatives in j 
Quebec, was the central figure j 
as he and Mr. Stanfield spent a 
day in Chicoutimi.
Mr. Wagner accused the Lib­
erals of running a racist cam: 1 
paign in Quebec, pushing a sort 
of French power" concept with a 
IP r om otion a l film showing 
French-speaking ministers, talk­
ing of how much they had ac­
complished in Ottawa. Mr; 
Stanfield applauded when he 
challenged the Liberals to show 
this film in English Canada.
What mattered was the com­
petence of Quebec’s representa­
tives, not their race.
Mr. Wagner, who served in a 
Quebec Liberal cabinet with 
Pierre Laporte, labor minister 
who was abducted and slain in 
1970 by members of the terror­
ist Front de Liberation du Que­
bec, linked .that tragedy to a 
sick society that had flourished 
under Mr. Trudeau.
Two years later, Mr. Wagner 
said, society is even sicker. The 
future of Confederation would 
be decided at this election and 
“if the people take the risk of 
re-electing Trudeau for four 
years it will be finished, I’m 
sure.” .
HALL CLEARED •
The bornb scare came as Mr. 
Wagner and his leader attended 
a question-and-answer session 
at a junior college. The meet­
ing was cut short to allow the 
cafeteria to be cleared. No 
bomb was found.
In Saskatchewan; the prov­
ince where an NDP govern­
ment set up the first medical 
care insurance program in 
North America, Mr. Lewis said
motions by private firms. 
There. also should be a -require­
ment for drugs to show the-ge­





QUESNEL (CP)—An 18-year- 
old youth suffered a bullet I 
wound-in the head Tuesday in 
what police believe was an ac­
cidental shooting while he was i 
hunting with companions. His i 
name was not released. He was 
in critical condition in hospital i 
here Tuesday night. i
REGISTRATION SET i
PORT MOODY (CP) — City 
council Tuesday approved a re-i 
commendation from police chief i 
L. A. McCabe that the city i 
operate a voluntary system of 
bicycle registration rathern than 
become part of a compulsory 
system operated by Vancouver.
WANTS CROSSING
VANCOUVER (CP) — City 
council Tuesday voted 4-3 to 
maintain a longterm policy of 
building a crossing of Burrardi 
Inlet for rapid transit and high­
way facilities, despite provincial I 
government plans to expand । 
Lower Mainland: bus service । 
with $27 million earlier slated 
for the crossing. I
CHARGE QUASHED
VANCOUVER (CP)— A 
charge against Capt. Vladimir 
Ccc of the freighter Korotan of 
operating his ship in B.C. waters, 
Without a pilot aboard was 
quashed in provincial court 
Tuesday on a technicality in-, 
volving wording of the charge. 
It was alleged the ship put out 
to sea from Gold River, on Van­
couver Island, Feb. , 18 without 
a pilot.
GRANT EXTENDED
HALIFAX (CP) — Neptune 
Theatre’s studio workshop, Sec­
ond Stage, will continue for at 
least two more months, thanks 
to an extension of its local initi­
atives grant. Beginning last 
February, the studio has pro­
duced 10 plays, most of them 
new Canadian works that other­
wise would probably not have 








young people to break away 
from the patterns applied by 
the older parties “for 100
years” and' "turn to ■ Social 
Credit.
He repeated his claim that a 
guaranteed minimum ..income 
system could replace all the 
varied welfare programs now 
in use and, by cutting out bu- 
reaucratid duplication, cost not 
a cent more.
Mr. Trudeau campaigns to­
day in the southern Ontario 
communities of Mississauga,. 
Galt and Wingham. Mr.
Ottawa and To- 
1 no public meet-







River area and Mr, Caouette 
campaigns in Matane, Que.
I drug prices in Canada “are | 
I completely unrelated to real­
ity.” Companies charge what-1 
ever “they think they can get I 
away with," he told a rally of 
about 1,700 persons. 
■ Part of the cost was due to 
heavy advertising—30 cents on 
every dollar.
The NDP leader suggested a1 
Crown corporation produce 1 
drugs and sell them at prices 
just high enough to cover pro­
duction costs and research. He 
also suggested consumer regu­
lations to limit costs and pro-
Billy Williams 
Dead At 56
CHICAGO (AP) — Singer 
Billy Williams, 56, who soared 
to popularity • in the 1950s on 
such songs as I’m Gonna Sit 
Right Down and Write Myself a 
Letter; died last week virtually 
unnoticed, it was learned Tues­
day. His career faded when he 
encountered poor health, his 
marriage failed and he lost his 
voice.
STUDENTS HELP
MONTREAL (C,P) —--Fifteen 
agriculture and engineering stu­
dents from Macdonald College 
use d an Opportunities For 
Youth grant to develop sur­
roundings of a farm village for 
orphaned and abandoned chil­
dren at nearby Cowansville. The 
students reconstructed a road, a 
bridge, and put in walkways, 
lawns, a playground and a na­
ture trail. They are still com­
pleting a dam and lake to serve 
as a swimming hole, trout 











Liberals arc a quiet people. They do not want to be disturbed. 
They particularly resent the voice of any opposition. Their idea 
ot "participatory democracy" involves as much participation for 
the private Canadian citizen as that of a duck in open season, 
So wc were not surprised by the editorial in The Kelowna Daily 
Courier of 13 October, 1972, under the title of "Short Takes”. 
However, for a newspaper which makes its policy not to publish 
letters to the Editor of a political nature during an election 
campaign, to make an attack on an individual in its editorial 
column, seems to be priming the dregs Of yellow journalism. 
Apparently Liberals, who at other times cherish the rights of. 
"free” speech, deem that during election campaigns it must be 
paid for.
It is aH vcry well for your Editor to stale: "There appears to be 
a very definite attempt to make political capital out of the fact 
that (he RCMP asked a local man to come in for a chat”, but 
the facts prove to be otherwise. According to reports in the 
PENTICTON HERALD and the VANCOUVER PROVINCE 
of 12 October, 1972, it was no other than Mr. Bruce Howard 
that DEMANDED police action.
Could it be that "Bruce the Silencer” was not in fact so interested 
in the welfare of the Prime Minister as he was in silencing an 
individual Who has long been a thorn in his flesh? In the words 
of the Prime Minister, which in Howard’s lexicon could be
I described as “rabid and violent", he oitee classified Liberals us 
“a bunch of idiots", and proved himself right when they elected 
him as their leader! Lam now convinced of the correctness of 
his assessment as it pertains to Howard's recent action in regard 
to myself.
I wish to thank all my friends in Kelowna, Vancouver and across j 
Canada for their support, and in particular the one who has made 
this "paid political announcement” possible. ■
LEONARD R. SAUNDERS
3(19 - 560 Sutherland Avenue 
Kelowna, British Columbia.
Begin In Ottawa In
OTTAWA (CP) — Civil avia- 
tion officials from Europe and 
North America Tuesday began 
three days of closed meetings 
to try to straighten out the air- b; 
charter situation. tic
A spokesman for the Cana-t 
dian transport commission said 
an announcement on the results 
of the meeting Is expected 
Thursday afternoon.
Agreement on regulations for 
air charters could prevent the 
mixups that left thousands o£ 
charter passengers temporarily jv 
stranded this summer when re-, th 
l tui-n flights were cancelled. 3 t
Present international agree- ! 
menfe permit chartered flights :i,; 
only when the passengers have ki 
been members of the charter- > 
ing organization for at least six I 
months. Several airlines, how- 
ever, have said they cannot en- sli ■ 
sure such membership in all : 
cases when organizations ask 
for charters.__________ ,rfd~'X $
JERRY'S MUFFLERS'-
Windsor Rd. — Just oft Hwy. 97 , Rhone 763-773?
Exhaust Systems for Any. Car, Truck or Tractor 
Shocks and Headers
FREE INSTALLATION ON ALL WALKER 
TOP LINE MUFFLERS. LIFETIME GUARANTEE.
Custom Tube Bending Machine 
<• Any Exhaust System . . .




WtrnatBrai^ A Klnnty Company
WARNING — Some brutality and coarse language.
R. McDonald, B.C. Director.
(Mature) Show Times 7 and 9 p.m. . ■
PARAMOUNT Serving Kelowna — ' Every Day at ■.





COME - SEE - HEAR
BUDDY KNOX
AND THE NASHVILLE TOUCH
Holder of 4 Gold Records
Hear your old favorites: Party Doll, Hula Love, 
(lypsy Men, plus their latest smash hit from the movie 
Travelin" Light.
Appearing nightly, doors open <S p.m. Continuous 
entertainment horn 9 p.m. ’til, 2 a.m, Satmdiiy.s K ’iil 
1 a.m.
KOKO CLUB
275 l.von Air, Phone: 762-2956 or 763-3407
'NO'J'FD FOR FINE FOODS"
t
A group of nine visiting Jap- 
anese dairy farmers look-over 
- Sun-Rype Products Ltd., pro­
cessing plant as part of an 






DAIRY FARMERS ON TOUR
visitors, who also toured Ver- .right, company sales repre- The three-week tour- in Can­
non agricultural products tentative, with the help of ada and some parts of the 
plants, were taken through tour interpreter, Joseph Yuch- United States includes repre- 
the Sun-Rype operations by inami, third from right, from sentation from dairy farming 
guide, Ralph Nolan, extreme a Vancouver travel bureau.
all over Japan, as well as one 
fertilizer manufactufer and 
three political prefects.
(Courier photo)
Fox Hunt On Sunday CITY PAGE
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Rate Proposal
Under Attack
The British Columbia Motels, 
Resorts and Trailer’Parks As­
sociation will be among at least 
20 delegations making presen­
tations to the city concerning 
the proposed sewer rate struc­
tures at tonights* public meeting 
at the Community Theatre. 
. The meeting called by Mayor 
Hilbert’ Roth at the urging of 
the Kelowna Chamber of Com­
merce will hear views primarily 
opposing the rate structure as 
presented by the .Vancouver 
consulting firm of Reid, Crow­
ther and Partners Ltd.
Although details of the Mo­
tel, Resort and Trailer Parks 
Association brief were not re­
leased publicly, association vice- 
president Ernie Fortier said he 
felt consultants did not make 
a proper study of the sewer 
rate structure as it applied to 
Kelowna.
The association had struck a 
special committee to deal ^ith 
and study the proposed rate 
changes.' Hal Bernrot, commit­
tee chairman, said he felt the 
city was taking away certain 
concessions it had made two
Transient Orchard Labor
Apparently Not Behaving
Transient orchard labor which 
has not exactly flocked to the 
Okanagan this season has how­
ever, apparently shown up in 
sufficient number to present a 
marked increase in the number 
of persons arrested for intoxi­
cation in Kelowna.
According to the police report 
for September, there was an in­
crease in liquor cases and the 
reason say the local RCMP was 
the “numerous transient type 
persons being in the area to 
pick fruit.”
1
engineering department on a 
years previous.
“Studies made by the city’s 
test motel on Glenmore Streep 
showed actual water entering 
the sewers from the motel to be 
less than 50 per cent of the 
water metered," he said.
The association was particu­
larly mystified as to why a new 
rate structure was needed only 
four years after a 1968 by-law 
(No. 3113) had restructured the 
sewage rates. Mr. Fortier was 
adamant in his opinion that 
bond issue repayment schedules 
as outlined In the proposed rate 
structures did not make sense.
“Why. should we get a bond 
repayment schedule almost four 
years after the original bond 
was issued,” he said.
Mr. Fortier admitted it was 
possible the city could have a
the month, within the city Mm- aasw“ f°r-n?ia E 
its tion but he was going to make
The traffic section of city pol- association
ce reported Bernard Avenue |I°und ou^ about it.
still leads the polls as far as The Kelowna local of the pro­
traffic violations are concerned, vincial tourist oriented associa-
By BOB CAMPBELL 
Courier Staff
If a fox happens to wander 
in vicinity of the Eldorado 
Ranch area early Oct. £2, he 
could find a dozen hounds on 
his trail.
That’s one of the unlikely 
hazards the Kelowna Riding 
Club hopes won’t happen dur­
ing its scheduled foxhunt on 
that date.
n Sponsored by the local rid-
^K’S-ing club, the fox chase, the first 

















Ing staged by the Fraser Val- 
’x ley Hunt Club which is supply- 
ij^ng the foxhounds, a master 
of the hunt and some 18 par­
s’ ticipants.
ij i The balance of the 35 to 40 
* riders expected will be repre- 
\ sented by the Kelowna Riding 
\ciub plus any appropriately 
garbed non-member who wants 
|o join the fun. y
Broken into three legs of 
<from two-and-a-half to three 
miles each, the foxhunt will 
begin at 10 a.m., from the 
„west end of Eldorado Ranch 
over a course especially laid 
by Desmond Deane-Freeman. 
. Just to make the chase in­
teresting, about 2S wooden
ELUSIVE RED VIXEN 
* . . won't be there 
hurdles will be strategically 
placed along the route,' but 
the barriers will be at the op­
tion of riders, according to Mr. 
Deane-Freeman.
Instead of the wily fox, the 
scent will be supplied by arti-
L.I.P. Information Meeting 
Draws Unexpected Turnout
। Interest in the Local Initia- 
j five Program (L. I. P.) was 
| evident by. the number of pei> 
j sons who turned up at a special 
j meeting Tuesday in the federal
j building.
i Mrs. Alice Runnals, co-ordina- 
' tor, for the federal program,
’ said she was surprised at the
I turnout. It was estimated by a
1 manpower official there were
J about 71 persons in attendance,
Mr. Malone said there
i 1
T
while local officials at Man­
power expected only about 30.
Persons in attendance were 
told by acting Kelowna Man­
power manager, Gene Malone, 
proposals for community ser­
vices are emphasized over con­
struction type projects. Empha­
sis is also placed on the use of 
Canada Manpower for hiring of 
help for L. I. P. projects.
EMERGENCY VEHICLES RUSHED
IN SERIES OF MORNING CALLS
fieial means along the desig­
nated course an hour before 
the chase. The only thing that 
could foul up the hunt is the 
unscheduled presence of a coy­
ote or similar distracting in-1 All available Kelowna Fire Department emergency
fluence on the hounds. If that vehicles were in action todays One ambulance rushed to Wood
happens, riders could be a little Lake after a person apparently nearly drowned. Hospital
ate for their 1 p;m., break- officials said they were continuing to work on the vicitm but
fast which tops, off the foxhunt no name or condition had been been released by press time,
back at the riding club. Other ambulances in the department’s fleet of emergency
Traditional foxhunt dress will vehicles were out in various capacities including one being 
ho maintainpH by Fraspf Valley called to take a person to hospital suffering from a severe
Hunt Club members, complete .attack of asthma.
with scarlet coat and white rid­
ing breeches.
The rules will be “bent” a 
little for local participants who 
will be allowed to wear their 
best hunter-type clothes, says 
Mr. Deane-Freeman, who des­
cribes the event as “healthful 
and recreational.” The foxhunt 
is also “good for horse train­
ing,” he added.
Study Committee Sensitive 
About Newspaper's Headline
Members of the incorporation
. ... tr । study committee of Rutland. Begun in the Fraser Valley I chamber, of Commerce have 
me first hunt tahen exception to the begin- 
19, 19ot» wnn ning of a Courier story Tues- 
eight hounds and today is i close ujay 
to being recognized by the Mas- ' . .
ter of Fox Hounds Association ‘‘Advantages outweigh cosh, 
of North America Rutland chamber is told” waff
The Fraser Valley Hunt Club headline on story' 
(FVH) now has 85 members Cnm^erc^in com
j 44-r. nt *fc kirvntftrjc-1 ChcnYiDcrs of CyOminerco in. com-n J® munities of comparable size to 
A?Fr JeFvriCv Rutland on conditions before 
tion of the lower, Fraser valley I from Coast Meridian Road in I andafter incorP°ratl°n- 
Surrey to Clearbrook Road in Terry Ruttie, who composed 
Abbotsford. the questionaire and summariz-
six years ago,
was held Nov.
The chamber plans to, call a 
public meeting to discuss in­
corporation. The matter then 
could be put to a vote.
The city did come out of the 
month $4,765 richer as a result 
of fines imposed and payable to 
the city coffers. The federal 
government, not to be left out, 
collected $200 from local erring 
citizens.
Although theft of bicycles con­
tinued to be in the double fig­
ures ((23 in September)' police 
have been recovering an in­
creasing number. The report 
showed that 18 lost or. stolen 
■bicycles had been recovered in 
the month.
Cost of keeping prisoners in 
the lock up at the Doyle Avenue 
station was $783. In patrolling 
the area, police traveled 19,702 
miles all in police vehicles. :
The police received and in­
vestigated a total of 762 com­
plaints in the month and with 
22- members on duty it figures 
for an average of just over 30 
complaints handled per man. 
The detachment also attended 
three fires, found 11 businesses 
unlocked and discovered seven 
street lamps not in working 
order.
Offences in general, however, tion voted unanimously to sup- 
showed a decrease from the port any stand taken by either 
summer months. Bernrot or Mr. Fortier at
The traffic division said in its the public meeting tonight.
report that since the Labor Day Association president Syd 
weekend there was “quite a de- Cook told the gathering that 
crease”, but the report added members of the association 
this could have been the result would be meeting with members 
of a shortage in staff due to of the consulting firm, city ad- 
sickness and holidays. ministration staff, and possibly
People in Kelowna, according some council members prior to 
to the report, were beginning to the public meeting.
take spitter lot signs seriously „ _ .and were paying to park. The I urged as many association 
signs notified motorists that a members as possible to attend 
non-payment of parking fees the meeting at the community 
would, result in vehicles being theatre and throw his full gyp- ' 
towed away. port behind the group heading
. TCiere were a total of 1,169 a delegation. ,
traffic offences reported, al- F 5 1
most one for each of the 1,189 
miles covered by the traffic
division. The division served 52 J— A f _t
summons and further nvestigat- |%J ftnfg
ed 25 others.. Wfc fc I V UIIM
It reported 48 incidents of a a A 
broken spitter machines, faulty ' KJ/> O flg 
signal lights at crossings, side-1 
walk conditions and other sun-1 
dry items to various city de- 
partments involved. _ . . _ . , .
Men on the traffic division Toastmasters Club best speak- 
spent 496 man hours patrolling ®r.awaJ“ went to newcomet 
the city, working a total of 25 ^Ja.nda«
days during the month. The L I Joined Toastmasters «
most often investigated com- ^u°^er maidep speech was 
plaint was from motorists re- J>y.r£an ^Ikinson and 
parting malfunctions in the Vdue of Se“’
machine which issues parking Improvement.
permits in the spitter lots. •—~“
More people, the report said, Currently on display at tha
was
$7.4 million allotted for the area 
called the Pacific region, which 
is B.C. and the Yukon. Pro­
jects which require a federal 
contribution in excess of $200,? 
000 will not be supported, the 
audience was told.
Major objectives of the pro­
gram is to create jobs for un­
employed people and provide a 
useful community service. The 
program will officially begin 
Dec. 1 and the project must 
close by May 31. ,
Last year, unemployed people 
were hired to run yPuth drop-ln 
centres, community “store 
front" services, day care cen­
tres, medical and hotel meal 
services for the elderly.
The club’s territory also cov-®d the answers, said that, “al- 
ers a region from the Fraser though the story was other- 
Valley to the U.S., border wlse satisfactory, your second 
which, prior to 1966, had never headline seems to me and to 
been used for hunting. others to convey somewhat of
The FVH hunt was accually a wrong impression.
organized by Dr. J. S. A, Gil- “Neither the Rutland Cham- 
ray, a Surrey veterinarian, and ber of Commerce, nor its com­
other hunting enthusiasts and mittee, Including myself, have 
is one of the two joint masters formed any conclusions or opiri- 
of the hunt with Lt.-Col. Jack ions. The object at all times has 
Reynolds of Vancouver. Mr, simply been to collect the facts 
Gilray will act as master of so the citizens of Rutland may 
the hunt for Kelowna fox chase, study them, weigh the pros and 
The popular event was ex- cons, and make their. own de­
tended to the Okanagan due cisions in a truly democratic 
to health regulation difficulties manner," he said.
in shipping the horses across 
the line, as well as the FVH
club’s desire to widen its op-1 
erating scope in the province. ,
As for the layman’s perplex-
IN COURT
Mr. Roberts
Police reported there had been 
no “unusual” incidents during
Cast Picked
Rehearsals are how underway 
for Theatre Kelowna’s first ma­
jor production, the two-act co­
medy drama, Mister Roberts.
Set bn a U.S. Navy cargo ship 
during the Second World War, 
the play depicts the conflict anc 
humor of life on board ship.
The large cast of 26 men and 
one woman contains actors fa­
miliar to Kelowna theatregoers 
and many who are new to ama­
teur theatre.
Mr. Roberts will be performer 
Nov. 9 -11 in the Kelowna Com­
munity Theatre.
COMMITTED
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP)-Herb- 
ert Lionel Moore, 24, of Hazel­
ton, B.C. was committed Tues­
day to stand trial for non-capi­
tal murder after a preliminary 
hearing.
SAY POLICE
Annual Light Up Planning 
Has Date Set For Nov. 20
were pleading not guilty to of- Kelowna. Centennial Museum, is 
fences thus causing an increase a collectioh of silver items soma 
in court appearances by traffic I dating back to the 1700’s. In­
officers. jcluded is some of the beautiful
———-r----------———-—church:silver used in Canadian
Missions. Crested silver from 
| Lady Aberdeen’s family, (The 
Aberdeens were early residents 
in both Kelowna and Vernon) 
is featured, as well as an assort­
ment of small silver novelty 
items, ornaments and practical 
pieces. This exhibit will run to 
the end of October.
ity about all that exertion for Jo Anne Schlerbeck of Kelow- 
a foxless hunt, only a horse- na pleaded not guilty to a
riding fan can supply the an- charge of leaving the scene of 
swcr. an , acident. The case was re­
manded for trial to Nov. 20.
’’’ . A5-- . d.<.. ‘
We can’t ask the fox . .
Ernest Steve Shawngn of Vcr- 
nOn, charged with mischief, had 
the case remanded for trial to 
Dec, 10.
Margaret Kerr of Kelowna, 
who previously pleaded not 
guilty to a charge of possession 
of stolen property appeared in 
provincial court and a trial 
date In the case was set for 
Nov. 22.
Donald William Radcliffe of 
Kelowna was found guilty of 
driving while having a blood al­
cohol count exceeding .08. He 
was fined $200 and had his 
licence suspended for one 
month.
Davld Edwin Cotton of Van­
couver was charged in provin­
cial court with impaired driving, 
refusing to take a breathalyzer 
test and ns a result of n scuffle 
nt jxiltce headquarters, was 
charged with obstructing a pol- 
1 | tec officer. No plea was entered 
by tho accused tn any of the 
charges. All three charges were 
remanded to Oct. 24.
Sunny
Sune Alberta hunters may 
b* a little green w.tli envy |m- 
C.iitM* l.iH.idols trained at 
Duggie Sh.uigtila Kennels m 
Kchmna took first, second 
mi.’ fourtti wins m the puppy
st
iccenUy, Pictured alxc.a h
TOP DOG
first prize winner Shnmrot.k 
Acres Spud with Dixie Lane, 
who ti.mied mid handled the 
rtnf!. Owner of Shamrock u 
Tommy Rea, owner of the 
kcnndl, Mr, Lane, trainer and 
man-.Rcr nt the kenneb alro 
li.iltii.’ed <u. I tunned Dixie*.
Billy, who won second nnd 
was the youngest pup at the 
trial, ns well ns del Ranger's 
Cm I, who pl,H i d foui th. There 
was a total of IM dogs com­
peting from B.C., Alberta, 
Saskatchewan. Ontario mid 
the l’S. —'Conner Photo)
The wenthprmnn foiccnrds 
more sunshine, Thursday, with 
a few early morning fog 
patches. Highs will be in the 
mid 50s. High for the city Tues­
day wan 56 degrees, with an 
overnight reading of 26 degree!.. 
High nt the nil port Tuesday was 
। 57 degrees with n frosty over- 
| night low of 24 degrees. There 
l vie no precipitation recorded, 
, (h ci night lows will be 25 to 50 
j degiccs.
Plans for the second Kelow­
na Downtown Business Associa­
tion sponsored “light up" are 
currently being, worked out.
The all important date is Nov. 
20 when the f city's downtown 
business core will be illuminated 
like the, proverbial Christmas 
tree, accompanied by appro­
priate fanfare and various fes­
tive activities. •
The event, which the associa­
tion hopes will be enthusiasti­
cally endorsed by downtown 
merchants, will feature mid­
night shopping specials, band 
concerts (inluding Rock and 
carol singing) and a prize draw.
Although all details have not
The Kelowna library is offer- 
been formulated yet, Mayor Hil-jlng ,^1, popular “listen and 
bert Roth Is scheduled to offi- raw /Story Time winter pro- 
ciallv “null the switch” bn light- pram I°r preschoolers begin- un nightwhich signals mercan- ning Saturday- Oct- 25- The pro- 
file SicipatioS T downtown g«m f is. open for all children. 
Yuletide decorations. “Fin T, I at 10:30 a.m. in .the library-.
The association suggests mer-1 board room. Children listen to a 
chants to begin planning outside selected story, then are provided 
decor now for completion by with materials for drawing 
Nov. 20, and advertising by Nov. scenes from the story.
13. ■ I .■ ■1 ■
The association also reminds Thc current United Appeal 
?■M„as^J.aSt yea,;.: let s make total now stands at $41,872, or 
it bigger this year. about .53 per cent of the 1972
More details will be announced goal of $77,000. The local com­
at a,’later date and an assocla- mlttee is still looking for can­
tion meeting has been scheduled vassers In the South Kelowna, 
for Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in thelBelgo, Benvoulln and Westbank 
Kelowna Club. ((excluding Lakeview Heights).
With the time change and 
earlier darkness just a week 
or «i away, tho supply of 
reading materials will need 
replenishment in most homes. 
The Kelowna Hospital AuxiH- 
I ary’s sale of good1 used books
A GOOD LEISURE HABIT
nnd records nt First United 
Churcti on Friday from 9 n.m. 
to 9 p.m. nnd 9 n.m. to 6 p.m. 
on Satin day offers a wonder­
ful variety for young and old. 
Hard cover clasrlcs, popular 
pocket editions nnd foicign
language books arc among the 
collection alt carefully soiled 
and on display according to 
clarifications,such as my­
stery, history, political and 
romance. Records, too, range
from operatic to western and 
folk music. Perusing a review 
of the assortment are, left to 
right, Stephen .Longman, ’ 
Dave Phelps and Ian Easter.
(Courier Photo)
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Royal Trust HLETTER TO EDITOR
his
tho
: will not15 111 5' Mv
alwajs with man."
- ACE HUGE 5N0MWHED&
Britain and France agreed to 





chairman George Couture re­
ported Monday, “it appears that 
Canadian exporters have fared
MOST SEE RISE
Of 101 companies in the 
source and manufacturing
It has been tl,o policy of the 
Daily Courier for many years 
that when a public election 
has been announced letters 
to editor concerning <h« 
election or candidate* for pub­
lic office will not lie ptiblhh- 
rd. A federal election has 
been railed for Oct. 30.
that come back to haunt them. 
Britain made a trade on Oct. 18, 




He said that domestically 
Canada faces problems too, 
such as finding an acceptable 
■ formula for containing inflation
Madras was a city of about 
four million people while the 
population of Louisburg was 
about four thousand, but it was 
a bad trade because Britain had
MANUFACTURING oF sulphuric
Acid wa^$tartedincanam at 
LONDON, ONT'in 1867- 
T>lBN^DFQP7NlSCAM£AAOOTA£aUS&. 




SMASHING IP GAIK BISHIP- WMlfef 
DlDUBBOMBSWBPBAlWAWIBAlto • - 
Dt/BH 1HS SIDE- UNC&TANUXUV&H 
WGCRIPPL/NG CANALSBOOMING
OILFIELDS AT P£TPOUA,ONT-
218 Bernard Ave., 
Kelowna,B.C.
762-5200
Other offices In Vancouver and Victoria
OTHER OCT. 18 EVENTS
1642—James I created Order 
of Baronets of Nova Scotia.
1046—Iroquois killed Fathers 
Jogues and Lalande.
1759—G e n e r a 1 Amherst in 
New York learned about. Wolfe's 
victory at Quebec on Sept, 13.
1775—Fort Chnmbly surren­
dered to Americans,
1878—Ixird Dufferin laid foun­
dation stone of 
race. Quo.




Commons to protest Cnnndn 
lending troops to fight In Boer 
War,
1929—Imperial Privy Council 
ruled Ihiil women were cntillcd 
.o be Canadian Hcnaloi s.
1911—Ilcstrii-tions were |m- 
jwsed on wages and ju ices.
1957-.. Montreal Herald ended
publlcnllon after 146 years.
need answers, Mr. Couture 
. said, are:,
BIBLE BRIEF 




hatred in Western Europe which 1 
lasted almost until 1914. Then religion, 
another kind of holocaust engen- Dec. 6 might bring the 
dered the more-comprehensible sane answer to Ulster.
„ . „ . .. . „ ... Atlantic to recapture Louisburg
Baseball, football, and hockey jn 1758. The powerful French 
clubs sometimes make trades .....
lates more to economics than : that while the immediate pros- spread foreign press specula-
pects seem bright the outlook tion about China’s future lead- 
: first for the longer term "is about ership after a meeting last
as uncertain as it was a year week between Premier Chou
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Canadian Exporters Fared
The Blood Bank Policy
Has Saved Many Lives
HIGHWAY BETWEEN 
ftEVELSTOXE- Better Than They Expected
The next time you consider how 
lucky you are to live in Canada, add 
this to the list of benefits of living 
here — blood transfusions free of 
charge if and when you need them.
In the United States, which claims 
one of the most advanced medical 
services set-up in the world, a person 
requiring a blood transfusion must pay 
pint by pint for this life-giving opera­
tion. The. case in Canada is different, 
largely due to the successful blood 
donor clinics, both mobile and sta­
tionary, operated by the .Canadian Red 
Cross.
Accident victims by the score have 
had their lives saved through the 
blood bank policy of Red Cross. Hos­
pitals in every section of this great 
land depend on Red Cross to supply 
them with blood, not only for accident 
victims but for hospital surgery as 
well.
It does not take long to think of 
someone close to your family whose 
life was saved or prolonged because of 
blood given to them by the Canadian 
Red Cross. The Red Cross however 
are the first to recognize that it is the 
Canadian people who make their ser­
vice successful. They admit openly that 
their service’s debt to the people of 
this country is of a magnitude almost 
immeasurable. . -
It is your few minutes at the Red' 
Cross Blood Donor Clinics which 
make the millions of-pints of blood 
available to Canadian people free each 
year. Unfortunately accidents, illness 
and natural disasters do not stop and 
wait for blood supplies. The city page, 
of this newspaper carries reports near­
ly every day of people involved' in
serious accidents. Most of these peo­
ple need the Red Cross blood trans- ' 
fusion service, and the Red Cross 
blood transfusion service needs you.
The Kelowna and district Red Cross 
Society will be holding their fall drive 
for blood on Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday, Oct. 24, 25 and 26. It is 
vitally important to the residents of 
Kelowna and district that the Red 
Cross meet their quota, and the only 
. way this is possible is through your 
continuing support of the clinic.
The half hour you spend can save 
a life arid, if you realize that some­
day someone you love may need blood, 
you will understand. Hopefully, you 
will even decide to give.
. Consider the possibilities. For peo­
ple in need, blood is a miracle that 
happens only if you care enough to 
. give.
' Some people understand that blood 
is life. What science has found im­
possible to duplicate, our bodies pro- 
. duce naturally. Many' people do1 real- .
ize this fact but as is most often the 
case depend on others to fill the gap.
, In British Columbia approximately 
four per cent of those able to give 
blood do so. This is not a good aver­
age, but somehow through their un­
selfish support the hospital here and 
in the Yukon manage each year.
To continue this at all of the pro­
vinces’ and territories’ hospitals the 
; Red Cross will need more than four 
per cent of the people to give blood, 
because the statistics show blood is 
being used more and more.
This time give blood, have a coffee 
and see a lot of your friends at the 
same time. Save a life.
. . juipGLACIER,0-C-
,0-'1 AS A PROTECTIVE MEASUREAGAINST
AVALANCNESMWWGTRAFFICONTNEPOAD
MONTEBELLO, Que. (CP) — 
What a difference a year 
makes for the Canadian Export 
Association.
Twelve months ago, it looked 
ahead to a period filled with 
uncertainties and bleak pros­
pects for international trade. 
There was no way of predicting 
how the United States—Can­
ada’s main trading partner— 
would restore order to its econ­
omy and the international mon­
etary and trading systems.
Looking back over the year,
and devising a viable industrial 
strategy for a country so heav­
ily dependent on exports and 
imports.
By JOHN HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
In the present spate of
Programs For Handicapped
Penticton Herald
In biblical times they were ‘left 
outside the gates of the city’. I some­
times think we haven’t progressed very . 
much.” These words are those of a 
parent whose child has a learning dis­
ability.
The massive dimension of this prob­
lem in Canada has only been recog­
nized in the past few years. It is es­
timated that 12 per cent of Canada’s 
population under 19 years of age — or 
one million children and youth — 
suffer from some form of handicap — 
emotional or perceptual — which pre­
vents them from learning in the nor­
mal way.
Some of the problems were dealt
informed and included in programs of 
detection, prevention, treatment and 
rehabilitation. That was one of the 
objectives of the local forum.
Children who need these programs 
include: those who are neurotic, psy­
chotic or exhibit - behavior disorders, 
retarded children, children with spec­
ific learning deficits, children with a 
sensory or physical handicap, those 
who have been judged delinquent, 
those who are culturally or emotion­
ally deprived.
In order for these children to live
normal, rich and full lives it is im­
portant that they not suffer isolation
with at the recent forum in Penticton 
of the Commission of Emotional and
or segregation. Efforts must be made 
to ensure their normal experience of 
childhood, family, school and com­
munity.
To accomplish this the child must 
be viewed as .a whole. In the past tho 
child has been seen by different prb-
Learning Disabilities in Children, now 
commonly known as CELDIC. In an 
effort to bring about a greater appro- fcssionals. He is a medical patient to 
j ciation of the problems, the forum one, a difficult student to another, a
1 heard speakers discuss the meaning ward of the Children’s Aid eto another,
of the terms emotional and learning 
, disorders, the early detection of them, 
■ special education and what happens 
if the child does not get help. 
The failure and personal distress 
ahead for these children is not inevi-
or a delinquent to another.’ This frag­
mentation leaves his need unmet. .
There must also be continuity of 
service and care, and help available 
at the earliest moment of need. This
table. The demands for action on this 
problem have become loundcr. The 
professions involved have been stim­
ulated to search for new ways to help 
these children and their families.
lt is imperative, for a start, that 
those people who arc most closely 
involved with children •— teachers, 
school nurses, social workers, proba­
tion officers and family doctors— be
dramas, movies and stage plays 
about the Tudor monarchs, one 
unsolved problem they faced 
about 300 hundred years ago, 
Britain still, faces today. That’s 
Ireland. :
The second Elizabeth like the 
first, might have to pass the 
problem along to her successor. 
When one thinks of the progres­
sion of events in all other areas 
of British national life in 300 
years, tlie fact that one of them 
has escaped solution not after 
several years or decades, but 
after centuries, defies descrip­
tion, boggles the mind.
One lives , with the tragedies 
that have killed millions in 
Twentieth Century horrors like 
g e n o c i d e campaigns, global 
wars, or fobliterated hundreds in 
technological failures like air­
craft and train crashes and 
wrecks. Yet Protestants and 
Catholics still kill each other in 
Ireland. With 600 dead since 
1969; the mid-century renewal of 
the Irish tragedy may go down 
in history as a . mini-Thirty 
Years War of Protestants fight­
ing Catholics.
PERMANENT HATE
In case that equally-unbeliev- 
able event in history has es­
caped. you, the Thirty Years 
War lasted an . unbroken thirty 
years. between 1618 and 1648, 
made a complete,shambles of 
what is today most of West and 
East , Germany. It shattered 
monarchies, bankrupted newly- 
e merging European nation 
states, left legacies qf religious
new hatreds between nations .of 
the Twentieth Century.
Observers on the scene in 
Northern Ireland now see ex­
haustion and nihilism taking 
over as extremist Protestant . 
and Catholic groups currently 
engage in killings for reasons 
that appear to have little to do 
with their religious and eco­
nomic differences.
• The direct rule ordered last 
March 24 for one year to try to 
halt terrorism ended self-rule in 
Ulster and has seen the arrival 
of nearly 19,000 British troops of 
“pacification” or “occupation," 
depending which side you take 
in the Irish tragedy.
Since last spring, the long-mil­
itant Irish Republican Army has 
found itself outdone in terror 
and bombings by the so-called 
“Provisional IRA" which even 
the old-line IRA. disowns.
Protestant militancy once rel­
egated to spasmodic reprisal 
bomb and assassination at­
tempts, has hardened into the 
growing UDA (Ulster Defence 
Association) which now claims 
50,000 members..
A NEW SOLUTION?
On Dec. 6, proportional repre­
sentation in Ulster elections will 
be used for the first time in 
years when the Catholic minor­
ity of 500,000 goes to the polls 
along ; with the Protestant. one 
million majority.
At the risk of taking sides, it 
would appear the Catholic mi­
nority -is restricted from1 many, 
of the better . jobs, including 
management positions in major 
Ulster industries like shipbuild­
ing.
In fact, the underlying reason 
.for the Irish terror probably re-
a' good deal better than most 
would have expected.".
Value of merchandise exports 
for the first seven months of 
1972 were up $1 billion or 10 per 
cent over the same period last 
year, he told the association’s 
annual meeting. In the same 
period imports showed a year- 
to-year gain of $1.8 billion or 
20.5 per cent.
As a result the merchandise 
trade surplus fell to $547 mil- • 
lion at the end of July from $1.3 
billion, but without the sharp ' 
contraction “it seems probable 
that the Canadian dollar ex­
change rate would be higher 
than it is today.”
TRADE AT FAULT
Mr. Couture said, all the dete­
rioration in ■ the surplus this 
year resulted: from • Canadian 
overseas trade. Trade with the 
U.S. showed , a small year-to- 
year increase to $577 million.
He said the bright turn of 
events in the last 12 months re­
sulted from:
—A pickup in the U.S. econ­
omy and a consequent substan­
tial rise in demand for Cana­
dian commodities;
—The change in relationship 
between ther Canadian dollar 
and most major currencies ex­
cept the U.S. dollar, thereby 
improving Canada’s com­
petitive position;
—The federal budget last 
spring which gave a corporate 
tax cut and measures designed 
to offset the U.S. DISC, Domes­
tic International Sales Corpo­
ration, and to encourage ex­
pansion and investment in Can- 
ada.
Jim McAvity of Montreal, as­
sociation president, reported 
considerable optimism in a re­
cent survey on the export out­
look for the next year.
dustries responding to the asso­
ciation survey, 59 forecast in­
creased dollar volume of ex- 
. ports in the following 12 
•’ months, 24 anticipate no change 
from 1972 levels and 17 expect 
a decline. <
Only 67 firms gave estimated 
1972 export sales. These total­
led $1.23 billion. Applying their- 
estimated percentage of gain or 
loss—42 gains, eight losses and 
17 no changes—the anticipated 
net increase in exports is $143 
million, up 11.5 per cent from 
1972 volume reported by the 67 
firms.
Mr. Couture, however, said
Louisburg Trade 
Was Costly Deal
care must be administered by the lo- „ ....
cal community but the funds ncpcs- rcaty-°- Alx-la‘Qhapeiie, 
sary and the standards to be set 
should rest ’with the federal govern­
ment and with the provincial govern-
ments.
The people of Canada arc going to 
have to demand changes: in policy, 
planning, _ and practice; but most of 
all in attitude. A late start in these 
reforms cannot be afforded.
BYGONE DAYS
(From Courier Files}
10 YEARS AGO 
October 1902
Percy Maundrcll, North Okanagan 
Zone Commander, will attend the Koote­
nay Canadian Legion Zone Convention 
being held in Trail on Saturday. Other 
Legionnaires from tho Kelowna Cana­
dian Legion will also attend tho event,
20 YEARS AGO
October 1952
Residents of the David Lloyd-Jones 
home were feted at a tea on the occasion 
of the seventh anniversary of the senior 
citizens first Kelowna home. Mrs. Ella 
l-’oshcr, who had lived In the home long­
er than any other of the Indies, cut the 
anniversary cake, made and decorated 
by the Lloyd-Jones Horne Women's Auxll- 
linry.
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R. P. MacLcan, Publisher and Editor 
Donald K. Smith, General Manager 
H. L.Ticmblcy, Managing Editor 
John Knbylnik, Advertising Manager 
Dennis Gaudreau, Circulation Manager
Published every afternoon except Sun-
nt 492 Doyle Avenue.
30 YEARS AGO 
October 1942
Chester Owen has accepted. posi­
tion ns Llnison Officer for the Ration
Division of the Wartime Prices and 
Trude Board, and his territory will bo 
the whole of the interior of B.C. Mr. 
Owen will make Kelowna his head­
quarters. •
riny and holidays a , 
Kelowna, B,C. by Thomson B.C. News-
papers Limited.
Second class mall registration num­
ber <822.
Member of The Canadian I’reis, 
Member Audit Bureau nf Circulation. 
The Canadian Pic.n ix evrluxlvcly en­
titled to '.ho nrr for republication of all 
pews dispatches credited to it or the 
A'-’oeiated Picm or Renter in tin* 
j aper and n’ o the laral nen-r p'.L"d'.r t 
therein. All t'Chf of republication of 
special dispahhcs hc:cin me also 
reserved.
40 YEARS AGO 
October 1932
Rotarians from the Interior jrolnts 
Were entertained by tho Penticton Ro­
tary Chib in tho Incola Hotel. The 
spr ikcr was It. J. McDougall, editor of 
the Penticton Heriild, who sjrokc on the 
present educational system. The Kelowna 
Rotary Clulv was represented by Presi­
dent A. J. Hughes and 14 members.
50 YEARS AGO 
October 1922
East Kelowna Notes — Fruit picking 
Is nearly over. Some of the girls have 
already departed, They gave an enjoy­
able dunce lust Saturday, Mr. Armstrong 
loaned his piano. The guls should have 
pleasant memories of the Okanagan. 
The weather was splendid, tho fruit big 
and tho cron heavy. With patent picking 
bugs and Kangaroo bidders 200 lx»xcs 
have been jiicked in a day In some cases.
CO YEARS AGO 
October 1!H2
\ Kilown.'i Studv Chib has Iren fnimc.l 
an i the < lub ha-, elcilc.l the fol Im-mg 
officer:;. • ■■ President, Mi,-.. Robi.-,on; Vice 
President, Mri. Knight; Second Vice 
P; e-ljenl, Mi-.s K. Fuller tun; Sccretuii.
M’ul.i'.ne Is Ms-\ D.ivfini V,'till.nos, The 
nevi n in*, will bo held nt j>lft
limi.n of Mis. F. Aimstiong,
I
At Age 24
By FARMER TISSINGTON 
Ottawa Bureau 
Of the Kelowna Courier
OTTAWA—In recent com­
ments about the generous pen­
sions members of Parliament 
provided for themselves a cou­
ple of years ago, little attention 
has been paid to a new angle. 
This is the age at which an MP 
can qualify for a life-time pen­
sion now that the Election Act 
has been amended to permit 18- 
year-olds to be candidates and 
to vote. ’
An MP who serves for six 
years can qualify when he is de­
feated or retires for an .annual 
pension of $3,780. About the only 
restriction is that the pension 
cannot be paid if he takes a job 
in the federal government serv­
ice. ?
hard for candidates to become 
known personally, have contrib­
uted to this situation. Voters are 
less concerned about where a 
candidates lives than who he is 
and what he stands for.
In one respect, it Is harder to 
qualify for a Senate appoint­
ment than it is to run as a can-. 
didate for the Commons: Amo; 
the Senate qualifications .‘is 4 
requirement that you own, prd 
erty outright valued at not less 
than $4,000 in the province of 
your appointment.
There have been some cele- 
v brated cases of parachuting in 
the past, particularly where it 
involved party.leaders or promi­
nent personalities who had diffi­
culty getting .elected in- their 
' home ridings. Prince Albert in 
Saskatchewan, for ex a m pie,
' So it is possible for a young 
man or woman to.be elected at 
18, serve six years until 24, re­
tire’or be defeated, and start to
. draw the pension at that age. If 
he lives to 70, he would receive 
a total of $173,889 from the pub­
lic purse for an initial personal 
investment of under $9,000. Not 
a bad return.
Of course, not many 18-year- 
olds are going to run and fewer 
‘ will be elected, but the pension 
plan is overly generous in the 
light of the fact the -taxpayers 
who largely provide the fund 
can’t qualify for their own pen­
sions until 60 or 65 years of age 
in most cases.
PARACHUTISTS
There was a time when it was 
. considered .vital for a candidate 
for public office to live in the 
riding he hoped to represent. 
Over the years, -this require­
ment has become much less im­
portant and the number of can­
didates who are “parachuted” 
into ridings other than their own 
home constituency has been in­
creasing. '
Owning a piece of farm land 
or a summer cottage is some­
time^ enough reason for choos­
ing a riding although there are 
examples in the current cam­
paign where candidates have no 
. direct personal connection with 
the constituency at all.
The increasing mobility of Ca­
nadians and the .large size of. 
many ridings which make it
used .to be a favorite landing 
spot for such distinguished par­
achutists as.Sir Wilfrid Laurier 
and Mackenzie King. The riding 
was won by Sir Wilfrid by a
. scant 44 votes in 1896 ,while Mr. 
King found, a political home: 
there in the 1926, 1930, 1935 and 
1940 elections. His popularity in 
Prince Albert was at its peak in 
1935 when he won by almost 
6,000 votes but by 1940 he was 
lucky to come out ahead by' a
. 776 margin.
HANDS OFF
Usually, when an M^ does not 
seek re-election, he pitches in 
during the next campaign to 
give a boost to his party’s suc­
cessor. Not so in the case of 
Bruce Beer, the retiring Liberal 
member of the Ontario riding of 
Peel-Dufferin-Simcoe. Ross 
Milne of Bramptop is the aspir­
ing Liberal, running against a 
former Conservative MP, Ell­
wood Madill. ■ ■ •
Mr. Beer does not-plan to 
campaign for Mr. Milne—not 
because he does not want him 
to win—but because he believes 
a candidate should run on his 
own merits and not those of a 
former MP.
“Ross will feel a lot better if 
he wins on his own without the 
thought he won only because I 
was active in his campaign," 
Mr. Beer explains.
However, Mr. Beer is passing 
on a 5,000 vote cushion to Mr. 
•Milne—the margin, by which he 
defeated Mr. Madill'in 1968,
Chou's Meeting With Editors 
Is Considered With Caution
most leadership .came toward 
the end of the major article.
It said it was wrong' for 
“people who believe that, with
party committees and revolu-
ago.” He referred to continuing ,En-lal and-U.S. newspaper edi- tionary-committees , already set
problems in the world’s mono- tors is being considered by dip- up, the men who could be se-
tary. and trading systems. lomats and knowledgeable ob- lectcd and trained have already
CITES QUESTIONS ----------------—™‘----- -  —-->
Among the questions that will
servers here with extreme cau- entered the leadership 'teams 
tion. . . . and that in consequence
The 22 editors reported that the training of successors Is al- 
Chou spoke freely and frankly ready well under way." 
about the succession problem, STILL A QUESTION?, 
but there have been disparate Some observers .here , took
Will President Nixon be. re- 
elected, and if so will he be ________ ___ _ _______
•able to sustain economic interpretations of the meaning this as hinting that the question 
growth, rectify the U.S. dollar of his remarks. , of successors to Chairman Mao
and balance of payments prob- ■ During this, year there have Tse-tungandPremierChoii En-
irt CAnri.*,,,m« O1A lems and carry out lus "declar- been a number of articles in lai had not yet been resolved,
to sena a nugc iqrce across tne ,at|on 0{ intent” to have another the official press about training Most diplomats here support
round of tariffs and. trade nego- successors at all levels through- the theory that there will be a
tiations In 1973? out tho party machinery. collective leadership in, a post­
Will Canada continue to enjoy This is seen by most observ- ” 
tariff preference in Australia, ers here to be more connected
Now Zealand and other com- with the downfall of Chairman
fortress had to be destroyed, be­
fore Britain could send trobps 
up the St. Lawrence to attack 
Quebec and capture Canada.
The trade also annoyed the 
American colonists who were 
still British subjects. The Amer-
Mao and post-Chou era.
taken during the war that began ica is had provided the land
in 1744, This meant that Britain force when Louisburg was cap-
gave Louisburg, Cape Breton, turcd (,.oin thc Prcnch lu i745i
back to Prance in exchange for Their money and men had been
Madras, India, wasted. It was the Americans,
most of all, who wanted to get 
rid of th? French menace in 
what now is Canada.
When Amherst and Wolfe cap-
monwealth countries?
Will Japan reduce non-tariff 
barriers to permit more Cana­
dian firms to take advantage of 
the Japanese intention to re­
duce tariffs by 20 per cent?
How will the expanded Eu­
ropean Common Market, wilh 
tariff preferences for associ­
ated states, affect Canadian ex­
porters?
Indccd, one of the American 
editors quoted Chou as saying 
Mao’s successor and defence at last week’s meeting: “With 
minister, Lin. Piao, than with such a big country and the
the age of the present lead- problems facing us how can
ership,
The latest of these articles 
appeared in the People’s Daily 
Oct. 13, entitled "Train and 
Bring Up Millions of Successors 
to the Cause of Revolution."
The only indication that this 
could also bo applied to the top-
you have only one Hiiccessor?"
But two other editors said the 
name of party theoretician Yao 
Wen-yuan "stood out like a 
lighthouse” during the dis­
cussion. Diplomats here felt 
that this was nothing new and 
unlikely to bo significant.
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Oct. 18, 1972 .. .
First pictures of the far 
side of the moon were 1
shown from the Soviet satcl- 
, lite Lunik III 13 years ago 
today—In 1959, They had 
been taken Oct. 6 ns the sat­
ellite passed behind the 
moon but were not trans­
mitted until the satellite hud 
begun is return journey, A 
Russian scientist said the 
geographical features of the 
moon’s hidden side are 
more "monotonous” than on 
the side visible from the 
earfh.
1903—Earl Douglas-Home 
succeeded . Harold Macmil­
lan as British prime minis­
ter. t
1947—The de Gnulle party 
won n sweeping majority in 
municipal elections in 
France.
1914-Gcrrnan submarines 
raided the Royal Navy base 
at Seapa Flow
1812-HMS Frolic was 
captured by U.S. warship 
Wasp In Atlantic:
1616—Father Jogues, foun­
der of Mohawk Mission, was 
martyred.
tured Louisburg in 1758, it was 
decided to destroy the great for­
tress and the task was given to 
British engineers, under the 
direction o f “Foul-weather” 
Jack Byyon, grandfather of the 
famous poet, The destruction 
was not completed until Oct. 17, 
1760.
Now Canadian taxpayers have 
just spent' $10 million; and per­
haps more,; to rebuild the old 
, fort as a tourist attraction!
How about putting a 
fewtax dollars back 
in here?
Save income tax now while 
saving for your retirement
Up to $4,000 can bo deducted from your taxable 
Income when deposited In a registered retirement 
savings plan. 
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Men's Fine Quality 
Knit Sport Coat from 
Leading Manufacturer
Men s Slacks in 
100% Wool Flannel 
and Double Knits
Reg. $17.95 & $19.95 v •
Men's Long Sleeve 
Dress Shirts in 65% 
Polyester, 35% Cotton
Men's Long Sleeved 
Sport Shirts Tailored 
by Van Huesen
Reg. $7 to $10
SALE PRICE 49 SALE 41o a price UiQQ
You'll recognize the famous 
label. The fabric is English 
Crimplene, the styling clas­
sic. Size 36 to 46 in navy, 
brown, and plum.
100% pure virgin wool 
flannel slacks are in plain 
shades of brown, grey, 
navy, olive, camel, size 30 
to 44. 100% double knit 
slacks are in fine herring 
bone 'in plain shades of 
navy, brown, grey, wine, 
moss, size 30 to 44.
Men's Knit Shirts 
by one of Canada's 
Top Shirt Makers





Rog. $5.95 & $6.95
SALE PRICE 5.79 
2 for 11.00
Our own "Sutton" brand 
shirt, finely tailored with 
perma press finish, semi 
long pointed collar and 2 
button cuff. Navy, wine, 
mid blue, black coffee, gin­
ger, gold. Size 14 to 17%, 
sleeve lengths 32 to 35.
SALE PRICE 4.99
In 65% Polyester, 35% Cot­
ton perma press. Checks, 
stripes, overall patterns, ab­
stracts, and plain shades. 
In sizes S. M. L XL
Boy's Long Sleeve 
Knit Sport Shirt 
by "Knickerbocker"
r > ' , < '
Reg. $4.98
SALE PRICE 4.99 SALE PRICE 3.99
Styled for men and young
men in jacquard knits, bold Has great fit and look with 
prints, allover patterns and patch pockets, zipper fly, 
plain tones. Long sleeved blended contrast stitching, 
in sizes S. M. L. XL and flared leg. Hugo color
Best seller at reg. prices.
choice. Size 8 to 18.
In 50% Fortrel, 50% Cotton 
perma press with rounded 
collar and dressy plaquet 
front. Checks, tapestries, 
geometries, in navy, brown 
and wine. Size 8 to 18.
A $26.00 saving is substantial on a 2 pant 
suit particularly when it is fashionably tailored 
by one of Canada's best clothing manufac­
turers. The all-wool fabrics have a luxurious 
quality that confirms they’re imported. The 
styling is single breasted with wide lapels 
and deep centre vent-The wide pattern selec­
tion includes glen checks, window panes.
neat patterns and plain shades. Men's 
to 46.
Save $19.... on Men's Zip- 
Lined Leather or 
Suede 32" Length Coats
36
REG.S95. TT/* AA 
SALE PRICE g
Men, young men if you've always dreamed of 
owning a juxurious, handsome leather coat 
now's the time to buy one. A full 20% saving 
in a choice of genuine top quality leather or 
suede, some buy I Zip heavy Orlon pile body 
lining in, and you have a warm coat for 
winter ; zip out and you have a lighter weight 
coat for Fall and Spring. Single breasted 
. styling with front and back yoke in leather, 
half belt and button front in suede. 32" 
length. Brown and natural. Regular 36 to 46.
Boy's Snorkle Coat 





With orange polyester 
quilted lining, inner zipper 
front, flapover button clos­
ing, knitted storm cuffs.






53% Saving on Men's Sport Shirts SUPER SPECIAL 
Long sleeved with Chelsea collar, live button 3.99 
cuff, plain deep tones. 65/35 cotton blend. ******* 
Sizes 14 to 17%. Rog. 8.50.
50% Saving on Men's Hosiery SUPER SPECIAL 
Mfrd. In England, nylon stretch with cotton 2/1.00 
Interlining, ankle length, best colors. Fits 10 to
12. Rog. 1.00.
43% Saving on Men's Jockey Shorts SUPER SPECIAL 
Canada’s most famous brand. White. Sizes 30 .99
to 42. Limit 3 to a customer. Rog. 1.75.
50% Saving on Men's Corduroy
Jackets
Sheep typo pilo lining, uncut corduroy. Ranch 
stylo, button frbnt Sizes 34 to 46. Reg. 39.95.
60% Saving on Boys' Jeans
Pincord flared jeans, patch pockets, zipper 








SUPER SPECIALSuper Saving on Boys' Skinny Ribs
100% nylon rib knit shirts in solid colors, ribbed 1.33 
mock turtle neck stylo. Sizes 8 to 16.
i
till





Great Value on Men's 
Double Knit Dress Slacks 
in Plaids and Plains
MORE GREAT ANNIVERSARY 
SALE VALUES
Boy's 100% Polyester Knit Dress Slacks
Front and rear dress pockets, all round loops, full 
flare, solid shades and patterns, best color selection.
Sizes 8 to 18. Reg. 9.95 to 10.95. SALE PRICE
Boy's Skinny Rib Sweaters
Assortment of skinny ribs in solids and fancys, 4 
button Beery fronts and full turtle necks, best 
colors.
Sizes 8 to 18. Reg. 4.98. SALE PRICE
Boy's Perma-Press Sport Shirts - 
50% Cotton, 50% Fortrel long sleeve sport shirts 
by Knickerbocker, big fashion pattern selection.
Sizes 8 to 18. Reg. 3.98. SALE PRICE 
2 for 5.00
Boy's Ribless Corduroy Jeans
100% brushed cotton, split-knee styling, with 
wide flare bottoms, by Cougar, best colors.
Sizes 8 to 18. Reg. 7.98 8i 8.95. SALE PRICE
Reg. $19.95. ^^88 
SALE PRICE IQ
The slack illustrated is tailored In a poly­
ester and wool blend fabric, machine 
washable. A fine pattern selection 
Includes checks, plaids and geometric 
designs In navy, brown, olive and grey 
tones. A similar full 20% saving is avail - 
able on 85% polyester and 15% plain 
rib knit slacks In brown, navy, grey, 
sand, wine, moss green, rust. Size 30 to 
40 in plaids, 30 to 44 in plains.
JACK FRASE R





Boy's Nylon Instructor Ski Jacket
With polyester fibre fill for greater warmth, full belt 
and co-ordinating detail. Navy and burgundy. © A A 
Sizes 8tQ 16. SALE PRICE 0.99
Boy's Name Brand Hosiery
I Boy's sport and dross socks In all the best colors.
Sizes 8% to 10%. Reg. 1.00. SALE PRICE .69 
3 pra. for 2.00
Men's Better Quality Neckware
Simply a big selection of ties from Canada's top 
three neckwear mfrs. Wide, wide, pattern selection. A EQ
Rog.4to6.50. SALE PRICE
2 for 6.00
Men's Dress, and Ca$iial Socks
Kroy wool and nylon socks, anklo length in stretch 
sizes to fit 10 to 12, best colors.
Rog. 1.50. SALE PRICE
Men's Rawhide Jackets
Ranch stylo with shawl collar and cosy long 
pebbled lining. Zip length, color natural.
Sizes 36 to 46. Rog. 59.95. SALE PRICE
Men's Zip Lined Coats
Nylon cotton fabric, knee length, full pile zlp-out 
lining. Navy, beige, olive. ___






Open Thur, A Fit. Until 9 p.m.
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BUTTONS, BROOMS AND BUZZ
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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Twenty-two residents of the 
Mount View Rest Home, Rut­
land enjoyed a two hour tour 
Saturday of Kelowna and area, 
touring the Kelowna city park, 
the west side viewpoint, Okan­
agan Mission and home via East 
Kelowna. The fall colors were 
admired and the outing was a 
success. Accompanying them 
on the chartered bus were Mr. 
and Mrs. Jim Campbell; the 
latter being president of the 
ladies auxiliary;
Mike Stadler was honored on 
the occasion of his 90th birth­
day Sunday Evening at the home 
of his daughter and son-in-law, 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vallie. 
Among the family and friends 
gathered were his granddaugh­
ter, Mrs. Alex Gergely and Mr. 
Gergely and their daughter 
Shelly, of East Kelowna. The 
evening was spent in visiting 
and reminiscing. Mr. Stadler a 
pioneer of this province came 
io make his home here in July 
from Abbotsford.
GUIDES
Kelowna Debutantes Presented 
At Traditional Naval Ball
The 1972-73 executive of the 
Kelowna Ladies Curling Club 
is all set for an action packed 
Schedule. Sixty members at­
tended the annual meeting 
and open house and if ‘buzz’ 
sessions are any indication of 
the participation to follow on
ice, 
of
the season should be full 
‘buttons, draws and
brooms’. Left to right, seated 
in front, past president, Peggy . 
> Stoutenberg; publicity, Wilma ' 
: Swail; entertainment, Ruth
Macintosh; back -row; Doro­
thy Henshaw; bonspiel, Pat
Head; secretary, Jean Orchi- 
son; zone, Irene August;, 
president, Rita' Bernrot and 
vice-president, Edna Rennie. 
Missing are Helen Davison, 
treasurer; Peg Ratel, prizes 
and Grace Simpson, house.
Winners for the second con-
secutive.year of the challenge 
• game for the Shirreff trophy 
were: skip, Helen Rumley; 
third, Una Long, second, Lau­
rel Morrison and lead, Dor- 
for the season which started 
fo rthe season which started 
this week. (Courier photo)
Raymer Parent Committee 
Elects New Slate For Term
Three young Kelowna women 
were among the 39 debutantes 
who were presented at the an­
nual Trafalgar Ball on board 
the HMCS Discovery at the 
coast. '
Gayle Stewart, daughter, of 
Mr. and Mrs. James Stewart; 
Lindsay Ritchie, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. John Ritchie and. 
Wendy Coulthard, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. William Coulthard, 
were also honored at a luncheon 
on the previous Saturday at the 
Capilano Golf and Country Club. 
The hostess for this occasion 
was Mrs. Victor Spencer, of 
West Vancouver who is well 
known here, since she spends a 
good deal of time here at her 
summer home.
This was the 25th anniversary 
of the presentations at the an­
nual navy ball which commem­
orates the Battle of Trafalgar 
and is sponsored by the Naval 
Officers’ Association of British 
Columbia.
Fittingly it was a record num­
ber of debs presented to Lieut­
enant-Governor John Nicholson, 
> contrary to the assumption that 
His Honor, when he announced 
he desired to retire at the end 
of October, would forego duties 
in October, he is continuing his 
commitments and this will be
the French and Spanish fleets on, 
Oct. 21,1805 off Cape Trafalgar;
The Naval Officers Associa­
tion was first organized in Brit* 
ish Columbia and functioned for 
omeyear before the wars 
Therefore the Trafalgar Day* 
ball was first instigated in B.Q, 
and has now become a custom 
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Used Book And Record Sale
Something For Everyone
Mrs. Richard Longman, Con­
vener of the Kelowna Hospital 
Auxiliary’s Book and Record 
Sale, gave an extensive report 
on the upcoming sale to be held 
at the First United Church. A
wide variety of both books and 
records have been collected and 
will be available to Kelowna’s 
avid music fans and readers of 
all ages on Oct. 20th from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. and Oct. 
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
21st
Plaids, Purples And Black 
Splash Style Color Scene
Plaids for the whole clan— I 
Mom, Dad and the wee Lassies, : 
too, headlined Country Classics, 
Tuesday night at Capri.
The parade of fashions co­
ordinated by Mrs. Barbie Ross, 
who also did the commentating, 
was sponsored by the Gamma 
Mu Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
• Proceeds of the show conven­
ed by Mrs. Perry Hartford will 
go to the Kelowna branch of 
UNICEF.
Models1 taking part in the 
show, which used country har­
vest props—hay bales, lanterns 
and pumpkins to decorate the 
red carpeted ramp, were; Mrs. 
Margaret Chilcott, UNICEF 
chairman and Mrs. Lily Palmer, 
UNICEF committee member 
and Beta Sigma Phi members, 
Joyce Adam, Sharon Cotter, 
Gaylene DeGruchy, Darlene 
Hartford,, Christine Martell, 
Nancy Nemeth, Susan, Parker. 
Children taking part in the show 
were Suzanne Cotter and Karen 
Stewart and completing the 
fashion game were male 
models, Dr. Jack DeGruchy and 
Dean Martell.
Brian Pelcchaty provided the 
background music on the Ham­
mond organ and Ted Ford of 
the Legion Pipe Band set the 
mood for the tartan styles.
Assisting back stage were 
Simpsons-Sears tpon. fashion 
counsellors, Lisa Lloyd of Kel­
owna Secondary School; Lori 
Aqullon, , Immaculata High;
finitely back in fall, and winter 
styles. Another pant suit em­
phasized another trend, top 
stitching, on collars, on pockets 
and accenting ' seams. Flap 
pockets and huge patch pockets 
as well as set-in pockets with 
slanted tabs were all shown; .
Glen checks and geometric 
tweeds were other favorites, 
with knits and more knits steal­
ing the headlines.
BLACK
Black, all black in swishy 
daytime styles and glamorous 
party time ideas; black with 
white; black with yellow and 
black as trim on bright gay 
yellows and Scarlets were ‘now’ 
trends.
Heidi Hfluscildt, of Rutland, 
Debbie Gunn of George Pringle.
Lindsay Ritchie, who helped 
with advance preparations was 
unable to attend.
Also lending moral support to 
Mrs. Ross was Marykc Young.
The show, divided into four 
themes, started off with The 
Time is Town, showing todays' 
trends in comfort and ease with 
stylish flarc. ’
Elegant pant suits were 
' shown, such as a red with black 
banding on the hem of the jac­
ket, the collar and outlining the 
belt. A huge silver buckle ac­
cented the waist—which Is de-
However purple, that royal and 
regal favorite of the past few 
years, is still a front liner, in 
various hues, from wines, bur­
gundy s to pansy purple and 
muted mauves.
Coats were cosily belted to 
look smart and feel great on 
chilly days. Fun fur trims were 
pretty and practical, especial­
ly on this season’s favorite 
hooded, coat. Double-breasted 
coats sported lovely shawl col­
lars of fur; one with red fox 
fur trim, and others with 
dreamy sheepskin. The men too 
have discovered that warmth 
and style can be combined and 
smart details such as pockets, 
belts and back pleats, all add up 
to dash and color to match the 
‘missus’; ■
A nursery service is avail­
able for those parents with 
young children who wish to do 
some peaceful browsing. Coffee 
will be served to people who 
wish to sit and take a closer look 
at the books they may be select­
ing to fill the long winter months 
ahead.
Mrs. Longman, informed the 
members that any books not 
sold will be donated to the Rut­
land Lions Club to be used for 
their latest venture — sending 
books to Fiji.
Further donations of books 
and records may be made by 
telephoning Mrs. R. M. Turik, 
762-0685, and arrangements will 
be made to have an Auxiliary 
member collect them.
Mrs. Edna Shaw, president of 
the Kelowna Hospital Auxiliary, 
read the latest release from the 
British Columbia Auxiliaries 
Divivion regarding the upcom­
ing convention to be held Oct. 
17, 18, 19 and 20 in Vancouver. 
Resolutions!to be presented and 
voted upon at the convention 
were read and discussed.
■ The theme has been set for 
the annual auxiliary dance. The 
Country Hoedown will be held on 
Feb. 24th at the Okanagan Mis­
sion Hall and promises to be a 
toe-tapping evening.
The next monthly meeting will 
be held on Nov. 20th at 8 p.m. in 
the hospital lecture room. The 
auxiliary reminds women of 
Kelowna that new members are 
always welcome. Further infor­
mation may be obtained by call­





The annual meeting of Moun­
tain Shadows Ladies’ Golf Club 
was held Oct. 12 with 35 mem­
bers present. Mrs. Kay Glauser 
presided. A short business meet­
ing took place. Several reports 
on the season activities were 
given by the various commit­
tees. Ellen Robinson, chairman 
of the nominating committee 
presented the following slate of 
officers for the coming year.
Past president, Kay Glauser; 
president, Marge Assmus; secre-
New officers elected for the 
1972-73 term of the Parent Com­
mittee to the Raymer Guides 
and Brownies were: president, 
Mrs. John Schuk; vice-president, 
Mrs. Wolfgang Sommery; secre­
tary-treasurer, Mrs. Ray Geis; 
publicity, Mrs. W. 'G. Knutson; 
badge conveners, Mrs. William 
Wood and Mrs. Donald Mar­
shall; cookie conveners, Mrs. 
Reg Marlatt, Mrs. Dave Cullen 
and Mrs. Nick Kostachuk; phon­
ing committee, Mrs. . W. H. 
Gale, Mrs’. Richard Van Laak 
and Mrs. Nick Kostachuk; driv­
ing, Mrs. Anne Szelest and Mrs. 
Dave Cullen.
Although the attendance was 
disappointing the regular busi­
ness was dealt with.
The Brownie enrolment is 
down this year, thus only one 
pack has been formed. There 
are 24 girls in the First Raymer 
Pack and they meet Thursday 
' afternoons at St. Paul’s United 
Church hall; Leaders are: 
Brown Owl, Mrs. Stuart Mal­
colm; Tawny Owl, Mrs. Andrew 
Craig and Snowy Owl; Mrs. 
Maurice Strangward.
The Raymer Guides meet
R. Schuk and Mrs. Al Salloum 
as lieutanants.
Following the meeting slides 
were shown by Mrs. Wilfred 
Akerlund, Commisioner of Kel­
owna District No. 3 and Ranger 
Karen Eldridge, of the back 
packing trip to the Forbidden 
Plateau on Vancouver Island. 
Both Mrs. Akerlund and Karen 
attended this provincial ranger­
guide leadership event. The 
slides were most interesting and 
enjoyed by everyone. ;
every Monday evening at Ray­
mer Elementary School. Lead-
Yoga Classes 
At OK. Mission
The Okanagan Mission Re­
creation Commission, is sponsor­
ing a Keep Fit Class with- Yoga 
at the Okanagan Mission Com­
munity hall starting Oct. 24, 
from .9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 
Tuesdays.
The classes, which are bene­
ficial to all ages, will be taught 
by Mrs. Jean Vipond. A regis­
tration of 15 is required in order 
to continue the classes. For pre­
registration' phone 764-4178.
one of his last official duties.
The ball has a two-way pur­
pose, to present the daughters 
of city families and some from 
the Interior to society and to 
gain proceeds for scholarships 
and bursaries for children of ex- 
naval personnel and members 
of the University of Naval Train­
ing Division.
Since 1946 the Naval Officers’ 
Association has sponsored the 
event as close as possible to the 
date of. the British victory led 





Full Time Cosmetician 
Wigs—including the 















• Stainless Steel Sinks
• Laundry Tubs
ABS Plastic Pipe and Fittings. 
“Everything for the Do-it-Yourself Handyman’
1054 EUis St Phone 762-2016
tary-treasurer, Ellen Robinson; ers are; Guide Captain, Mrs. 
vice-president, Connie Smith; j. w. Stone, assisted by Mrs.
captain, Janet Forrester; assis-
tant-captains, Lois Ellis, Luc­
retia Moubray, Bev Moore; 
rules chairman, Lucretia Mou­
bray; handicaps, Jean Dukelow, 
Norah Reigh; matches, Norma 
Stevenson, Gwen Donnelly; lad­
der, Audrey Nuyens; electric, 
Rhoda Gray; social, Beth Dun­
lop, Pam Buckland; prizes; 
Carol Johnson, Marg Pearson. 
As there were no nominations 
from the floor the officers stand 
elected by acclamation.
Mrs, Assmus thanked the 
outgoing executive for a job 
well done. The members were 
then entertained with various 
contests 'and games prepared 
by Mrs. Nuyens. Refreshments 
were served by Mrs. . Martin 
and her staff. .
Engagement 
Announced
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. O’Brien 
of Kelowna are pleased to an­
nounce the engagement of their 
eldest daughter, Catherine Lou­
ise to Keith Wayne Foster, son 
of Mrs. Joyce Foster of Kelow­
na. The wedding will be announ­
ced at a later date.
Anything 
you can sew, 
‘ 1 can sew better!








CUSTOM MADE Ok 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
In the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.








Specially Blended for Sensitive Skin
LIMITED OFFER
Oct. IJ to 21
$4 Size of Marcelle Moisture Cream 
Free with any Marcelle Purchase 
Exceeding $5.00.






Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 











I can sew a perfectly straight, 
unpuckered line on any stretch 
fabric (I have a built-in 
fabric sensor)
I can sew buttonholes without 
you,even turning the fabric 
(I program the steps for you)
I can sew, and leave you with 
both hands free to guide the
4’abric (I am knee-operated)
H
blindstitch, embroidery and 
give them a hand-finished 
look (I am “sew perfect”) 











The price tags on these Fall 
and Winter casuals arc real





New Pant Suits fur Fall — Sizes 
8 - 24’4. Wide variety of Myles 
and colors. '
FABULOUS
and, of course, 1 come in a
and big berets. Complete all looks 
our head turning selection.




I can sew a perfect stitch on w^e c,nr 
any fabric automatically
(I have a rigid needle bar) .  ... .. ......... f..  ■ ■











Your Kelowna District Rep
MICKEY MUDIE i 
■ t
| 854 Bernard Ave., Kelowna
Drop in or Call 763-7548 for a Home Demonstration.
Bernina is at the 'lop of (he List — Automatic Tension —• 
Free Instruction Lesson*
OMI <»A MACHINES FROM H9.95.












You provide your own knitting supplies. Simpsons-Sears pro­
vides the rest.
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A1R. AND MRS. GREGORY GIESE
, (Pope’s Studio)
At Immaculate Conception CWL Meet
Scholarships and. bursaries
were • the topics discussed by 
guest speaker, Mrs, Neil Cas­
sidy when she spoke to the Im­
maculate Conception Catholic 
Women’s League.
She explained the definition of 
the two and pointed out there is 
a great need of both awards in 
local high school for graduating 
students; They need not be large 
amounts, she said, but some­
thing to help a student reach a 
goal in- education and careers. I
Prior to the meeting which 
was held in St. Joseph’s hall the 
members attended mass at 7:30 
p.m. Forty members and one 
guest were'present for the meet­
ing and three new members 
were welcomed.
Before the business got under­
way, Mrs. Agnes Forsey pre­
sented a cheque for $700 for the 
church to Rev.’ P. J. McCari'-".
The' money was the proceeds 
from a raffle on a hand-made 
bedspread donated by Mrs. Dor­
sey.
Plans for future projects were 
discussed and articles were on 
display which had been donated. 
The ladies are preparing for the 
parish bazaar in November.
The CWL fall workshop or 
mini-retreat will be held in Oli­
ver on‘ Oct. 22? Anyone: wishing 
to attend should contact Mrs. 
G. H. Ottenbreit.
i The 1973 church calendars 
I have been ordered and will be 
on sale at the parish bazaar;
Volunteers were sought for the 
Red Cross Blood Donors clinic.
The November meeting will be 
held at St. Joseph’s convent with 
mass proceeding the meeting.
Rev. McCarthy gave the bless­
ing and the meeting: adjourned. 






nlr. and Mrs. Terence Fazan
of Rutland are pleased to an­
nounce the. forthcoming mar­
riage of their daughter Judi
Lynn to Norman Gordon Shear­
er, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Shearer of Kelowna. The wed





Dear Ann, Landers: Recently i 
you printed a letter from a I 
woman whose husband had suf-i 
fered a stroke. He was in his 
50s and had always been a won­
derfully satisfying" lover. The' 
| woman said she was sure he
The wedding ceremony unit-| 
Ing Dorothy Lynn Ramsay of( 
Kelowna and Gregory George 
Cdese of Edmonton, Alta., was 
followed by celebration of Holy 
Communion by the bride and 
gfoom and the guests at First 
Lutheran Church. Pastor Ern­
est Rath and Pastor Melvin 
KhoII of Penticton officiated for 
the double-ring ceremony , on 
Oct. 7. The bride is the. daugh­
ter of Mr. and LIrs. Wilfred 
Jqpn Allen Ramsay of Kelowna 
aafl the groom is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Theodore. Alfred Giese
was flower girl. They were all Avould be unable to function sex­
clad in fashionable fall bronze- “ally after,his illness—he had 
toned velvet empire waisted lost the use of his left arm and 
gowns with bodice of flowered I®®- Their. family doctor sug- 
sheer over silk. gested that she take him to the
James Murray of Camrose, Ins*itute
Alta, was best man and attend- S_a2°- With1” two years the man­
ants were Thomas Abele of Ed- reSained partial use of his 
monton, Robert Leask of Win- leS anAd Jc??iple^ US-L°L^ 
nipeg. Head usher was the a^IP’.,And,^1®n. his wife added 
bride’s brother Keith Ramsay happily, ?
i of Concordia Lutheran College completely satisfying lover.
and Patrick Colins of Edmon- That Rehabilitation Institute 
(ton. in Chicago must be a place
oLEdmonton.
jBronze, yellow and white chry­
santhemums decorated < the 
church for the candlelit service 
dynng which the groom’s sis­tah Deborah Anne Giese, of Ed­
monton sang The Wedding Pray- 
eri ;She was accompanied by 
Bdmice Geres of Summerland.
Given in marriage by her 
father the bride chose a full 
length white velvet gown with 
sleeves and top bodice of lace 
brocade.
Orange blossoms worn in Eng­
land by her maternal great 
grandmother in 1900 and by her 
mother in 1951 were incorpor­
ated in the headdress of yellow 
daisies which held her veil of 
white.net edged with lace bro­
cade. .She carried a nosegay of 
bronze chrysanthemums - and 
yellow daisies and baby’s 
breath.
Completing the traditional 
sentiment she wore a new opal 
necklace, gift from the groom 
and borrowed a small white 
handkerchief from1 her vseam- ( 
stress, Mrs. Alvin Raduenz.
Her sister, Jo-Ann, of Concor­
dia Lutheran College, Edmonton 
served, as maid of honor and 
bridesmaids were Julia Motz of 
Naramata and Shellaine Tutton 
of Edmonton. Dawnys Lynn 
Christopherson of Summerland
GUEST SPEAKER
Mrs. Ramsay, who received (Where they work miracles; I 
the guests at the reception at wonder if they can do anything 
Jade Palace, chose a brown en- for my husband. He hasn’t had 
semble trimmed with beige an- a stroke, but at the age of 52 he 
tique satin for her daughter’s has gone, completely dead. He 
wedding. A. corsage of white was never a great lover, but he 
roses added contrast to her en- was at least there. Now he’s no- 
semble. - where. I hope I’ve made myself
The, groom’s mother wore a clear. Please tell me if that hos- 
dross of beige and white bro- pita! can help him.—Batting 
cade with gold lame. Zero
Rev. Rath was master of
ceremonies and Rev. Knoll who Dear Zero: Since that woman 
proposed the toasts, also said wrote I’ve been deluged with! 
. grace. letters from readers, both male
I The white dove and bell from and female, who are also “bat- 
the bride’s parent’s wedding ting zero.”
cake was used atop the wed- . Dr; Henry Betts, the medical 
ding cake decorated with yel- director of the Rehabilitation In-
to treat impotent males and > 
frigid females who are “batting 
zero” solely because of emo­
tional problems.
Dear.Alin Landers: I am a 
boy, 18 years old, a high school 
senior, and my dad is driving
1 me nuts.
I He has read a lot about drugs 
l and is scared to death I might 
be trying something. Every 
time I come home he looks in 
my eyes to see if the pupils are 
dilated. Then he goes through 
my pockets looking for grass. 
He gives me the third degree 
about where I’ve been and 
with whom.
I know he loves me but it’s 
terrible to be under this kind 
of pressure. I have never given 
him any trouble. There is no | 
reason for him to be so sus-i 
picious. Will you please tell me 
how to get him off my back? 
—Inquisition In Utah.
Dear U.: Parents do their 
children a gross disservice by 
demonstrating such lack of 
faith. A child whose parents 
have a high opinion of him will 
bend over backwards to live up 
to it. And the same goes for a 
dow opinion. Show this to your 
I dad —: and I hope it helps.
’ IMMACULATE CONCEP­
TION Catholic Women’s Lea­
gue . were . busy during the . 
summer stelling tickets on a
NEED HIPPO I
WASAGA BEACH, Ont. (CP) 
— A fund-raising campaign is 
under way to: finance the pur­
chase of a bull hippopotamus 
for the zoological park here to 
replace the one which died re­
cently after eating a rubber 
ball. The zoo has a female hip­
popotamus named Cleopatra, 
said to have been searching and 
(calling for its lost mate nee its 
death. Estimated cost of a new 
mate for Cleopatra is $3,000- 
$4,000.
- WHEELCHAIRS — 
CRUTCHES — 
WALKERS, ETC.






Dominion Concrete Products Ltd
beautiful hand crocheted bed­
spread,
12 noon to 2 p.m. .
donated by Mrs.
is seen here presenting a che­
que for $700 to. the church to
Agnes Dorsey, a past presi- Rev. P. J. McCarthy, during 





Whatever you care to knit or crochet
.hatever your knitting or crocheting habits.





You'll learn the language of crochet or knitting; how to read 
instructions; the two kinds of basic stitches; how to know if 
your all-important "gauge" is right; and how to start and 
finish. You will complete a garment for your own wardrobe 
or as a gift.
8 Lessons for $51 Expert Instruction
low daisies. The sterling silver stitute of Chicago would like me 
/knife a keepsake from the to make it clear that they offer 
groom’s parents was used to cut counselling to the severely
B. R. GANT, 
Ph.C., F.A.C.A., A.B.D.P.
Mr. Gant will bo one of 
the guest speakers at the 
convention of the American 
College of Apothecaries ,to be 
held in San Francisco. Oct­
ober 19th to 22nd. Mr. Gant 
will be speaking on the topic 
of “Drug Interactions nnd the 
Function of the Community 
■Pharmacist In relationship to 
Rich Interactions occurlng In 
K/lmmunity Practise.” 
* Mr. Gant has long been 
Interested in’ this field of 
Pharmacy nnd has done con­
siderable work nnd. research 
within his own Pharmacy on 
these Unes. Both he and Mr. 
Ron Waller, B.S.P., M.Sc. 
(Clin. Pharm.l, who Is Man­
ager of Gant’s Pharmacy, 
are co-authors of a book call­
ed the Drug Interaction 
Index, which is a compilation 
of documented Drug Inter­
actions, and Is becoming In­
ternationally known and 
used.
Tills Interaction Index is 
designed to servo as a quick 
reference for the practising 
Pharmacist or Physicinn so 
that they may more readily 
cope with this ever growing 
problem of Drug Interactions.
At the present time, Mr. 
Gant is the only Pharmacist 
In B.C., who is a member of 
the American College of 
Apothecaries nnd American 
B.uitd of Diplomats.
These are International 
Professional Associations or­
ganized for the purjxisc of 
Imprm ing and furthering all 
Pharmaceutical Services in 
the iH'st interests of the Pul>- 
lie Health and Welfare.
the cake.’ handicapped and this? some-
A brown tweed suit with anti- times/ means helping patients 
que rust' purse and shoes was reactivate their sex lives. The 
the bride’s choice for her going inability to faction sexually, 
away outfit. Upon their return- however, must, be related to ,a 
from a honeymoon at Water- spinal cord injury, Parkinson’s 
ton Lakes, Alta., they will make disease, cerebral palsy, bums 
their home at Suite. 404j Jasper or some other medical, problem. 
House, Edmonton; At present, they are not set up
Specialists, in • Retaining Walls and Cappings • Patio
Blocks ©Curbing ®! Septic Tanks 
strength.
• Root Cellars and other products 
products are reinforced and steam
O Picnic Tables
on? request. All 
cured for added
Located on Steven Rd., Westbank Industrial Park 
Call 769-4697 — Evenings 769-4671
KNITTING CLASSES
Starting Thursday, Oct. 19. 1972 ——7:00 to 8:30
CROCHET CLASS
Starting Saturday, Oct. 21, 1972 — 1:00 to 2:30
Enrolment is limited so register early 
Register at the Wool Department in Simpsons-Sears, Kelowna
Soon you'll knit and 
crochet with the best of them!
IS TOUR BOTTOM HALF
ASEASON Bl'IHM) YOUi'IOP HALF?
This year when you buy your leather snowboots check the bottoms. There's a new look underfoot interesting soles, crepe, 
platform, urethane and polyvinyls from the most extreme to the most refined... and Kinney has them all from $19.99 to $32.99
SHO99 SW9 Full inside zippers are available in all styles and they're all Canadian made 
tn © Choose from supple leather or suede uppers in black or brown.WV32:
This week’s feature 
fashion boot
Canadian made ladies’ 14" high 
shaft leather snowboot with full 
length inside zipper. Soft crushed 
leather with fleece lining. Black 
only. Sizes 5-10. / 7
Regular Kinney price $ 19.’
SOWONLY S1ZS8a













There’s more to go to Kinney for
Orchard Part Shopping Centre Highway 97 N. — Kelowna





















lined up for it.
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Satisfaction Involved'
Cheating Vending Machine
GRANDE CACHE, Alta. <CP) 
— Everyone enjoys ’rying to 
cheat a vending machine, says
cents—even if I know he’s ly­
Two IWA Locals
LosePresidents
VANCOUVER (CP) — Two
presidents of locals of the Inter­
national Woodworkers of Amer­
ica in. British .Columbia have
resigned, it-was learned today. 
IWA regional president Jack
DEATHS Bridge Collapses the injured were in serious con­dition and 15 others were suf­
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Woking, Eng.—Right Rev.
Thomas Sherwood Jones, 100,
the Church of England’s oldest
Toronto—Walter (Turk)
Brod a, 58. former National
Hockey League . goaltender for





were killed, 22 were injured
and possibly four were missing
in a tangle of cement and
fering from minor injuries.
Nearly 300 workers pried
through the debris to try to find
the missing construction work­
ers. Sixteen men were reported 
working on the girder above the
steep canyon and one man was
soon after being admitted to 
hospital
The collapse left a gaping 
hole in the frepway where it 
soared 175 feet above the can­
yon floor. The hole was 200 feet
long, 75 feet wide and dripping 
with wet cement where surfac­
ing had recently been poured.
Bruce Osiowy.
.’■There’s a psychological sat­
isfaction involved.'.’ he says. , I 
can’t really explain ’Why, but 
people get a • great pleasure 
from beating a machine.”
.Mr. Osiowy ought to know. 
He owns Celebrity Vending 
Ltd., a fledgling company 
which has machines scattered 
throughout west-central Al-
Mr. Osiowy. a Regina native 
who quit school when he was 
16, also has another little busi­
ness on the go. He’s established 
a depot for buying empty soft 
firink cans which are refund­
able under recent Alberta leg­
berta. , ,. ,,
He spends much of his time 
trying to keep a step ahead of 
people who try to cheat the ma­
Moore said he had a letter-from
Jim Mitchell, .Prince' George 
local president, citing personal 
reasons for stepping down.
Another report that Art Stark, 
president of the Haney local, 
had also resigned was confirmed
He’s found that he has to
work hard to protect his money 
in that game also.
chines. „
.He’ll never forget the day a 
‘ bin-changing machine at the 
McIntyre-Porcupine coal mme 
went berserk. It was returning 
three dollars in change for ev­
ery dollar bin inserted.
COST HIM 8150
“That little episode cost me 
$150,” recalls the 22-year-old 
businessman. “The men. were
He says that when the cans 
began to accumulate at the de­
pot, he'd throw them away at 
the dump. Later, he discovered 
that children' were taking the 
cans from the dump and re­
THE
GARDEN CHAPEL
yer, 81, former labor secretary 
and a drafter of the American
social security system; in hospi­
tal after a brief illness.
The principal kinds of food twisted steel when a freeway
working underneath when the
stored m the seas are carbohy­
drates; starches and sugars, 
and fats and proteins.
girder collapsed Tuesday after­bridge under construction col­
lapsed over a canyon near the 
Pasadena Rose Bowl Tuesday. | Three men were found dead 
Pasadena police said seven of at the scene and another died
FOSSIL REMAINS
One of the richest sources of'
fossil primate remains is Rus-
turning them for refund. 
I’m sure I saw some of
those cans five times before I
caught on.
We tried burning them and 
painting them and now we just 
ship them out to Hinton dump— 
so the Hinton kids are in the
• Services from $90
gravy novy.
ahd file buses were leaving, bui 
the men wouldn’t go unti 
they’d had a crack at "the ma­
chine. ___... . „
Mr. Osiowy' is typical of the 
aggressive young businessmen 
of this new mining community 
200 miles west of Edmonton. He 
arrived three years ago to show 
movies at a construction camp, 
after being laid off by an Ed­
monton vending company.
When I got to Grande Cache 
I had $8 in my pocket. A room 
in those days cost $11; so I had 
car that first
it I’d had enough money for 
I’d have turned rightgas, - - __
around and headed out again.
Grande Cache was being built 
to accommodate workers at the 
new coal mine at that: time.
Mr. Osiowy saw there was a 
obvious need for vending ma­
chines and financed a start in
business through his former 
Edmonton employer.
Business has flourished, he
says. He now travels 30,C 
miles a year to keep tabs on
■■ his machines.
Almost every day, he says,
someone comes up with a new 
scheme to beat one of the ma­
day are the worst. Instead of 
just saying Tm broke, will you 
spot me a pack of cigarettes’ 
A guy will say the machine has 
cheated him.
“What are you going to do?'I 
can’t call a guy a liar for 75
OWEN SOUND, Ont. (CP) —•
Mayor Bob Rutherford came up 
soaking wet and smiling after 
he was dunked into a barrpl of 
water at the Owen Sound fall
fair.’ It was all for the good of 










1 cup white sugar; cup ROGERS* GOLDEN
2 tbsp, vinegar
4 cups putted rice.
Boll all Ingredients except puffed rice to 240°, or until
a little will be brittle when dropped into cold water. Mix
with puffed rice and pour Into greased pans to cool. Cut
Into squares before quite cold.
Buy ROGERS’ in the tin or
popular new plastic
For a free ROGERS'
RECIPE BOOK, write:











8 oz. pkg 45c




I’ino Tree. Shelled. 16 oz. pkg.
Chocolate Bars
Percy Giant
MADAME BENOIT COOK BOOKS
OVER 6000 EASY-TO-FOLLOW RECIPES










Prices Effective Thurs., Fri., Sat, Oct 19,20,21
Southgate Shopping Centre - South Pandosy Street
Open 7 Days a Week 9 to 9




LONDON (CP) — A bizarre 
.and tightening new phenome­
non of urj>an violence is 
haunting British- streets—the 
girl mugger.
Increasing assaults by teen­
age girls—usually in twos or 
’threes and often from pros- 
,perous, middle-class homes— 
•are being reported in news­
papers. Police estimate there 
?are several dozen gangs of 
'girl muggers, 
t In a recent incident, a 25- 
'year-old school teacher was 
(attacked by three teen-age 
■girl* as she waited at a sub- 
’urban bus stop. The girls 
'stole her watch, tried to pull 
brings off her fingers, took her 
janoney and kicked her face 
!viciously, leaving her bleed- 
ling and injured on the side- 
iwalk. ’
| In another case, two 17- 
lyear-old blondes, one armed 
,-witb a flick-knife, the other 
[Bgyth • a spike, forced another 
Hku of 17 to hand river her 
Walther jacket.
SS^Most girl muggers concen- 
■jtrate on female victims, par- 
• ticularly the old and ■ vulner­
able. They refer to it as 
. t "granny-bashing.”
•ROLE CHANGES 
■ ‘ Police are worried about 
; this new development be-, 
t cause girls, using wigs and 
| makeup, can disguise them-
selves more effectively than 
their male counterparts. I
Until recently, girls were 
rarely accused of assault or - 
crimes of violence. Their role I 
in gang activities was usually 
to act as decoys, luring vic- I 
tfms to the attack.
One scientist who has stud­
ied the problem relates it to 
the general female bid for 
equality.
Girls who have grown up in 
relatively sheltered homes 
now freely roam the streets, 
just as .boys have always 
done, says Prof. Trevor Gib­
bens.
“It is a natural result that, 
in becoming equal, they have j 
become equal in all areas, in­
cluding violence."
Thomas Hart, director of a 
remand home in southeast 
London, says the girls feel 
little guilt. Their attitude is: 
“I need, I want, I must 
have."
About one-third of those • 
sent to his establishment are 
on drugs, he says, but there 
is a trend towards alcohol as ; 
well.
Hart says another factor is 
hatred of impending woman­
hood with all its implica­
tions—‘‘becoming like mum, 
with the old man’s dinner to 
worry about,’’ as one girl ex­
pressed it. _______________
Chinese Doctors Transplant 
Foot To Woman Successfully
i PEKING (Reuter) — Chinese 
doctors have successfully trans? 
planted the right foot on to the 
leftleg of a wpman injured in a 
Sall accident. It is believed to 
e: the first operation of, its 
kind.
J The official Communist party 
newspaper People’s Daily car­
ried a .report of the operation 
land two photographs of the 
{woman in its Sunday edition.
j The newspaper said the oper-
' ption was performed in Peking 
last January. .After several 
yn o nt h s recuperation, the 
Woman, Chui Wen-chi, now is 
Sable to walk and climb stairs, 
it said.
i Chui, 29, was hit by a train in 
a dense fog. Her right foot was 
severed. The right leg also was 
Smashed higher up, requiring 
Jts amputation; Her left foot 
Iwas crushed.
’ She was taken to ,a hospital 
where surgeons began to oper­
ate within one hour of the acci-
with a special shoe and arti­
ficial right leg and on the first 
day of using them, walked 
more than 1,000 yards without 
crutches.
Medical authorities here have 
reported numerous successful 
cases of rejoining severed fin­
gers, hands and feet. But all 
these grafts were to the part of 
the body from which they had 
been severed.
XO-HOUR OPERATION
i In the operation, lasting more 
than 10 hours, surgeons joined 
the severed right foot to her 
(eft ankle with screws, then 
iewed together the major 
tierves, blood vessels, tendons 
end muscles.
?* The surgeons transposed ten­
dons joining the ankle to the in­
ner and outer muscles of the 
foot to ensure the right foot and 
ankle would function when at­
tached to the left leg. Eighteen 
days after the operation, they 
Removed infected skin and 
cells.
t! Miss Chui was recently fitted
COMING TO 
VANCOUVER? 
STAY AT THE 
AUSTIN 
MOTOR HOTEL 
Wonderful comfort at 
low prices.
Right in the heart of 
downtown Vancouver.
Granville at Davie. 
Completely refurnished, with 
TV, dining, and full facilities. 
Ground floor completely re­
novated. Delicious buffet 
luncheons. AU public rooms 
air - conditioned. Lighted 
parking for 150 cars.
Single without , bath 
$5.00 - $6.75 




Double with bath 
$12.00 - $13.50 
Write or phone for our low, 
low weekly and monthly 
rates.
Telephone 685-7235 ' 
Vancouver

















s hero nowl You don’t have to wait ’til 2001 to find a program 
at gives you plenty to oof. That helps you through long-term weight
onlrol via our basic program, leveling Plan and Maintenance Plan, 
hat gives you support and encouragonienl through a unique class- 
om experience, Thal lhroo-in-ono weight control program of tho 
luro is brightening tho future tor many of your neighbors right now. 











770 tawTcnco Ave. & Richter



















299.95 59c bed legs. Complete
88c
Asstd. colors.Shag Carpet-












door, 3 year 
warranty.........
more, great features, 










With AM/FM/FM-stcreo, 8 track, 
player, turntable headphones, 2 















With tho purchase of 
now pair of skates
Free
Hockey Stick
FUEL TANKS. Bcrnsmatic. 
(2.1367) 4 LL
Rog.. 1.08. Special......... I*OD






Armless Lounges — Deluxe waffle 
back, soft by day, bed by gg 
night. Asstd. colors.......... 00«00
i I S. ? H??
Latex back. Reg; *> Af
4.49 ,sq. yd................ . sq. yd.
Westinghouse
Flash Cubes











Indoor-Outdoor carpet —- Rubber 
back. Reg. ,3 AC
5.95 sq. yd.............. . sq. yd. «*■*•*
17.95 to 41.98 I Queen Sjz0 Mattress 
spring. Set of
Deluxe Hide-A-Beds—Waffle back, 
full six© mattress, sofa by day, bed 
by night. Asstd. colors. 400 gg 








4 GREAT DAYS - OCTOBER 18,19,20,21 
SPECTACULAR SAVINGS IN EVERY DEPT
3 COMPLETE ROOMS OF FURNITURE





5 Pee. Dinette Suite
3 Pee. Bedroom Suite
2 Pee. Box Spring and Mattress
2 Bed Lamps
FURNISH YOUR HOME AT THIS LOW LOW PRICE
24 Pee. Silverware & 20 Pee. Dish Set 

















Valued at. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   .
WAREHOUSE FREEZER SAVINGS
All freezers protected With a 5 year 
double warranty, 5 years on compres­
sor, 5 years on food spoilage, 1 year 
on all other parts.
Free Delivery
Moffat Deluxe Automatic Washer—• 
Large capacity tub, infinite water 
level control, spiral agitator, two- 
speed agitation, two-speed spin, lint 
free, detergent dispenser. Plus many
Moffat Deluxe Automatic Dryer —- 
Large spin tub, lint screen, per­
manent press cycle, interior light, 
Safety.door 410 AC
switch. ............... ........... IfjxjJ
Moffat Automatic Electric Range ■— 
Infinite heat switches, lift-off oven
THE BEST BUY IN TOWN
20" Color TV
Sanyo Deluxe, with UHF and VHF 
tuner, solid state, automatic degaus­
sing, plus keyed AGC. AC
Reg. 549.95. Now.......... . JUJ.JJ
(with approved trade)
Super Specials for you (lie customer In 
time for the new fall programing.
For Fine Furniture, shop MW, your 
Vilas Rock Maple dealer in Kelowna. 
The finest furniture sold today. 
All on display on the second floor.
ELECTRIC BLANKET 19.95 8 3-pce. Walnut Fihish Bedroom Suite 
.rugSshamp'ooer' ' 7 «r I — Mr. and . Mrs. Dresser with tilt 
Bissell. (10.95) ........ I«W | mirror, 4 drawer chest, 430 00 
BATHTUB MAT . | bookcase or panel bed.
Rubber Safti- 1 z IH'I
Grip. (3.29) A.Ul ■
DOUGH >7* H 5-pce. Walnut Finish Dinette Suite
blender, (49c) —— ■ — 4 high back chairs, bronze tone2/19C I «msb, U ro go
pot DRAINERS fft* | leveling legs. ...................... rfUaUU
Chrome plated (85c) — UjC B
HUMWIHER ......... 5.29 I 39" Hollywood Dream Unit — Mat- 
HEATING PAD B tress, box spring, set of six legs,
Westinghouse 44 Ar ■ headboard, 
Wrap 'n hold ........ llaJJ ■ z
PORTABLE HEATERS Elec- | headboard brackets. 







Reg. 3.49. Special .. .. 
LEATHER GLOVES
Piggy Back (2G428) 1 }ft
Hog. 3,29, Special ... *»J* 
RIFLES — CI.L Winchester. Dif­
ferent models that are slightly 
. . . . io% on 
MINI TRIKE with side wheels. 
I2C3449)........................... 4 4 DO
Reg. 17.98, Special 1*1.00 
BIKE BASKETS, Asstd. <H>f 
colors, Reg. 99c. Special OOV
w 384 Bernard Ave., Kelowna Phone 762-2025
:f ?’■ < /■ 'di- -S®' ->S '‘I1’? KiSr ’!i’>






.. ■ •" ■■ >. •■■■ - ■■■ ■ • Jack Gotta Named Top Coach
Bucks Starting To Click In Canadian Football League
WWPBWSHMr • EDMONTON (CP) - Ottawa pleased" to win the award
Explode For 10-5 Victory
When Phil Blake’s long bounc­
ing shot trickled past Kamloops 
Rockets’ goaltender Garth Mal­
archuk to give Kel- vna a 1-0 
lead after ten seconds of play, 
you knew it Was going to be the 
Buckaroos’ night.
And ■' it was, as the Bucks 
■hand-cuffed their opponents and 
took advantage of their scoring 
opportunities to take a 10-5 win 
over the Rockets in B.C. Junior 
Az hockey action in Kelowna
the Kamloops club off the score­
sheet. Kelowna goalie Dan Peter 
made a key save on a break­
away by Rockets* Jack Patter­
son with the Bucks ahead 1-0 
at the time. Tnere were only 
two penalties called in the period 
which’ shewed the furious pace
who is generally considered one 
of the better goalies in the lea­
gue, obviously had a bad night




Tuesday. The win brings 
Bucks record to 3-3 for the 
son.




checking game of the season 
and overcame their biggest 
problem of putting the puck in 
the net as they held period leads 
of 4-1 and 7-2.
Archie McKinnon, Ken Louen- 
dorf and Tad Campbell had a 
pair of goals each to lead the 
Buckaroos’ scoring while singl: ; 
came from Brad Owens, Mur­
ray Hanson, Bruce Gerlach and 
Blake. DaVe Walker led Kam­
loops with a hat-trick with Chris 
McMasters and Brian McUean 
scoring one apiece.
The first period was the best 
twenty minutes of hockey seen 
in Kelowna this year as both 
teams skated and checked hard 
with several end to end rushes. 
But, the Bucks were able to 
finish their plays while keeping
the players kept.
The second period started out 
the same but gradually slowed 
down with fisticuffs breaking 
out at the halfway mark of the 
period. Two participants in the 
fighting, McKinnon’ and Terry 
Tarnow were slapped with game 
misconducts.
‘ Things got. worse in the third 
period as several fights broke 
out towards the end of the period 
and four game misconducts 
were given out. The last period, 
which continued the bad habit of 
ending in brawls, arguments 
and lengthy interruptions, was 
the complete opposite of the 
first 20 minutes when the fans 
were treated with exciting, well 
played hockey.
Tom Ono and Brad Owens of 
the Buckaroos and Rick Hodg­
son and Mark Severyn of the 
Rockets received the game mis­
conducts from referee Bruce 
Walker. Owens and Hodgson not 
i only squared off on the ice but 
l continued their feud in the hall 
on the way to their dressing 
। rooms.
; In shots on goal, Malarchuk,
as he was called on to make 31 
stops but was in the net for all 
ten Kelowna goals. Peter played 
the entire game for the Bucks 
and turned in a steady perfor­
mance stopping 28 shots. :
There was a total of 27 penal­
ties called with 14 going to Kam­
loops.
In other BCJHL action Tues­
day, the Penticton Broncos ex­
tended their undefeated record 
to 8-0 for the season as they 
edged Vernon Essos 3-2. Henry 
Taylor’s two goals led the 
Broncos while Grant Mulvey 
scored a single. Grant Sienick 
and Bob Marsh scored for the 
Essos. Tonight’s only game sees 
Nanaimo Clippers visiting the 
Vancouver Villas.
Ice Chips: Louendorf is turn­
ing out to be one of the Bucks’
named Canadian Football 
League coach of the year Tues­
day night, doesn’t have, far to 
go for suggestions about crack­
ing the jinx associated with the 
award.
Frank Clair, Gotta’s prede­
cessor and now general man-
ager of the Riders, won the 
award in 1966 and 1969 and led 
Ottawa to a 1969 Grey Cup win 
over Saskatchewan. Clair’is the 
only coach ever to win the 
award and the Grey Cup in the 
same season.
Gotta was selected by his fel­
low coaches for the Annis 
Stukus Trophy, presented at the 
Edmonton Eskimos' annual 
$100-a-plate dinner. Glair, ac­
cepting the award on behalf of 
Gotta, called his coach a “very 
dedicated guy ... who has 
rebuilt the club.”
Gotta said in an Ottawa inter­
view he isn’t scared of the 
Grey Cup jinx. "I don’t believe 
there’s a kiss of death on it
suggested the donors should 
wait until the end of the regu­
lar season before announcing 
the winner.
Former Edmonton drib presi­
dent Moe Lieberman, who pre­
sented the trophy, named after 
a former Edmonton and British 
Columbia coach, said balloting 
was the closest in the 12-year 
history of the award. About 560 
fans attended the annual din­
ner. ;•
Gotta, a 41-year-old product 
of Oregon State University, 
took over the 'Riders after 
Clair moved to the front office 
following the Grey Cup win. 
The 1970 team fell to last place 
in the east and rebounded to 
third last season before making 
a run at the Eastern Confer­







Archie McKinnon gets away 
from Kamloops Rocket de­
fenceman Terry. Taxnow and 
lets go a shot at goalie Garth
Malarchuk during Tuesday’: 
B.C. Junior A Hockey League 
gam? in Kelowna. 'Die Buck­
aroos put quite a few behind 
the Kamloops netminder as
they skated to a 10-5 win and 
i share of second place in the 
nterior division of the BCJHL.
(Courier photo)
GARY WELDER — SPORTS EDITOR
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steadier players as he scored 
a pair of goals, played sound de­
fence and at one time killed 
off a penalty for over a minute 
without a stick . . . Tad Camp­
bell played an impressive game 
considering he just rejoined the 
Buck camp after two weeks . ... 
It was the smallest crowd of 
the year with a little more than 
500 taking in the action . . . 
Bucks next game is Friday in 
Nanaimo when they play the 
first of three games during their 
swing through the coastal divi­
sion during the weekend . . . 
next home game is Oct. 27, when 
the Vernon Essos are in town.>
BCJHL STANDINGS
Interior Division
GP W L Pt GF GA
(the award).”





Openings for Mixed Curl­
ing Tues, and Thurs. 




' Visiting :■ competitors domin­
ated the field during the week­
end at the Kelowna Riding 
Club’s two day Cbmbined Event 
held at Eldorado Ranch and 
the Kelowna Riding Club 
grounds.
There were 23 entries in the 
event from Oliver, Parksville, 
Alberta and Kelowna. Chairman 
of the show was Ron Bradshaw, 
of Kelowna, with E. B. Graham, 
of Calgary, acting as the tech­
nical delegate. The ground jury 
consisted of Dr. Zeltan Sztehle 
of Calgary, Mrs. H. C. Linklet­
ter of Kelowna and Mrs. A.
BOWLING
MERIDIAN LANES
Wednesday Night Mixed 7-9 
p.m., Oct. 11— High single, wo­
men, Helen Smith 319; men, 
Paul Duyns 308; high triple, wo­
men, Janet Gratton 728; men, 
Paul Duyns 759; team high 
single, FFPs 1235; team high 
triple Fearless 5 3499; high aver­
age, women, Janet Gratton 218; 
men, Pat Healing 240; 300 club
Hydeman of Penticton. ..
Following are the results. 
GREEN DIVISION
1. Mrs. Brenda King from 
Kelowna riding Col. Charis, 46.2 
penalty points. 2. Bill Ulmer 
from Kelowna riding Spooky 
Luke, 55.2 penalty pv nts. 3. 
Jody Gies from KeL vna riding 
Gambler, 60.3 penalty points. 4. 
Christyanne Maxson from West­
bank riding Goldie’s Highland 
Lad, 85.0. 5. Randy Wickenhei- 
ser from Rutland riding Destiny 
Bay, 126.5.
TRAINING DIVISION
1. Nick Holmes-Smith from 
Oliver- riding Major Hal, 30.6. 2. 
Gillian Dunlop from Parksville 
riding Fallen Alder, 33.7. 3-.- Jane 
McKillop from Parksville riding 
Mr. Freeze; 40.5. 4. Susan 
Holmes-Smith from Oliver rid­
ing Peter the ? Great, 86.1. 5. 
Mrs.. Lois Bennett from West-
MINOR SOCCER
Following are the; Juvenile 
Soccer results for Oct. 14.
Division 1: Kelowna Stars 2, 
Rutland Quadra 1.
Division 3: Kelowna Macs 7, 
Woco Hawks 6; Mission 5, Rut­
land 0; Rutland Teamsters 8,
Woco Condors 0; 






bank riding Mirou, 105.6.
PRELIMINARY DIVISION
1. Mrs. N. Graham from Cal-
Kelowna Broncos 3; OK Mission 
Eldorados 4, Kelowna Mustangs 
0 ; OK Mission El. Toros 1, Rut­
land 0.
Division 6: Kelowna Lakers 1, 
Rutland Tastee Freez 0; Kel­
owna Hotspurs 2, OK Mission 
Rangers 0; Woco J ays beat Rut­
land Rovers by default.
Division 7: Kelowna Lancers 
1, Rutland ACT 0; Kelowna 
Kickers 2, OK Mission Tigers 0,
Division 8: Kelowna Panthers 
4, Kelowna Cougars 0; Rutland 
Kings 3, Rutland OK Boys 0; 
Woco Flyers 4, OK Mission Vik­
ings 2.
Division 9: Kelowna Falcons'l, 
OK Mission United 0; Kelowna 
Hawks beat OK Mission Eagles; 
Rutland Knights 2, Rutland 
Dions 1. 1
Riessen Holds Off Australian
In First Round Of Tourney
VANCOUVER (CP) — Sixth- 
seeded Marty Riessen got 
strong competition from young 
John Alexander of Australia 
Tuesday on the way to a .7-6, 6-4 
victory over his unseeded oppo­
nent in the first round of sin­
gles in the $50,000 international 
tennis tournament.
> Riessen, a veteran player 
from Chicago, downed the 21- 
year-old Alexander in a match 
marked by one service break 
by Riessen in the ninth game of 
the second set as he put to­
gether a series of passing shots 
and service returns.
After 12 straight games in the 
first set with services held, 
Riessen took the tie-breaker 7- 
2, gaining the decisive point 
with a perfect passing shot.
Bob Lutz of Tiburton, Calif., 























Addison of Australia to win his 
first-round match 6-4, 6-2. Lutz, 
eighth-seeded, was down one 
service break in the first set 
but began hitting startling re­
turns and broke service twice 
to get the set. From there on 
he strengthened.
e Radials • Belted
• Nylon 9 Most Sizes
7 k and Passenger 
Kelowna 
Motors Ltd.
1630 Water Phone 762-3033
MILES OF SMILES
Let’s go to Arena Motors and 
see what they'll give us in 
trade for a new car.
ARENA
Ford - Lincoln - Mercury 
1634 Harvey Phone: 762-4511
Would You Like to Be A Pilot?
It’s Easier Than You Think
CARIBOO 
AIR CHARTER 
North End Kelowna Airport
Private and Commercial Licence
Float Endorsement
ft Instructor’s Rating & Night Rating
For information on the area’s only Government Approved 
School and all our courses Tax Deductible;’
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 765-5128.
THE KIND OF CAR EVERYONE’S 
TRYING TO BUILD.
H
Helen Smith 319, Paul Duyns i 
308. Team standings: 1. Fearless । 
5 296, 2. Calona Wines 286*4, 3. ' 
Straight Shooters 271. 1
Lawn Bowlers, Monday night, 
Oct. 16 — High single, women, 
Tony Diamond 276, Lorrien Car­
ter 276; men, Art Jantz 275; 
high triple, women, Tony Dia­
mond 612; men, Mike Martel 
710; team high single, Bed Posts 
. 1091; team high triple, Bed 
Posts 3100; high average, wo­
men, Lorrien Carter 202; men, 
Art Jantz 213. Team standings: 
1. Bed Posts 47, 2. Foxes 37, 
3. Bisons 31, Luckys 31.
Friendship League, Oct. 16 — 
High single, , women, Marg Hol­
land 251; men, Bill Perkins 301; 
high triple, women, Maggie 
Cormack 614; men, Bill Perkins 
657; team high single, Jugglers 
1127; team high triple, Jugglers 
3070; high average, women, Jen­
ny Farrcnd 194; men, Lucien 
Scheltgen 192: 300 club, Bill Per­
kins 30J. Team standings, 1. 
' Struggles 160, 2. Jugglers 162, 
Expos 148’4.
gary riding Waterslade, 90.3. 2. 
Leslie Taylor from Calgary rid­
ing Col. Bogey, 90.9. 3. Leslie 
Taylor from Calgary riding Mul­
doon, 121.6. 4,. Pat, Pry'r from 
Calgary riding Count Dracula, 
122.7. Robert Coates from Red 
Deer riding Seko Jimi, 337.0.
Team results: Green Team:
1. Bill Ulmer, Jody Gies and 
Christyanne Maxson; 2. Randy 
Wickenhelser, Joanne Moir and 
Mrs. Brenda King.
Training T e a m : 1. Nick 
Holmes- Smith, Gillian Dunlop 
and Jane McKillop. 2. Susan 
Holmes-Smith, Mrs. Lois Ben­
nett and Heather'Bradshaw.
Preliminary Team: 1. Mrs. N. 
Graham, Robert Coates, Leslie 
Taylor, June McGillivary.
Other competitors were Susari 
Morris, Jeanne Moir, Heather 
Bradsaw, Nancl Bullock and 
Julie Peck — all from Kelowna, 
Lynnnc and Jan Mathieson of 
Oliver while June MacGillivary 
and Rhoda Tiesenback are from 
Calgary.'
REC PROGRAM
Following are the times and 
places for the winter recreation 
programs for Thursdays:
Men’s conditioning program, 
Matheson School, 7:00 to 10:00 
p.m. A conditioning program 
for softball players during the 
offseason.
Girls’ advanced gymnastics, 
KSS East Gym, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Women's keep fit, Centennial 
Hall, 10:00 to 11:00 a.m.
Track and field training, KSS 
East Gym> 6:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Weight training, KSS East 
Gym, 6:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Mixed volleyball, KSS Audi­
torium, 8:00 to 11:00 p.m. A 
team of 6 players with a mini­
mum,of two ladies per team. A 
league schedule will be drawn 
up.
Retired .citizens, Centennial 
Hall, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
REFEREES MEET
There will be a general meet­
ing tor all central zone basket­
ball referees Thursday nt 8 p.m. 
in Kelowna Secondary School. 
AU regular referees and any 
persons Interested in oltlcial- 











For years, many car makers held one truth to be 
self-evident: give people what they want and sell a lot of cars.
They reaped rich rewaras from fins, dual headlights 
and vinyl roofs. Because that’s what people wanted.
But at Volvo, we’ve never gone in for gimmicks. 
We’ve always tried to give people what we think they need 
inacar.
And a funny thing has happened. The kind of car 
people want has become precisely the kind of car we’ve 
thought they needed all along.
In an effort to give ’em what they want, it’s 
rumored that a major U.S. manufacturer is planning to offer 
fuel injection as an option on some of his cars.
Volvo offers it now.
Volvo also has the jump on most cars in an area 
directly associated with going. Stopping.
4 car that stops. Disc brakes are the rage. 
They're new on a lot of cars this year. Two disc brakes, 
that is. Volvo is one of the few manufacturers that puts power 
disc brakes on all four wheels.
| Pants
MEN’S WEAR 
“Custom Care In 
Ready to Wear" 




















440 with Stick Shift. Qrangc in color, wide tires, 
21,000 miles, four winter tires, 50,000 mile warranty 




A dual-qircuit braking system with three wheels on 
each circuit is also standard on Volvo (if one circuit fails, you 
still have about 80 percent of your braking power). As is a 
rear-wheel anti-locking device designed to keep the back of 
our car from trading places with the front during a panic stop.
A car that’s built to take it. Some 
manufacturers who used to talk about sleek lines arc now 
talking about unitized body construction. Others 
about rustproufing.
At Volvo, building a car to withstand the 
ravages of time has always been a major concern. Our body is 
welded together into one solid piece. So it’ll stay in one 
piece. It's protected with six coats of ruslproofing, primer 
and paint. And two different undercoatings.
Our engine comes prepared for the worst, too. 
Before we put it into production, wc put it to the test: 
running it the equivalent of 10,000 miles al full throttle 
without a break. It didn't break.
We spent five years designing, testing and building 
the Volvo 144. And we've made improvements every year 
since introducing it in 1966.
manufacturers are starting to feed people’s desire to own 
safer cars. Instead of stylish hardtbps, they’re starting to build 
something called a ‘pillared hardtop! Which is a fancy name for 
a sedan. At Volvo, we've never built a hardtop. We’ve always 
built sedans because we think they're stronger and safer.
But it takes more than a strong roof to make a safe 
car. Il takes a total commitment by the manufacturer, Ours led 
, Volvo to become the first mass produced car in the world to 
have three-point scat belts as standard equipment.
In 1966, we started building cars with energy- 
absorbing front and rear ends, designed to absorb impact 
instead of transmitting it to the passenger compartment in case 
of a collision. In 1969, we made an electric rear window 
defroster and head restraints standard.
Back then, some of our competitors might have 
thought that we should have been committed for placing so 
much emphasis on safely. But lime has proved us right.
A car that gives you room without taking 
up much. Smaller, more maneuverable cars are in 
demand. I he number of cars Volvo's size has doubled in the 
last five years. And a lot of them are cheaper than Volvo. 
But you may pay the price inside. Where they may not be 
Volvo’s size at all.
Volvo will accommodate drivers up to six six-and- 
a-lialf. Comfortably. On fully-reclining bucket seats that have 
a built-in lumbar support Io make the scat backs firmer or 
softer. In back, there's room for three adults. And our trunk is 
bigger than those in a lot of 'big cars!
A car that goes. To relieve human suffering, 
cars arc being built Io help clean up the air we breathe. As a 
result, their pcifonnance has suffered.
Bui with roads becoming increasingly congested, 
people, more than ever, want responsive engines that'll get 
them out into outushing traffic in a hurry.
«o»t>
' ■ ■ "3741
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LONELY DOGS AND CATS FOR SALE
TO KIND HOMES
Open Weekdays - 10 a.m. - 4 p.m 
Sundays - 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
REID'S CORNER IMPORTED CARS LTD., Highway 97, Kelowna, 765-5184
A

















dows. Custom sized formed
aluminum sidings.
NHL ROUNDUP





Vic Stasiuk, coach, became 
Vic Stasiuk, master juggler, as 
Vancouver Canucks came up 
with a variation in linechanges 
that upset Chicago Black 
Hawks 6-3 in one of two Na­
tional Hockey League games 
played Tuesday night.
Stasiuk threw an assortment 
of line changes at the Hawks 
that kept the defending West 
Division champions off balance 
most of the night and allowed 
Pittsburgh Penguins, 5-0 win­
ners over New York Islanders 
earlier in the evening, to claim 
a share of the West lead.
Pittsburgh moves into To­
ronto against the Maple Leafs 
night while Chicago’s game in 
against California 
Iden Seals has been post-
akland
Flames are host to Minnesota 
North Stars.
Six players shared in the 
scoring at Vancouver, but it 
was the line of Don Tannahill 
and rookies John Wright and 
Gerry O'Flaherty that proved 
the biggest thorn in Chicago 
goaltender Tony Esposito’s
The S-S-S Line and a rookie 
netminder shared in Pitts- 
burgh’s shutout laurels at New 
York.
Ken Schinkel had two goals, 
Eddie Shack added another and 
Ron Schock picked up three as­
sists while Denis Herron, a 20- 
year-old newcomer from Trois- 
Rivieres, Que.,- turned aside 23
S1Tannahili sent Richard Le-1 shots in registering his first 
mieux in for one of two third-1 NHL shutout.
period goals that sealed the The Penguins, off to। a sur- 
Vancouver victory, Wright en-1 prisingly fast, start, fired 35 
gineered an earlier power play shots at New York goaltender 
goal by captain Orland Kurten-1 Gerry Gray.
bach, and the trio dogged the
Chicago team with their close­
checking each time they were NHL STANDINGS
East Division
poned because of the World 
Series game there between 
Oakland Athletics and Cincin­
nati Reds.
Both the Athletics and Seals, 
are owned by Charles O. Fin­
ley. ..........
Elsewhere tonight, St. Louis 
Blues entertain Montreal Cana- 
diens, Boston Bruins visit New 
York Rangers, Philadelphia 
Flyers are in Los Angeles 
against the Kings and Atlanta
on the ice.
Don Lever, the Canucks’ No. ] . .
1 junior draft choice last June,' Detroit 
fired the insurance goal past Buffalo 
Esposito 20 seconds into the fi- Montreal 
nal period. The Black Hawk Vancouver 
goaltender, who had allowed I Boston 
only five goals in his previous NY Rangers 
three starts, faced 28 shots in Toronto 
the game to 30 by Vancouver’s NY Islanders 
Dune Wilson. West Division
The win, Vancouver’s second Pittsburgh 
of the season, moved them into Chicago 
fourth place in the East, one Philadelphia 
point ahead of Boston and the St. Louis 
Rangers-and two behind Mon- Minnesota 
treal and the surprising Buffalo Atlanta _ 
Sabres. Detroit Red Wings are California 
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Third Game Cancelled








































Unbeaten After Four Games 
Leaves Crusaders In Top Spot
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
For the second time in as 
jnany tries, Philadelphia Blaz­
ers had their World Hockey As? 
sociation home opener inter­
rupted by ice problems Tues­
day night when Quebec Les 
Nordiques were the intended
Will be their home opener Oct. 
25 against Cleveland Crusaders.
In games that were played, 
the Crusaders extended their 
unbeaten string to four games 
by nipping New York Raiders 
4-3 in sudden-death overtime.
Wednesday
Montreal at St. Louis 
Pittsburgh at Toronto 
Boston at NY Rangers 
Chicago at California 




Alberta Oilers edged Winnipeg ATLANTA (AP) 
Jets 3-2 in overtime and Los members of the
Last Friday, New: England 
Whalers and the fans had ar­
rived at the Civic Centre only 
to discover the ice surface was 








free at the Centre this weekend 
as a preview to what they hope
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
New York Yankees, losers 
to Pittsburgh in the World 
Series, failed to renew 
Casey Stengel’s contract as 
manager 12 years ago today 
—in 1960. But the 70-year- 
old Casey, who piloted' 
■Yanks to 10 American 
League pennants and seven 
World Series in 12 years, 
was given a parting sum of 
$160,000. He then began his 
five-year career as manag­
er-coach of New York Mets.
g Basketball Monkeyshines, 
o That’s what local fans will see 
3 when the world famous Har- 
3 lem Globetrotters: are in town 
3 Saturday to play the teachers 
3 at KLO gymnasium at 8 p.m. 
2 The hoop stars will dlso do a 
2 performance Tuesday at 8:15 
in Rutland High School. The 
Globetrotters have travelled 
around the world for 35 years 
with a show that is mixed 
with outstanding basketball
craz-ability and some of the 
iest antics one could imagine.
The best way to describe them 
is “they’re super athletes who 
play for laughs.” Above are 
three of the top performers 
with the group. Ray (Show­
boat) Clay, in the middle, Win- 
zell Martin and Herb Scaiffe, 
holding the basketball. Admis­
sion for either show is adults 
$2, students $1.50 and children 
under 12 $1.
OAKLAND (AP) — The Oak- 
land ; Athletics and Cincinnati 
Reds were faced with another 
possibility of rain from the 
worst weather in the Bay area 
in 10 years as they prepared to 
play the third game of the 
World Series tonight.
The last time it rained as 
hard in the area was during the 
1962 series when San Francisco 
Giants and New York Yankees 
waited three days to play a 
baseball game.
'The Athletics and Reds hope 
that lightning doesn’t' strike 
twice.
“The rain didn’t help us—I 
wanted to play,” said Cincin­
nati manager Sparky Anderson 
after the third game of the-1972 
Series was postponed Tuesday 
night by a hail and rain storm.
And a chance of showers was 
forecast for tonight.
“I was disappointed,” said 
Cincinnati starting pitcher Jack 
Billingham, who was ready for 
“the most important game of 
my life.”
field slop and decided it was 
impossible to play ball.
But he didn’t tell the man­
agers.
HEARD ON PA SYSTEM
“The' first time I knew that 
the game was postponed was 
when 1 heard it over the public 
address system,” said Williams 
with a grin.
Kuhn, however, did tell the 
reporters.
’.‘I went out and took a look 
at the field with the senior um­
pires,” said the commissioner. 
“It was perfectly apparent that 
the amount of water on the 
field made it totally unplayable 
for baseball.
“In some places, water was 
over the shoetops and on al­
most every step, you sink into 
the turf." ’ x
game is scheduled for Thurs­
day night and the fifth, if nec­
essary, will be played in Oak
land starting at 4 p.m. EDT
Friday.
games are needed, they’ll ba
played in Cincinnati at 1 p.m.
EDT, Saturday and Sunday
Friday, an original travel date







Minnesota repair of ice
York
Vancouver 6 Chicago 3 
World
Los Angeles 5 Minnesota 1
Cleveland 4 New York 3
Quebec at Philadelphia,-ppd,
Angeles Sharks downed Min- North Stars hockey team have Alberta 3 Winnipeg 2 
nesota Fighting Saints 5-1. been arrested at an Atlanta American
Tonight’s lone game has lounge on charges ranging from Nova Scotia 4 Richmond 3 
Houston Aeros entertaining public drunkeness to creating Providence 3 Baltimore 3 
New England Whalers, . a turmoil. • Eastern
Skip Krake blasted an eight- Police said Dennis Hextall, Long Island 6 Cape Cod 5 
foot shot past Gary Kurt at 6:09 Dennis O'Brien, Fred Harvey,! Roanoke 6 Sun Coast 3
of the overtime period at Cleve- Jude Drouin, Gilles Gilbert, Charlotte 5 Greensboro 4
land to move the Crusaders Ted Harris and Danny Grant Western International
four points in front of New were arrested shortly before Kimberley 6 Cranbrook 3
York and New England In the midnight Monday. They were Central Junior 
Eastern Division race. released on bonds ranging from iHull 7 Brockville 7
$200 to $1,300. ■ --------———' ■ —------
mi■ a . tmixiAA Trial for th? seven’ originally WHA SlANoNGS hchcduled for Tuesday. was 
vviim jimiwihvj postponed until November.
East Division
W LT F
Cleveland 4 0 0 16
New England 2 0 0 8
New York . 2 2 0 20
Quebec 1 1 0 6
Philadelphia 0 2 0 3
Ottawa 0 3 0 15
West Division
Alberta 3 2 0 17
Los Angeles 2 1 0 12
Houston 2 1 0 7
Winnipeg 2 2 0 14
Minnesota 1 2 0 7
Chicago 0 3 0 5
SCORES
Quebec Junior 
. Trois-Rivieres 5 Drummond- 
ville 3
Ontario Junior '
London 5 Oshawa 4
Toronto 8 Hamilton 5
Ottawa 6 St. Catharines 3
Manitoba Junior 
Selkirk 7 St. Boniface 2
Western Canada 
Swift Current 5 Saskatoon 3 
Medicine Hat 6 Victoria 4
Saskatchewan Junior 
Weyburn 3 Yorkton 2 
Humboldt 7 Prince Albert 1 :
Alberta Junior 
Edmonton 5 Red Deer 4
British Columbia Junior 
Penticton 3 Vernon 2 
Kelowna 10 Kamloops 5
Oakland manager Dick Wil­
iams, who said his pitching ro­
tation would have to be re-eval- 
ulated if another rainout oc­
curred, took the delay philo­
sophically. .
A’S HOLD 2-0 LEAD
“We’re still,' two up,” said 
Williams, whose American 
League champions hold a' 2-0 
lead in this best-of-seven-game 
series over the National League 
champion Reds.
Billingham and Oakland’s 
John (Blue Moon) Odom had 
finished their warmup and 
were prepared to start Tuesday 
night when hedvy rains struck 
the Coliseum, It was a contin­
uation of the intermittent rain 
that had been going on in the 
Bay area for 10. straight days.
Umbrellas sprouted imme­
diately. The crowd of 50,000 sigh 
ed and groundskeepers, who 
had worked hard to get the 
beleaguered field into shape, 
blanketed the infield with tar­
paulin. But it was useless.
The rain picked up momen­
tum and then hall stones began 
falling. The sun shone a few 
hundred yards away from the 
ballpark and skies were blue 
and pink.
Baseball commissioner Bowie 
Kuhn, trudged through the out-
Odom was all set to go 
tonight, saying that the extra 
day’s j rest would make him 
stronger.
“The layoff won’t have any 
effect on my control, 
right-hander. “I might even 
throw a little harder.
BEAT THE B£ST
Williams interjected: “Noth­
ing bothers Odom. He pitches 
well in pressure games. Look 
what he did this season for us.
“We went on the road and he 
beat three of the best pitchers 
in the American League in a 
row—Gaylord Perry of Cleve­
land, Jim Palmer of Baltimore 
and Detroit's Mickey Lolich.
Odom will be Williams' 
pitcher even if the third game 
is rained out tonight.
Tu e s d ay night's rainout 
pushed back the entire Series 
schedule. After tonight’s 8:30 
p.m. EDT start; the fourth
said the
Truck canopies, one piece
camper
parts and mouldings; win­
VOLVO
MOTORS LTD




SPORTS & MARINE 
•88 LBON AVS. KSLOWNAt B.C. PHONB 783.2602
Police said Hextali, Harvey, 
A Pt Grant and Drouin were charged 
10 8 with creating a turmoil; Gilbert 
4 4 with interfering with a police 
16 4 officer; and Harris with crimi- 
2 2 nal trespass. O’Brien and Har- 
9 0 ris were released under 81,300 
22 0 bond and the other bonds were 
$200.
17 6 The National Hockey League 
5 4 team is making its first visit to 
9 4 Atlanta to play Atlanta’s new 
15 4 expansion team, the Flames, 
11 2 tonight at the city’s new sports 
10 01 facility, the Oni.





AUTOMATIC XL CHAIN SAW
Homelite’s XL Automatic, with insured lubrica­
tion, compression release for easy starts, comfort 
grips for smooth operation, and toned muffler for 
less noise! The price: $179.95 with 16" bar and chain.
FREE
ACTION JACKET
;. with your purchiiHe of a 1 loinclitc 
Super Mini! Available in medium, large 
and extra large, in red laminnled cotton 
pile with hood which (olds to form col­
lar. Excellent jacket has $13.95 retail 
value, now free with your Super Mini 
Chainsaw purchase. (
Another Quality Product from the Olfor f.spires 
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OREGON
PEERLESS PIPE & EQUIPMENT
LTD.
633 Gaston Ave. — 762-3024
memo to advertisers
opportunities
.Vltli two soertilngly equal adverting opportunities available, how would 
you decide which was to carry your sales messages?
We have a suggestion-take a few minutes to find out lust how seemingly 
equal they really are.
Ask quesllons-how big Is their circulation audience? Where do readers 
live? How much do they pay? And others.
Then ask for proofl
Ask to see a copy of their latest report from the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
Equal opportunities? Be ABC-sure!
1 I 0
ui A
The Kelowna Daily Courier
The Audit Bureau o! Circulations Is a seli-regulalory association of over 4.000 advertisers; advertising 
2 agencies, end pubtlsheri, and is recognised as « bureau ol standards tor the print media industry, 
o
Southgate Shopping Centre 
Tastce Freeze
• 0 o
r PAGE 12 KELOWNA DAILY COURIES, WED.. OCT. 12. 19W
What’s
TOM GERK - A young man on the move
HIS BAG IS
BUSINESS OF HIS OWN
The young fellow who delivers your Daily Ctourfer (over 10,000 net paid Circulation) every day but Sunday, in the sun, rain, 
snow and sleet has a headstart toward success. He works on his paper route every afternoon — when he could be doing 
something much more pleasant^— because he wants to.
And because he wants to do something useful, he’s gaining valuable experience in merchandising, in learning the ups and downs 
. of buying at wholesale, then selling at retail, and in the importance of getting his money collected so he’ll have a profit to show 
for his efforts.
He has found out that, to be successful in his business, his newspaper route must grow and that his customers expect — indeed 
are entitled to—the best service possible, no matter what the weather.
Of course, all this serves to build character, honesty, self-reliance and a sense of responsibility truly essential ingredients 
for a leader of TOMORROW. His future is “IN THE BAG”. October 14th was International Newspaper Carrier Day. We proudly 
pay tribute to our faithful and enterprising family of Daily Courier carrier-salesmen.
WE HOPE YOU WILL, TOO! A simple smile and cheery “Hello”, a word of appreciation or “Hi There! I’m glad to have you 
for my carrier” can tell them that it’s all worthwhile.
ON THIS DAY the circulation department of The Kelowna Dally Courier would also like to express its appreciation of the 
invaluable assistance received each 'day from the following businesses by allowing their locations to be used as distribution 
centres for carrier bundles.
Tom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Gerk of 2375 Rhondda Rd. in Kelowna
He attends Immaculata High School were he is enrolled as a Grade 9 student 
Tom has been a Courier carrier salesman for. the past four years and services
the Birch, Grenfell and Francis Avenue area. During the past six years, this 
area has had the good fortune to enjoy the services of the Gerk boys, John,
























The Kelowna Daily Courier
Serving The Four Seasons Playground
SALUTES
MEWSPJWi CJWKt BAT
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, WED., OCT. 18, ISTt PAGE U
WHERE THE BARGAINS ARE!

































J^JpBUY ONE BASIC PIECE EACH WEEK
Featured this week if 
SAUCER
WITH EACH $5.00 PURCHASED
| Rib Roast
fl The King of





Use as a sauce or a lunch time treat.
6:1.00





128 fl. oz.... ’2.49
““'.,5...’1.00
Captain’s Choice.
20 oz. pkg............. 59c
CakeMixes Ei” 5.,’1.00 
Petfood ".”"8,,’1.00 
■■■• Bathroom. Silk Brand. 1A
TlSSUe Single Ply Roll ............. lU tOr //C






* Frozen Foods *
French Fries
Bel-air Frozen. Regular, f
Krinkle Cut, Shoestring. ’ ■ J|f ■
2 lb. pkg................................ R V > W




Black Cod (Sable) Chunks.B.C. Product.........
Whole or Butt Half.......... lb.
Whole Legs $1 <20 Rib Chops $1 AQ 
or Butt Halt.............lb. H O wl||P whh .Mint Jelly .. lb, ® ^™|HI tKr
89c
Shoulders
Cottage Rolls 89c 
, 4SS>
# Q Necks or EQ
’w B W Breasts । ■«. s<c»s, u,. *0 B w
Prices Effective Oct. 18th to 21 st
In Your Orchard Park or Downtown 
Safeway Stores.
\vr. RrsrRVn inn right to 
LIMIT QUAN II UIS.
Rrihln H«<k|
Flour 
?n 11. |>;i- ............$1.39
Safeway Enrlehrd
White Bread
Sin Ml Loaf 3(,lt $1.00
Town House Tomato 
or Vegetable Soup 
111 Of. Im. . . .  8 fPI $1.00
(LI?. Shadow Ban nr Best Bur
Light Bulbs
lu to A L O Wrttt. rt * |
Ph£. of 2 ____ fr>r T '
West Brand
Margarine










ft- [• Chopped. Bel-air Frozen.


























ember lit Telephone 769-4546. tf
. W. Th, S. tfphone 765-9080.
763-2516, or 762-8435. 68
tfp.m.
W; S. 75765-9080.
pete. Telephone 763-7234. .. tfTelephone 764-4966. tf
687150.
only. Telephone 763-6168.. ,tf
centre. Telephone 762-3567. tf
tfOctober 1. Telephone 765-8815. Beach Motel. 762-4225. tf
762-6612. tf




16. APTS. FOR RENT ember 1. Telephone .769-4496. 66
18. ROOM AND BOARD






21. PROPERTY FOR SALE




Einar DomelJ 2-3518 Ben Bjomson 0-4221 '
pony. 763 0137. tf Residential Appraisals — G. R. Funnell, R.I. (B.C.)
«
0711. tt
M, W, F, tttt
PARKWOOD TERRACE
yenr hate. T*l«ph«i* TC3 7C31. It
It IUTE.
tt
eltere konte •« OoaMo
Hoover« 7C3-M33 aftor pin. MAVAIUMUX Noviutu a i.nxo’ltii raom h.'..»f. n<-rU nd, Ml.4.11*‘ajrd
...........................'•.......
ear round koto tf desired.
. $’4S per month. Telephone
TWO BEDROOM SUITE. WALL TO 
wall carpet, colored appliances, cable 
television. Rent $150 per month, utilities 
Included. No small children, no pets.
ONE FULLY FURNISHED BEDROOM, 
with kitchen facilities available. Five 
minute walk to downtown. Telephone
FURNISHED ONE AND IWO BED- 
room units byweek or month. Cable 
television. No children. No ■ pets. Beacon
SINGLE ROOM FOR RENT. SEPAR- 
ate entrance; self contained, furnished. 
Telephone. 7634988. .2405. Pandosy. Street. 
66
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe 'suite available. No children or
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM. DE- 
luxe housekeeping .units. --Television. 
Close to Vocational School and shopping
LARGE, NEW. TWO BEDROOM SUITE, 
downtown. Summerland. Balconies, etc. 
Brock Ruse Manor. Telephone 494-8592. 
70
FOUND _ IN DOWNTOWN AREA. 
Saturday, a small'long haired male . dog. 
blonde In color.. Telephone 768-5392. 66
three ni nnooM no'ir.
ROYAL APARTMENTS. : SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suite, quiet street, mature 
adults, no pets. 543 Rowciiffe Avenue,
WANTED TO RENT WITH OPTION TO 
buy. three bedroom, full basement home. 
Central location preferred. Telephone 
762-8693. 71
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE IN RUT- 
land with full basement and carport. 
Rent $165 per month. Telephone 762- 
2370. 67
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 31, COMFORT- 
able one bedroom suite tor working 
couple. Close in, private entrance. 
Abstainers preferred. No children, no 
pets. Telephone 763-7541.« 65, 67. 69
wah fireplac*. Available November let. 
Cnw* to downtown Kelowna. Include* 
tehrlorator and (tore. Telephone TSF 
3N4 day* ce TdT-Otdl eventna*.
WAuSii'^HiiiFir^EDiioo'ii~LAKi>
SUTHERLAND MANOR. SPACIOUS I 
one bedroom suite. Laundry, carpet and 11 
cablevision. Adults only. 560 Sutherland II Buys
Avenue.. ^11 Rr
COZY TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED I < 
suite. Okanagan Mission, non-smokers. 11 
no pets. Telephone 7644935. Available II .
ONE AND -twO BEDROOM UNl’lel II yt. tor heritw Kitchenc, children and peta welcome. 11 
very ■ knv rates, weekly or ,monthly. I] gra—4 en. 
Telephone bow 769-4511. •''. .: tf || good yer WO1
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1ST. TWO 
bedroom ■ duplex, full basement, close 
to schools. Telephone 765-7300. tf 
DUPLEX WITH THREE BEDROOMS, 
fall basement and. carport. Possession
762-4015 — 763-4438 
tf
ONE “ AND 7 W O ' B EOROOM"' HOuiut 
korr.'..":* un.l*. i tr.«* Io and
Vocat'onal Srhno)/ Gotten Sand* Ho.wt. 
31'4 Wall !to»d. Tetephnne 7Q 3271 H
HIILV H.BMSin D -INIT'S Will! 
kili-hrnette*. C!«* to all farllltlea. tr»r.»- 
po-tet'nn *M •’loppteg. Ctanamea'*
14 KELOWNA DAHY COPRIEB, WSO- OCT- lt» MW
! SPEND A FEW PENNIES FOR A WANT AD AND "PRESTO", FOLDING MONEY RETURNS
i WHY NOT TRY IT NOW, PHONE 763-3228
11 BIRTHS —------------------
i .or our!canvas goods, venehan blinds A^Sr'Mar-oU «*| and awnfags--sale* and *»^« Genera) 
ebolen dmtghter, . *Si hardware. Valley • Canvas
SdAwninre. 3» Highway » West,
“|ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK.
PEATHS- - - - - - - -_ ssK%,j“Su SS'-mJK
; .. FLOWERS I H nresr 1» pu-‘iP!:F; 
tcraw vm&at = ,«-g
message to tons of sorrow. blechuc. small jobs~
KAREN’S FLOWER BASKETCaD “T'ti 
451 Eeon ’ Ave. 763-31191 -—————■ ’
: J M-W-gttlH PERSONALS ._____
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
LOMBARDY SQUARE — THREE BED- 
roam home. Two baths, drapes. waH 
to waH.- Finished basement Short lease 
required. $125 per month. Telephone 
763-861L ’____________________ «7
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE WITH BASE- 
ntent suite. Garage, large yard. Win 
rent both cr separately. No pets^ Avail­
able November 1. Telephone 763-372L tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX AT 1101 
Stockwell Ave. Carport, full basement 
$155 per month. - Telephone '763-4101: or 
762-2055. ask for BUL tf
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, IMMEDIATE 
possession. Near hospital. Adults only. 
No- children, no pet*. $160 per month.
-CONTRIBUTIONS TO ALCOHOUC8 ANONYMOUS - WRITE
B*artF<fflBdaUon. Box 185. I pj0 Bol Kefewna. B.C Telephone
He. greatly appreciated and gratefully I ^3^335,^0.5057 <jr 765-6923. ta Winfleld 
acknowledged.* gl wx-oin? .fe there a drinking oroblem
la your home? Contact Al-Anon and Ala- 
Teen at 762-8615 or 765^766.___________W
■(f- : - ..............—————r it PAUL CLOUTIER, OF 830 CACTUS
Rutland. B.C.» will not be res- 
Tease* Faxan cTButland. are pleaseal any debts contracted forto announce the forthcoming marrtage I m and after, this date.
OftSHr daughter, Judy-Lsmn,~ No«man 0ctol)er 1#> wiUloat my written 
(Jordon Shearer, wnidJdr. and Mrs. coos£nt.. s^ed; J. Paul .Cloutier. 66 
fifrrdm Sbtarcr c»• Kelowruu; tub , wea* i 1 ' ..s
taka place on November 3rd. | ELECTROLYSIS -r GENTLE. SAFE 
««I medically approved method Highly- 
... ?’ , ------------- qualified operator with many years ex-
perience. For farther information, tele- 
, ENGAGEMeH ■ «* I phone ' Helen Gray, 763651L tf 
ThKieN-FOSIER — Mr. and 'm«. EMPTY MOVING VAN LEAVING KEL- WJT(rBrien bt Kdawna, are pleased I owna for Vancouver Saturday. October 
W.; J. crunen w “ g ■■ .,-) tn take furniture or what
have you. Telephone 687, Beaverdell, 
B.C., after 2 p.m. .'-68.
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX 
in Westbank. Children and 'email peta 
welcome. $130 per month. . Available 
immediately. Telephone 768-5262 tf
TWO. NEW TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex -units in Rutland. Wall to waH 
carpeting, small pets and children wel- 
come. Telephone 765-8733._____________ tf
AVAILABLE NOV. 1st, THREE BED- 
room home on Den Road,; Rutland. 
Full basement, earport. No pets. $175 
per month. Telephone 762-0718. tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX IN RUT- 
land.' available Immediately. Completely 
finished basement Telephone 765-9882 
after 6:00 pjn._____________ -_______■ tf
THREE BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
duplex. - city location.. Rent • $180. Avail­
able : December L Telephone 7634717. 
Room 3L tf
16. APTS. FOR RENT
REASONABLE RENT. ONE AND TWO 
bedroom - garden apartments in West- 
bank.QnIetareawith;vlewof.lake.:Be- 
trigeraior and stove, carpeting through- 
oat dose to school* and shopping. No 
pets. Telephone 768-5875. tf
ONE BEDROOM . SUITE, $149 PER 
month, ail utilities included; Close to 
Shops Capri. No children, no pets. 
Retired couple -preferred. Apply Mrs. 
Dunlop, Suite 1, 1281 Lawrence Avenue 
or telephone 762-5134.__________ \ tf
BY WEEK OR MONTH; COMPLETELY 
furnished one bedroom units. Cable 
television, telephones (direct dial), 
carpeted. No - children, no - pets. Cana- 
mera Beach Motel. 7634717. tf
VISTA MANOR. ONE BEDROOM 
suite, famished. $155. Very convenient, 
dose to downtown. Quiet professional 
people preferred. Telephone 765-6536 or 
762-3037. . _______________________ tf
THREE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE. 
Gay ’Road, Rutland. Stove, refrigerator, 
drapes, heat light, water and garbage 
paid. Available October 15. Telephone 
765-8966, after 6:00 p.m. . ’ ’ tf
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS FOURPLEX. 
Two. bedroom suites, wall to wall car­
pets. One with refrigerator and stove. 
$135 and $145 monthly., Available Nov-
16. ARTS. FOR RENT
SHERWOOD MANOR. CORNER OF EL-lj- 
Hs and Rosemead Avenue;.'one and twoII 
bedroom suites, close to shopping, quiet. ||. 
adults: only- Telephone 762-08GL ■ ■ ttll' 
RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS GIRL TO I 
share a furnished apartment downtown. I 
Available October' IS. 785 Lawrence I
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
REVENUE PROPERTY
5 rental units; fully furnished, rented on a 
yearly basis. Would make a good investment 











/e to . J
home *• »nark- 
retiren .. ’th 
2 up IT VI r 
caned aid. a
41 Matey Martin 2-2251, MLS. 
“GET ONE OF THESE”
one spacious three bedroom I View lots in rapidly developing area in 
suite. No children under 14. bo pets. I Westbank. They are priced to sell, try 
T^hoBe^L^ "jll your offers, can Gordon Stuart 9-4295, MLS
TWO BEDROOM . SUITE WITH :' PRI-1 
vale carport Heat supplied, refrigerator i 
and stove. $150 per month; Telephone I 
763-2165 after 5 p.m._________________tf
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX 
unit. U4 baths, shag carpet, patio, 
fenced yard, across from schooL Tele-
LAKEVIEW' CHILD CABE CENTRE; 
Full' day care. 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Vacancies’ for four: children# 8 - 6 years.
5 IM MFMORIAM I Tdephone 7694248. -____________* IN MtMUKIA------ .-------- I COURIEB subscribers: WOUU)
I Di UEMOB1AM VERSE- I the carrier's name and address and
A coUectics of roltable. venea lor use I ccurlet7 •nbscriber* please make 
' te la Memoriams ti on band - at- The I jurt they -have- a collection card with 
b Kelowna Daily Couriei Office, tn Mem-1 telephon* numbet on tt U vout carrier 
! ' jgltKPVi ar* accepted until 4:30 p.m day I ba> . not ^t one with you. would you 
i preceding publication, tf you wish I pleoe contact The Kelowna Daily 
come *0 our Classified Counter and 1 courier, telephone 763-4445 M. W. F. W 
, tngte a selection or. telephone tor al'. . . . ,1 . ...
JrMaed Ad-writer to assist you to the e/Mtxm
choice of an appropriate verse and 13. LOST AND FOUND 
te ‘ writing ■ th* In Memoriam. Tele-1 ___ :—;----------—
Vboae 763-3228. M. W. F. tf I LOST - FEMALE CAT. BLACK WITH
white markings. Near Paret Road. Re-I4KPWEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME-”“d, Telephone 764-7134.___________ 67
< terr‘new- address: 1790 Hollywood Ba. I. -... ------- - —___ _____ _ „._2.
(tail RuUind Telephone 76WMM. til FOUND - LEATHER BRIEF CASE 







I". EAST KELOWNA 
^COMMUNITY HALL
■T.TFriday, Oct. 27, 1972
10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday, Oct,. 28
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Apples — Fruit — Vegetables
’ * Baking — Wood
w, 72





October 21st, 8 p.m., 
Anglican Church Hall, 
Sutherland Avenue. .
NO MINORS
r SKI SWAP NOV. 5th
:Ww-
"Further information at bus.
ninrt 763-6504, res. 763-3316.
66




^ JSlvery Thursday at 8 p.m. 
"3009 PANDOSY STREET 





THREE BEDROOM HOUSE IN RUT- 
land. Close to schools and: shopping 
centre.-$185 per month. Available Nov- 
ember. 1st. Telephone ■ 765-7821. ~ tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN BEAUTI- 
fa] Casa Loma area. - Immediate occu­
pancy. Please telephone after 6:00. p.m. 
762-5385.__________________ ___________69
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER , 1st FULLY 
modern three • bedroom duplex. Full 
basement. Close to school and bus. 720 
Jones. Street. Telephone 762-8907. 69
NEW HOUSE WITH FABULOUS VIEW 
of Wood Lake. Two bedrooms, carpeted, 
sundeck, carport, utility. No children, 
no pets. Telephone'762-3315, No. 7. 68
FOR SALE OR RENT, THREE OR 
four bedroom house in Joe Rich Valley. 
Available immediately. Telephone 765-
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. ONE 
bedroom, beautifully furnished suite. 
Wan to wall carpet, linens, dishes, all 
utilities supplied - except telephone., Gar­
age available. Telephone 769-4489. tf
BRIGHT; UPSTAIRS, THREE ROOM 
suite; separate entrance, partly fur­
nished. Near City Park.. Suitable for. a 
business lady.' Immediate possession. 
$110: inclusive. Telephone 762-2628.: 70
OLDER RELIABLE COUPLE TO SUB- 
let fully, furnished apartment' for six 
months. Must be total abstainers; and 
clean. Damare deposit required. Tele­
phone • 762-0332. • •' .tf
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. WALL 
to waH - carpet." drapes,' stove.- refrigera­
tor. cable television, washing facilities. 
Telephone .762-2688; 763-2005 after 5:30
NEW, ONE BEDROOM; - SELF - CON-1 
tained. suite, in Lakeview Heights. Re­
fined applicants please, telephone . 769- 
4517 evenings.- 69
NEW, MDOERN. UNFURNISHED' ONE 
bedroom suite. Refrigerator and. stove. 
Apply 2287 Richter Street or telephone
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1st. TWO 
bedroom- suite, carpeted living- room 
and master bedroom. Full basement. 
Scarboro Road. Telephone 765-7357. ' 67
THREE ROOM BASEMENT SUITE. 
Stove and refrigerator. No children, no 
pets. Available November 1. Telephone
CONTINENTAL MANOR; 523 ROW- 
cllffe Avenue. One and ‘two-bedroom 
deluxe suites. Telephone 763-2291 tf I
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX, .EXCEL- 
lent location, utilities supplied, adults ■
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, IMi 
baths, $155 per month. Telephone .765- 
9693.______________«
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, ELECTRIC 
heat, available now. Telephone. 7644478
FREE TRAVEL 




Personally narrated by 
NORMAN CARTER 
















RUMMAGE SALE BY ST. PAUL'S 
United Church Women — Saturday. Oct- 
hiter 11, l:3Q p.m. tn church hall, 3131 
'Eatfeshore Road. Also "Specialty Shop" 







MODERN THREE BEDROOM HOME 
in Joe Rich Valley. Telephone 765-5668.
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE ON WOODS 
Road; Rutland, available immediately. 
$165 peri month. Telephone 763-2013. 67
MODERN THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, 
Gulsachan ■ Road area, $150 per: month.
FULLY FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
suite with kitchen <no living .room). For 
working lady or gentleman. Available 
immediately. Telephone 762-8124. tf
BRIGHT. DELUXE. SPACIOUS SUITES 
for rent. Knox Manor Apartments. For 
information telephone, 762-7918. 1855 
Pandosy Street. tf
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED APART- 
ment, all utilities included. Telephone 
762-7043 after 6:00 p.m. 68
ONE BEDROOM SUITE NEAR SUPER 
Valu. $95 per month. Available Nov-
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOM; LOW RENT . BY 
the month for steadily . employed re­
spectable gentleman. No cooking facili­
ties, linens supplied. Telephone 762-4775.
7 ' -tf.
COMFORTABLY? FURNISHED. THREE 
room light housekeeping suite. Close in. 
with carport Suitable for one abstainer. 
Private entrance. $100 per: month in- 
eludes utilities. Telephone 762-4685. tf
FURNISHED HOUSEKEEPING ROOMS 
-by day, week , or month, everything sup­
plied. Four miles from , downtown Kel­
owna on Highway .97 South. Telephone
THE SQUIRE
Nearing completion and . 
renting soon: 1,-2, 3 bedroom 
and bachelor suites.
Ideal location on quiet street, 
close to downtown. Unique land­
scaping which includes swim­
ming pool and creek. For de-
tails of plan and selection 
suites, telephone
66
WINNER OF THE DOLL RAFFLED BY 
The Evening Branch ACW, October 14, 
wot Mrs. Ivan - Lee, Holland Road, 









1400 CORONATION AVE,. 
KELOWNA
Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 







K'publlc meeting will be held to discuss the "Report on Sewer 
•Rate Structure’* as prepared by Reid, Crowther & Partners 
.Ignited and to hear submissions, answer questions and Impart 
Information on Ilie said report prior to passing a.Bylaw imple­
menting the recommendations contained therein.
,The public meeting will be held at the Kelowna Community 
Theatre, 1375 Water Street, on Wednesday, October 18th at 7:30 
P-n»«
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
COUNTRY LIVING AT~ITS BEST1 
i Children, horse*, pet*, all welcome! 
i Fourplex. mv*u mile* from town In 
' Katt Kelowna. Available October t*t.
Three bedroom*. Ilk bath*, full base- 
i ment. 81M.00 per month. Close to 
: aniiool* and general store.' Telepl,ono
761-48M after 6 p.tn._________ tt
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. LAHGE 
au-te* In hew fourplex In Rutland. 
Featuring Hi bath*, two bedroom*, 
I, Urt* Uvtna room, all carpeted. Close
to irhool* and shoppint. Children wel- 
. com*. Telephon* 768-6788. tf
! LAKESHORE ItOxSTTWO BEDROOMS 
! and den. l.ocated near Mf«*lon Creek, 
Aveilabte Immediately until June 30. 
’ 1».T>. BITS per month. Contact Erik Lund
at Lund and Warren Realty Ltd.. 4«
15. HOUSES FOR REblT
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. NEW TWO 
bodroom duplex;’ wall to wall, full base­
ment. aundeck over - carport. Hent 
•160. Telephone 769-4361 - after 4:00.
' ' - ________ it
1THINISHED . LAKESHORE IIO M JC . 
three bedrooms. $225 per month. Avail­
able until Jun* 30. 1973. required. 
Telephon* Lennie. Clialmer* and Com.
Bernard Avenue. Kelowna.
' tVvO BEDROOM DUPLEX. HOLLY- 
delii carpeted Ihrouchont. tlreplac*. 
eo’ored bathroom ftxture*, covered 
> potto, carport. Water and garbat* tn- 
•Wed. No p*U. Avallabt* November
1. «1!<1 Tol, Tilt 111.
FREE RENT FOR,ONE WEEK. AVAIL- 
' able Immediately, Spanish at»l« four- 
plev fa Rutland, Two bedruoma. Bk 
bath*, ahag c*rp*L No dog* plea**. 
JBeftmcv* required. Telephone 763-6141.
Av’MLinTiroTrtoilFR "»!i."T\\o' IHRb 
Tuem dupte* with f-.Tl baaernent and 
earpxt I* Spite* Valley «jMIiIiiIm. 
R .Hand. *135 per month. Ne pete. Tele-
p.lon* TCMX17.
NEW TWO BEhROOM FOURHXX. 
•vaUabl* September I.'th. Or* and • 
haU bath*, euedeck with view, la We«l-
TW KKD1UWM. MMK FtOOft WOU1E, 
. fcmlwa. Avatiald* Novcnbw 13. IU0 





li!3 per tnaaiSi* O!d»r
. SUN VALLEY REST HOME
at 365 ZIPRICK ROAD NOW ACCEPTING GUESTS.
•ft 40 beds, privates and doubles with baths.
ft Dining or tray service.'
ft Spacious sitting room with color television.-
☆ (Complete care, 24 hour supervision. RN on call. 
Owned and Operated by
MR. & MRS. TATARYN and MR. & MRS. BERBER 
765-9668
20. WANTED TO RENT
FURNISHED CABIN WITH FIREPLACE 
at Glen Lake. Good hunting and fishing. 
For more information Telephone 762-
20. WANTED TO RENT
FURNISFHED APARTMENT FOR TWO 
gentlemen. Reply to Box A984, The Kel­
owna Dally Courier, quote price and 
location. ' 68
DESPERATELY NEEDING A FURN- 
ished suite or house: for mother- ' and 
three small children. Must be reason- 
able rent. Telephone 765-8646. ,67
FRANKLYN MANOR 
765 BADKE ROAD
Available now, new deluxe one 
and two bedroom suites. Free 
cable TV and laundry facili­
ties,' Shag rugs, drapes, elec- 
,rlc heat. Quiet location, one 




NEW TWO BEDIIOOM DUPLEX. FULL 
baiem«nt, carport. Wall to wall carpel 
In Uvtng room and matter bedroom. 
Rutland *rea. do** to «chool. $168 per 
month. Telephone 763-3272. tt
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER J.t. TWO 
bedroom newly remodelled house In 
Rutland. Full basement, carage. No 
pete, KOO per month. Telephone 761-
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, ELECTRIC 
rant*, gas he*L Near city erntr*. On* 
child accepted. No pel*. Immediate 
pou««;Un. Apply at 10ir Fuller Avenue.
___________________________tt
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
duplex with carport. In Rutland, avail­
able November 1. Water garbage, drepet 
Included, $160. Near b», atbre. echeol 
Telephone T63-SWX______________ 71
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1. FOUR 
bedroom, elder home, r'.rue tn. Llii.-.g 
reem. dining room, televli’.on room, den. 




Available, 1 and 2 bedroom 
suites. Range, refrigerator, ca­
ble TV, drapes in all suites. 
No pets or children. Mature 
adults.
Spacious 2 br. garden apts. lo­
cated juU off Ukeshore and city 
limits. Inc. range, refrig., air 
conditioner, cabin TV, etc.
VIEW LOTS
Level view lobs only 10 minutes from City 
Centre. Overlooking O.K. Lake. .Close to- 
shopping, schools and lake; Nice quiet area. - 
Prices vary and terms may be arranged. 
Call Bren .Witt 9-4326, MLS.
LOT, OYAMA AREA
Large lots, some over % acre, all nicely 
treed with pines. The view over Wood, and 
Kalamalka is excellent Domestic - water, 
- MLS. Art MacKenzie, 9-4264.
IF IT’S GOOD RETURN 
YOUR AFTER
Close in commercial’acreage and fully ser­
viced buildings. Adaptable to most any en­
deavor. Try your offers. Phone Gordon at 
9-4295, MLS.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD.
1451 PANDOSY ST. • * • SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY • ♦ • Office Ph. 3-4144 . .
KELOWNA 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
RESIDENTIAL
ZONED APARTMENTS — 
An immaculate 2 bedroom 
home on 50’xl20’ city lot 
close to: everything. . Try $4,- 
000 down. Worth investigat­
ing. Call Blanche Wannop at 
762-4683 evenings. MLS.
VALUE PLUS — Large fully 
completed; and well land­
scaped family home with 2 
bedrooms up and 2 down. 
Fully completed rec room 
with fireplace and bar. Com­
pleted storage and utility 
rooms, large living, room 
with fireplace and electric 
drape rods. Extras include 
sundeck, large patio, swim­
ming pool and double 'car­
port with storage. Priced at 
$37,900. Call Wilf Rutherford 
at 763-5343 evenings. MLS.
NESTLED IN TALL TREES 
— is this immaculate 4 bed­
room home in a choice Oka­
nagan Mission location. Fire­
place, patio, carport, sun­
deck, finished rec room,. 2 
bathrooms, new carpeting 
throughout and beautifully 
landscaped % acre lot. You 
cannot replace this ■ home, for 
$28,500 and a low down pay­
ment. MUST BE SOLD. Call 
Terri -Meckling. at 763-6657. 
eves. MLS?
YOUR OWN PRIVATE 
BEACH and DOCK — located 
Just over the bridge toward 
Casa Loma this 3 year old 
home has three bedrooms, 
two'fireplaces,Targe sundeck, 
sunken living room, two full 
baths, electric water heat, 
in-law suite, carport and 
garage. A truly beautiful 
home on the lake. See it now. 
Call Clare Angus at 762-4807 
evenings. MLS. .
SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE 
— Attractive home with 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, rumpus 
room, fireplace; House is in 
good condition inside and out. 
Lovely landscaped yard with 
many trees, shrubs and 
flowers. Included is fridge, 
stove■ and deep freeze. Near 
shopping and schools. UN­
BELIEVABLY PRICED AT 
$23,500. Call Frank Ashmead 
at 765-6702 evenings. MLS.
LIFE WITHIN 
LOVELY PINES:
Large pined lot with all fac­
ilities and low taxes. And the • 
cheapest lot in town. Call 
Johnston Realty at 762-2846; 
evenings Ernie Oxenham at 
762-5208, MLS.
LOVELY VIEW LOT:
Beautiful view, lots with a 
view of the lake and valley; 
Has all features you would 
desire; Call Grant Davis 762-: 
2846; evenings 762-7537, MLS.
Mrs. Lois Hammill' 
Office 762-2846;
evenings 769-4254 
Mrs. Dona Dunn 
Office 762-2846;
evenings 764-4724
VLA: This 2 bedroom home with full basement Is only 2 
years old*, on .4 acre on a quiet street. Must be scon to be 
appreciated. Has built-in air conditioner, carport and guest 
house. Owner' Is anxious to sell and Is asking $25,500 with 
terms. Call Joe Sleslnger at the office or evenings at 2- 
6874. MLS.
SERVICE STATION: Highway 97 location, near centre of 
rapidly expanding community. Here is your opportunity to 
own your own business as illness Is forcing present owner 
to sell. Asking price of $35,000 Includes land, building and 
equipment. Vendor will look at reasonable offers. Call 
Alan Elliot nt the office or evenings at 3-7283, MLS.
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING - KELOWNA NORTH END: 
2,000 aq. ft. of concrete block building with attached 
offices, presently rented on a month to month basis. Ask­
ing $42,500, Exclusive agents. For more information pall 
G. R, Funnell nt the office or evenings at 2-0901.
POTENTIAL SUBDIVISION: 13 acres In Glenmore, 
presently planted* to orchard. Properly lends Itself to ex­
cellent possibilities for a subdivision. Has good road front­
age ana nil property has fine view, For further Informa­
tion call Alan Elliot nt the office or evenings at 3-7283. 
Exclusive.
DRASTICALLY REDUCED! - MUST BE SOLD! — RI 
hcallit forces the sale of this perfect retirement home. 
Complete with panoramic view, for the low, low price of 
• $21,000, For more details, please phone Luella Currie at 
2-5030 or evgs. ,nt 8-5628. MLS.
CASTLE ON A MOAT — $32,500.00 — Get your queen 
nettled before the moat freezes over, Call Shirley evgs. nt 
3-7354, or days nt 2-5030. MLS.
OK. MISSION - NEAR LAKE - Brand NEW 2 ixlrm. 
COLONIAL home with a huge finished rumpus room, 2 
beautiful floor to celling flrepinccs. sundeck nnd> carport 
nnd a lovely setting. $32,950. (MI^S). Please phone Olivia 
Worsfold at 2-3895, or days at 2-5030.
HOME WITH SUITE - $18,950 - Older 2 bdrm., full 
bsmt, home In lovely condition with a 1 bdrm, suite at­
tached. Situated on a quiet road In Rutland just off High­
way 97. To view please phono Ollvln Worsfold at 2-3895, or 








426 Bernard Avenue 
782-5030
40 MILE LAKE VIEW — 
Newly built on .83 acre. I 
Here’s a lovely 5 room home I 
with basement, carport and I 
covered patio. Fantastic view I 
to Penticton and Kelowna. : I 
Good garden with fruit trees'. I 
Street level driveway. Dream I 
home for YOU. Priced at 
$27,900. Peachland location. 
Call Bill Campbell at 763-6302 
evenings. MLS.
MOTHER-IN-LAW SUITE — 
in this large 3 bedroom home | 
makes it the best buy in .Glen- i 
more. Call Bob Clements for 
more information , at 764-4726 
evenings. MLS.
OWNER TRANSFERRED— 
and must sell this 3 bedroom; 
full basement home in Rut­
land. Has carport, covered*. 
entrance and is on sewer. 
Priced to sell at $23,900. Call 
Bud Dalley at 769-4875 even­
ings.- MLS.
RUTLAND LOTS — Three 
excellent building lots, on 
corner of Klassen and Rut­
land Roads. Corner lot large 
enough for duplex. Buy one 
or threq. Call Ernie Donnelly 
at 762-2558 evenings.
VIEW SUBDIVISION — All 
new houses in the area and 
. lot has northerly frontage on 
Bonn Road in Glenmore. Can 
be financed. Call Gordon 











40 homes under construction. 
Choose your home while the 
selection is good. All homes, 
NHA. at 8% % interest Prices 
start at $20,850.00 and down 
payments start at $1,054.00. 
All homes have full base­
ments and are carpeted in 
LR, DR and MBR; Complete 
with storm windows ,and 
screens upstairs. .
OPEN MONDAY TO 
SATURDAY from
2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
JABS
CONSTRUCTION Ltd
1975 Harvey Ave. 
Office: 762-0928 
Eves.: 762-3465 - 764-4737 
tf
LAND AND ACREAGES
BUILDER’S SPECIAL — 2.3 acres of beautiful subdivision 
property close to lake in Okanagan Mission. Sound solid* 
building used as private school. Could be 4-plex or 6 suite , 
apartment, $30,000 down. Ideal property for builder. Call 
Andy Runzer at 7644027 evenings. MLS.
EVERYONE’S DREAM — 5 acre lots in the country. Paved* 
roads, irrigation water, close to schools. Not too far from 
town. Call Fred Kyle at 765-8804 evenings. MLS.
RAW LAND — A good opportunity for the investor, 80 acres 
of view property at the low price of $600 per acre with good 
terms. For details call Frank Hauk at 7624562 evenings. MLS.
Harry Maddocks 765-6218 
George Philllpson 762-7974
. Ken Mitchell 762-0663 
Sylvia Roberts 765-6936
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713 
Rutland: Shoppers’Village, 765-5155
HOME ON WILSON AVENUE:
* It’s well kept and* so clean you can move in with­
out doing a thing to it.
• It has two large bedrooms upstairs
* A new gnrngo nnd concrete drivowny
* And it’s beautifully landscaped
• Only $15,260, MLS,
• Call Ed Wahl, eves, 709-4480
LET SUITE RENTALS PAY THE MORTGAGE!
• Five year old home In excellent neighbourhood on 
Gulsachan lid, Three bedrooms nnd nil conveniences. 
Large Inndscaixid lot. Extensive grape arbours pro­
duce $500 worth of grapes annually. Carport, tool 
shed, concrete driveway, $26,900. MLS,
$5,800 WILL BUY YOU A BEAUTIFUL IX)T In Westview 
Heights Estates. Exclusive neighbourhood. Paved roads 
nnd services,
HOBBY FARM — 9'A acres In Glenmore with 7 acres In 
benrlng pears and apples nnd the balance In alfalfa. This 
Would bo an idenl holding to enjoy the advantages of 
country living for you and your family nnd still be close 
to town. (Less than 1 mile to city limits). Price $37,500 
and easy terms. MLS.
INVESTMENT:
— 35.29 acres of Prime Lakeshore
— 10 minutes from downtown Kelowna
— Proposed subdivision plans available at listing 
broker's office
— $157,000 with terms. MLS,






Phi! Moubray eves 3-3028 
Bnrold Hartfield eves S-SfifiO
762-3727
Bill Gam eves 2 4237
Gary August eves 4 7120
Tom Glendinning even 3-5114
1*n Neave, Beal Estate Appralaab eves S-5272
LITTLE BEAUTY
RETIREMENT SPECIAL 
You don’t need a car here; 
a few minutes walk to either 
the Capri or downtown shop­
ping centres. Nicely, land­
scaped lot. Completely re­
modelled home even to new 
oak floors. Large living 
room with fireplace. Forced 
air gas furnace make this a 
very attractive warm and 
cozy retirement home. Only 
$22,900.00 MLS. Act quickly, 
don’t be disappointed. For 
details please call Eric 
Hughes at the office or week­
ends and evenings 8-5953.
Eric Hughes —768-5053
Ray Ashton '___  769-4418
Ted Dale .............  .763-7582
Larry Schlosser 762-8818





Three bedroom home, 1330 
square feet of quality workman­
ship. baths, wall to wall, 
ihag, fireplace up nnd down, 
bullt-ln china cabinet In dining 
room. Large bright kitchen with 
eating area. Covered sundeck, 
and carport,




W, F, S, 69
VIEW LOTS
Ednn Estates - Winfield
Panoramic views, paved 
roads, underground services, 
good so!) nnd trceii. Close to 
3 la ces.
From $1,250 to $7,500. terms.




W, F, S tf
LllAn.MI.SU lUO IH.DIIOOM. CATIII - 
dral entry (ettuilnu a lore* Hinde, 9. 
ninpls Mldusn cwblnet*. curport. >ci»- 
•rat* bawment entry. ronghedln plumb- 
Ing. double window* and many other 
nunllty feature*. Full prlc* of 
•21.400 with **«y term*. For all th* 
detail*. r»n Cr*»tvf«w Home* 144.. TO-
(KELOWNA DAILY COCTIEB, WED., OCT. 18, 1972 PAGE 18.21. PROPERTY FOR SALE21. PROPERTY FOR SALE21. PROPERTY FOR SALE




HAVE YOU CONSIDERED WESTBANK?
69
Phone 763-7900536 Bernard Ave.
Midvalley Realty
Phone 765-7704 .429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland













543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
2-5544
CALL CLASSIFlEp ADS DIRECT 763-3228
Lund & Warren
763-4932 270 Bernard Ave.
Kelowna and District
APPRAISALS
Olive Ross 3-4573Austin Wnnm 2-1838
ON OSPREY NEAR ABBOTT 78
VACUUM CLEANERS - VA
ikc ut Gulden Apartments, Ix>ts 4, HI, D., Irict 1x>t 2150
f








Darrol Tarves —- 763-2488













Ken Stevenson — 763-6636
W
"S”, Plan 155(12, S D.Y.D. Kettle Itivt-r Assessnu nt D|stri< I 
Oliver, 11.C. Fotins of tender jvquu<’«l c,.n be obLtnu-.l l.v pu,t
• .t
'./•i
ACROSS- FROM SCENIC ROAD on Glenmore Road. A 
newer full basement four bedroom home. Nice lot in a 
quiet area which is still dose to shopping. Priced at 




SALLS’ & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave, 
762-3012 
sow < all 
n Ahiini.n ai>« 
Dinner mat
bidders from cither C'rntiu) Morigiifte
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Betty Elian 94397 Jack Sassevilla 3-5257
Ruth Young 3-6758
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
WE CO-OPERATE WITH ALL BROKERS
551 Bernard Ave. : ' LTD. ,
w
’■*» 1Bl /tf 1 
‘-S-4C I 
■W’<
Comfortable two bedroom home suitable for retirement 
or newlyweds. Large corner lot, large shade trees, land­
scaped, gaiagc, newly rcdccotalcd. ( hne to park, beach, 




243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA 
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST., WESTBANK
Realty Ltd
446 Bernard Avenue
OLDER DUPLEX ON BURNE AVE. bordering on Mill 
Creek. Vendor anxious for offers. For app t, to view, call 
Mrs. Crimen 762-2324 or Marvin Dick 7UV6I77. EXCL.
QUALITY THROUGHOUT - view this 2 bdrm, home with 
emored sundeck over the carport; fully developed bsmt, 
ptov.des extra ••pace, Call Marvin Dick 765-6177 or Mrs, 
Cniwn 762 2324 or off. 762-4919. MLS.
your plan, your lot or ours. CaU without obligation. 768-5022.
FOUR SEASONS DEVELOPMENT LTD.
“Quality Construction at Sensible Prices”
R “ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
" i* 
tn («sr
Corpoiation, 2280 West 12th Avenue, Vnncuiiv, 1 9, BC. or Central 
M irtKflitr and Housing Conx,intiori. Suile 2i*2, C;q,il Off,re To>n r, 
Sliopn (.’apt I, Kelnwn.i, B C. The hiirbr ■ I or auv teivh'r not nrce*. 
xarilv mccplcd. Anv and all rr.riunirx regmbng ihe project i nn 
66 be addressed tn either of the preceding addresses, 75
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL f
.   11 ■;1 ' 1 •"■■■' "■ -'i"1
SERVICE DIRECTORY 3
Home will be open every Tues., ]if you want a place to call 
Thurs Fri.. Sat. and - Sun., l/homo. call a Braemar man. We have a: xnurs., , en l new two hedwm. full basement homerom 2 to 6 p.rn. laKe Hwy. oa I ready for immediate occupancy. An 
to DougaU Rd. So.; and foUow excellent buy at $20,850.00 with Clear 
to Hollywood Heights, -»h«e we 
tiave a great selection Of homes consideration. Braemar . Construction 
and lots. NHA mortgages from I In Kelowna Since 19S2.
37/nz „nii Office. 154 Stetson Motel. Telephone. 7«z-.8%%. For more details CRH | 0520; evenings 762-0956 or' 763-2810. tf
CALMELS CRESCENT, ATTRACTIVE)' 
/OJ-J/J/ Of /Oj-oUOO three bedroom home featuring a double 
+f I carport, • fenced -and landscaped, 
' • ■ ' ■ . - baths, double fireplace, broodloonr'ut
living room, hall and master bedroom, 
LOU GUIDI I double windows. One- block to school 
____ land country club. Terms.can bo-er- 
CONSTRUCTION LTD. ranged to suit buyer.(Please call'
T view Homes, 763-37371 or Don WaUlndeifi
itrtii iiAiirrr 763-6068.
NEW HOUSES PRIVATE SALE - CLOSE TO DOWffli | 
town, lovely spacious home, three bet 
. . . '. । ,. rooms up, on? down, plus-one bedroomat Var niK locations basement suite, double plumWhgl a I V ai IUUO LUVOIIVI IO washer-dryer hookup, nicely landsc—/,‘
_ ... . I carport. Offers? Telephone 762-0233.<'-
Starting at $19,500 with low •
down payment. Most feature NEW H0ME> recentlyt find. 
W.W. throughout, fireplace, I72 Three bedroom,! split , level. With 
baths, carpet, sundeck, patio.. fju’lity• materials, and , workman
Also custom building and build- ptb^ 
ing Jots for sale. 1703-7034 or 764-7349,
Fnr infnrmatlnn F0R SAtB on nENT1 0NB W| 
ror more information a Bldoby-atdo duplex on Del Ray
nr tn view Road. Wealbank. .B.C. Rent. 1165-4*
Or IO View down payment |900. For further datatta
nl,no. Central Mortgage and HousingPhone 763-3240 or 768-5267 Corporation 763-5311 days. ffl
I BY OWNER 1 REVENUE HOME. FOUR 
' / „ , "~r bedrooms, (three up. one down) plus
GILLARD DRIVE one bedroom self- contained suite Is 
j. . . , -KTTT* - basement. Carport, double garage—fin* New three bedroom NITA home I Ished, insulated and heated. Mortgage 
In Glenmore area with 8y<% 7M>%. 3204 Aberdeen street. if 
mortgage. Close to schools, one bedroom house with car- 
many extras. FuU price $29,600. »«»»"<> carport. Central iMatlpn, fdesl
. , r building site, Clear title, »B,500 or,
Mueller Construction Ltd. | sonablo offer, Tdeplteno 763-4249, j-jjk)
■ 762-3871 tf LAKEVIEW LOT for bale on glen*
—-------- :—;--------------------- ...... . .................... rosa-Itoad. Price 93,700, or tl.200 ddtttt
HURRY AND PICH YOUR C0IX)Rs I tnko nver payments. Rivals da!*, 
on this new three bedroom home,. fea-1 owner,. 769-5272, a Jin
dnn1™ Uvter. NEWt '^0 BEDROOM HOME, AT 89?
dnuhiJ^wu* Clement Avenue. Low down payment, 
a™/"f-wSIdli-lcphone owner. 760-4917 evenings, ' C» 
ment and quality built throughout. Full ■ '"‘ J
price Is only 921,095 with just 971151 >SAnr /■! M i
down (with 91,000 H.C, grant) to an lulllKr OASS|r||*|JNHA mortgage. For all tha de-1 >•••)’" , ansar^
tails please call Don Walllnder at 763-1 a>i naees* 1/
0060 or Crestview Homes at 763-3737. I UN lAut IO *!
SPACIOUS FAMILY-VIEW HOME ON 
BOUCHERIE MOUNTAIN
3 bdrm. home .on Boucherie Mtn. fa Lakeview Heights. 
Carneting throughout. -2 old brick fireplaces, ensuite, 
olumbing, covered sundeck, presently, under construction 






50 x 16 living room and dining area
1100 sq. ft. balcony 
Unsurpassed view
. ' Elevator service
Other features too numerous to mention. This you must 
• see! Priced at $83,500.00 with terms. MLS.
GLENMORE FAMILY HOME
This 4 bedroom, split level home has over 1,625 sq. ft. and 
is located on a quiet-crescent. Two fireplaces, 2 baths, rec­
reation room, and a large 7% NHA mortgage, are just 
some of the features. Realistically priced at $31,500.00 with 
immediate possession. Excl. '
Carruthers & Meikle 
LTD.
THIS HOME MUST BE SOLD!
Owner moving to Manitoba. Make an offer on this very | | 
attractive, 2 bedroom stucco home with carport; (1 bed- ; I I 
room in basement). This home is situated in a very quiet I I 
area. The yard is fenced and landscaped. You will enjoy I I 
the family-sized kitchen. Asking $20,500. CaU Mel RusseU I I 
at 762-3146, evenings and weekends 769-4409. MLS. ||l
“LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS!”
EXCLUSIVE BUILDING LOTS located on Thackei; Drive I 
in Crestview Gardens among a variety of fruit trees. Pfic- 111 
' ed from $6,350 to $7;500. CaU Ed SchoU at 762-3146, even­
ings and weekends 762-0719. MLS. I
“BANKRUPTCY SALE” f
This RUTLAND home is now in the hands of a “trustee” I 
and must be disposed of! 2vbedroom upstairs, L-shaped I 
living room and dining room with shag carpet. Sliding I 
‘ glass 'doors from- dining room to sundeck. There are 2 I 
mote bedrooms and a 2nd bathroom'professionally finish- I 
ed in fuU basement. This home is on city sewer and water. I 
There is an existing 1st mortgage of approximately $17,000 . 
and fee payment is. $169 PIT. “Make An Offer!” CaU CUff I 
Wilson at 762-3146, evenings and weekends 762-2958. MLS.
GLENMORE — SPLIT LEVEL
Lovely 3 bedroom split-level home, 2 bathrooms, finish* II 
ed rec room, large fireplace, sundeck and w/w'carpets. I 
Close to schools and shopping. Asking only $28,900. For I 
appointment to view this home, please call Dale Brooks I 
at 762-3146, evenings and weekends 764-7338. MLS.
NO CAR??? '
Then this 3 bedroom home, fuU basement, on Boyce Cres- I 
cent (2 minutes walk to downtown) is the place you are I 
looking for! Immaculate condition, fireplace, gas heat, I 
etc. FuU price $25,000. Owner requests no sign, Phone J. I 
F. Klassen at 762-3146, evenings and weekends 762-3015. 1 
Exclusive. I
EXCELLENT BUILDING LOT ONLY $5,000 
Located near Raymer School and Southgate shopping I 
centre. Excellent value. To view call Harry Rist at 762- 
3146, evenings and weekends, 764-7221. MLS.
WiIson Realty® I
1,58 ACRE VIEW PROPERTY In Winfield on paved road 
With firs and pine trees plus expensive view of Wood Lake 
and valley. Price only $7,500.00 and terms available. Please 
call Ralph Erdmann at off. or res. Winfield 760-2123 col­
lect. MUS.
WINFIELD — COMMERCIAL LOT beskki post office, 
this could be Ideal location for small business with living 
quarters attached. Please call Ralph Erdmann at off. or 
res. Winfield 760-2123 collect. MLS.
WINFIELD - NEW 3 BORM. HOME. 1232 sq. ft., double 
fireplace; large fibreglasscd sundeck, carport; lop quality 
carpet throughout; air conditioner, roughcd-ln for bsmt, 
suite with separate entrance; ensuite bath. Large mort­
gage, All this for $26,800.00. Please call Ralph Erdmann 
at off. or res, Winfield 766-2123 collect. MU.
GLENMORE AREA IN CITY. Urge 3 bdrm, home; 
hardwood Boors, large lot, separate garage. This is good 
value at $25,900,00 and should ho seen. Please call Ralph 
Erdmann nt off, or res, Winfield 760-2123 collect. MLS.
BEAUTIFUL ONE flCRE WITH HOUSE $23,500.00. 
Country living ----- across road from school and store, This 
acre is on a coiner and Is like n pink. Shade trees, cedars, 
fruit tiees, garden, lawns; grapes will produce nearly a 
ton this year. Older 2 bdrm, home, guest cabin, etc. A real 
buy at asking price, Please call Ralph Erdmann at off. or 
res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. MLS.
1 25 \<’Rl'. AM) MOBILE HOME close In on paved road, 
i.v.irty r.vw mutate tiome ia*x6o’j 3 bdrms.. with built-in 
ranee and min plus fridge, (’lose to school and atore. 
nomciuc water, septic tank, power and telephone .n- 
staUcd. Asking price $J<.fWOOO and jnu«t he sold quickie. 
Please . nd Ralph Erdmann al off, or res, Winfield 766- 
2123 collect. MUS.
3 BDRM. HOME — Newly 
remodelled, cupboards- and 
closets galore, spacious 
rooms, garage, nicely land­
scaped lot, 1045 sq. ft. Priced 
to sell at $17,000. Stuart Mc- 
Bumie 763-7900. Res. 763-7754. 
NRS.
bdrm., large Uv. rm., family 
size kit. Utility rm. Beauti­
fully treed lot with creek. 
Price $17,000. $1,500 wiU 
handle; Elaine Johnson 763- 
7900,. eve. 765-8352. NRS.
COMMERCIAL' LOT—Across 
from Shoppers’ VUlage, Rut­
land. Ideally located on cor­
ner of Gray and Cambie. 
Robert Young 763-7900 or 764- 
4506 (res.) NRS. .
BUYING A NEW HOME?
Rutland
2 bdrm, non-bst. Rancher— 
F.P. $17,900
2 bdrm. fuU bst„ sundeck— 
F.P. $19,900
2 bdrm., full bst., sundeck, 
Graf Rd. F.P. $24,900
3 bdrm., full bst. F.P. $26,900 
Kelowna W.
2 bdrm., full bst. F.P. $22,500 
Westbank
3 bdrm., full bst. Extras— 
F.P. $25,900
New duplexes in Rutland— 
Price $33,500
For full info call Harry Lee 
763-7900, 765-6556 evgs.
UNBELIEVABLE! Water- 
front lot at approx. $80 per 
front foot, west side, near 
Westbank. Robert Young 763- 
7900 of 7644506 (res.) NRS. .
Block Bros.
REALTY LTD.
RIVERSIDE AVE. HOME; Only . 2 blocks to the lake and • 
creek running at rear of garden. This attractive 10 room 
home has fun basement, fireplace, carport, double plumb­
ing, lovely maple floors. Four bedrooms and a den. Full 
. price $32,300.00. CaU Midvalley Realty 765-7704, MLS.
WILSON AVE. RETIREMENT HOME. We have just Bat­
ed a lovely retirement home centrally located in the city. 
Close to downtown shopping, schools and churches. 2 bed- ... 
rooms, large kitchen with eating area. Living room has 
waH to wall carpet. There is also an insulated frujt cooler, 
ExceUent surroundings. Priced at only $15,500.00. For 
more details call MidvaUey Realty 765-7704, MLS.
I CENTRALLY LOCATED. DUPLEX, with one side leased, 
i If you have.been considering a combination home and in­
vestment you should see this “just a little better” buy. 
Only one year old and in a-good soil area, lawns and veg­
etable garden in. One finished bedroom down on one side.
Priced at $32,500.00. Phone 
MLS.
Sam Pearson ——— 762-7607 
Ken Alpaugh.—762-6558 
Richard GentiUe___ 765-7955
BE YOUR OWN BOSS -— Radiator service and Marine 
agency doing a good volume-of business. One of the best 
radiator shops in the City. Exclusive: franchise for name ' 
brand boats and motors. Contact John Driedger at 2-8939 
eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
COUNTRY HOME -- Double lot, 3 BRs, large LR, kitchen,. . 
with dining area. 3 pc. bath. Both close to. schools,, extra 
lot can be subdivided off the existing property. Asking , 
price with terms $18,500. Call 2-5544 days. Exclusive.'
DRASTICALLY REDUCED — Exceptionally well built 
home with partially finished suite in the basement, extra 
.storage above carport. Two BRs up with LR, DR, kitchen 
and utility on Main floor. Price reduced by $3,400. Call 
John Walker 8-5632 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
CLOSE TO CAPRI — Beautiful 2 BR home on quiet street, 
immaculate inside and out. Full basement, double win­
dows, nicely treed, only minutes from shopping. An ex­
cellent buy at $25,000. Call Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089 eves, or 
2-5544 days. MLS.
NEARLY NINE ACRES OF ORCHARD - About 800 trees 
-semi-dwarf—popular varieties of apples, on Hwy. 97—on 
planning maps — zoned tourist commercial. Be best motel 
site in the Kelowna area. Access 530 ft. on Hwy. 97 and 620 
ft. on Finns Rd. Newly renovated 3 BR house, irrigation 
rights on Mill Creek. Wells for house and irrigation. % ac 
on opposite side of Hwy. 97, Call Mike Cliepesuik 4-7264 






Christmas is corning and you can be the Santa of the 
century. Imagine the excitement your family will have 
In this lovely home, while you calmly warm your tootsies 
by a Roman brick fireside. Located in the beauteous golf 
course area, this 3 bedroom, 2 bath, may Im? purchased 
with as low of a down payment as $3,000 to a large 9','> 
C.U. mortgage, Call mo on this one, Gerri Krisn, days, 
34932 or evenings, 34387. MLS.
2 BLOCKS FROM SCHOOL
Located close to elementary and high schools In Rutland, 
this near new homo offers the ultimate In pleasant living. 
Delightful kitchen with breakfast bar, quality carpets 
throughout and 2 bedrooms on main and one in bright 
basement, rec, room, bathroom and additional bedroom. 
Erik Lund, will show you lids lovely home, days, 3-4932 or 
evenings, 2-3486 F.P. $25,80(1 and terms, MLS.
OPEN HOUSES
Thursday, Friday and* Saturday
OCTOBER 19th, 20th and 21st 
2 P.M. to 5 P.M.
1976 RICHTER STREET
Luxurious 3 bedroom' house, w/w carpet, ensuite plumb- 
ing, carport, patio, lots of extras. NHA financing and close 
to downtown; r
- 1448 McINNIS AVE.
3 bedroom house, just behind Shops Capri, N.H.A. 
financing.
■ ROSS ROAD — Applewood Acres Subdivision,
■2 bedroom house, w/w carpet. FuU basement, fuU-price 
$19,500. .
IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
Under construction several 3 bedroom homes and building 
lots for sale.
CUSTOM BUILDING
. Further .'information and viewing — caU '
Lou Guidi Construction Ltd.
763-3240 — 768-5267
HAVE LAND WILL TRADE — 24.5 acres level land in 
the Benvoulin area close to Orchard Park. Also 18 acres 
of well treed land near McDougal Creek off Highway 97 
. between Kelowna' and Westbank. Both parcels ideal hold­
ing or development land. For details caU Bill Hunter at 
34343 or 4-4847 evenings. MLS. \ y '
MOUNTAIN AVENUE — Extra large 1600+ sq. ft. 
bungalow. Formal dining room, large kitchen, 3 spacious 
bedrooms, 3-piece ensuite. Recently redecorated. Large 
1st Mortgage. Call DENNIS at 34343 or 4-7581 evenings. 
MLS.
A HOUSE THAT IS A HOME!!! This cute, almost new 
. bungalow is something a little different from the ordi- 
. nary!!! Features, include modern step-saving kitchen, 
family size dinette, cozy living room, 2 bedrooms on main 
floor, full basement and covered sundeck. If you like 
cedarwood, you’U love this inexpensive home. To view, 
contact Murray Wilson at 34343 or 44047 evenings. EXCL.
THIS HOME WAS BUILT FOR YOU
2 large bedrooms and comfortable Uving room. Family 
size kitchen complete wife Crestwood cabinets. Full base- 
ment- with partitions in for extra bedrooms and rumpus 
room. Shag carpets, sundeck and carport. Located in ( 
quiet' subdivision- on Vista ROad in Rutland. Priced- to 
seU at $23,900. Must be seen to: be appreciated.
LOTS OF LOTS ■
View lots, fuUy serviced. Overlooking Rutland^ Kelowna 
and Okanagan Lake. Priced from $3,250.00.
369 BURNE ME.
Older 3 bedroom home located within walking.distance of - 
town. Beautiful hardwood floors give , this home a touch 
of tradition. Fireplace.. A yard designed for privacy. 
Patio. FuU price $21,000.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
ONLY A FEW LOTS REMAINING
Lovely, view lots in Glenrosa and serviced with natural 
gas and paved roads. 80* x 90’ frontages. Priced from 
$3,500.00 to $3,80().00 with terms. MLS. Contact Lupton 
Agencies Ltd., 762-4400 for further particulars.
COUNTRY LIVING
Weil built, 3 bedroom house with fuU basement. Country 
setting in Westbank. Lovely, productive garden' with 
variety of fruit trees. .41 of an- acre to be subdivided off, • 
from surrounding orchard, Hot water heat, dining room, 




CHOICE BUSINESS LOCATION — Facing 3 streets — full 
block width. Terrific site for modem motel, offices, 
sales centre, etc. Don’t miss out on this Ideal sotting. 
Contact Norm Yaeger, office 2-2739 or eve. 2-3574,
Frank Pctkau 3-4228
Al Pedersen 4-4746
Bill Trethewcy 766-2970 (coll.)
Phono 762-2739
OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY 2 - 5 P.M.
MONTE BELLO SUBDIVISION
Chase Road, Winfield
TWO 3 BEDROOM HOMES; full basement, oil furnace, 
, carport, wall to wall throughout, super floor In bath and 
kitchen, dishwasher, double windows, and screens up and 
down; sliding glass door to sundeck. Full price only $19,IKK) 
and $20,500. Sorry, $19,900 home han Ix-eii sold!
OTHER HOMES UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
KRUEGER CONSTRUCTION LTD.
766-2967
____ ____________ _________ .______W, F, S, 80
. . GARDEN APARTMENTS
OLIVER, B.C.
CENTRAL MORTGAGE AND HOUSING CORPORATION - 
SEALED TENDERS, plainly marked as to content and addressed 
to K. B. Ganong — Alnnager, Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation, 228ft West 12th Avenue, Vancouver 0, B.C, will 




Situated in the centre of a thriving town. Never a vacancy.- 
Mixed one and two bedroom suites' with gas fired hot 
water heat, balconies, fridges, stoves, and air condition­
ing. Paved parking arid professionally landscaped grounds-. 
Asking $165,000 with $45,000 down — N.H.A. 6V«% mort- 
■ gage. EXCLUSIVE. Call . J., A. McIntyre at 762-3713 or 
7694562 evenings. - -
Collinson Mortgage & Investments Ltd.
Only IQ minutes from city centre. Friendly people, good schoo^t il 
stores and services. Close to all recreational facilities; Priceft^r i 
are lower, and'when.you buy direct from builder you save agaJH, t 
Inspect these homes-under construction:• ' ;
1—3rd Avenue-North, 3 bedrooms, full basement, carport, 
9% mortgage, fuU price $21,900 with waU to wall carpet through- ! 
out,. ;
2—Delray Road (off 4th Ave. N.) 3 bedrooms, fuU basement, ; 
port, L shaped Uving room, NHA mortgage 9%. FuU price $22,9Qfc* | 
3—Glenford Road, large 2 bedroom with room for expansion up-q< ■ ■ 
stairs under high shake roof; Large view lot and a gorgeous hortier’’ ] 
Ready now. FuU-price $24,900. j
We also have homes in Lakeview Heights or wlU construct I
, ’ 1 ' SISKS’21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 121. PROPERTY FOR SA^ 
■ ' -- ■ .aK>cw>
LAKEVIEW HEIGHIO
Two >— 2 bdrm, homes.
ed LR and DR, W to W. 'kitchfi^ SUN VALLEY HOMES
DISPLAY HOME ON 
NEPTUNE ROAD
; HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS, 
RUTLAND
TUES. THROUGH SUNDAY 
1 - 5 P.M. .
Follow Belgo Road to Aquar­
ius, then to Neptune. Shag 
carpets in L.R., D.R. and 
bedrooms. Finished rec room 





Crestview Homes Ltd 
DISPLAY HOME
with eating area. Basement? 
roughed in for add. rms. DouBIS* ? 
windows; gas heat. Sep. , eQ) p 
। trance to basement from car»* 




'__________ •-, - r- 69
b REVENUE HOME | 
Moving, must seU rooming 
house. .Close to downtown. Se­
parate entrance, Revenue' $145, ! 
plus owner’s 5 rm'. , ste. 'Main 
floor. New gas furnace, wiring, 
I plumbing. Garage, shed, 
base. Fenced; treed, landscape 
led lot. Only interested parties ' 
need apply. F.P. $19,800. No ’ 
agents., 7624449 after 6:00 p.m. | 
for appt. . > . *71.'
LOTS LOTS LOTS
Glenrosa Highland Subdiv}»j 
sion, Webber Rd., Westbank;;
B.C. Serviced, view,' trees, 
low down payment, lo^ 
monthly payments.
Cgll 762-0992 : If
REECE & ASSOCIATES 
Ren! Estate Appraisals for 
Valuation Day purposes.
T. Gary Reece, 
B, Comm., R.l. (D C.)
No. 6 Shop# Capri 
782-36!6 (days) 
768-5029 (evenings)
M, W, F, t!
CONSTHUCTIGN
Bin.LDOzlNGTdFtypes 
I RUCKING, ail lypc* 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING 
n 7G9-4697 days, 769-4671 




Upholstering for cnir 
chCHtcrflcldri and chairs,
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21. FROPERTY fOR SALE
NEW TXO BEDROOM 005^*.^ 
earpeted. walnut csfiinia^
ScL fundeck. $17309. - No Saturday
SS please. Tticpbcm 765451$ or 765-
6318- ' "
UNFINISHED, HOUSE FOR <»
fcswUfal lake view to
tr'rt- 132$ square, feet- Excwlentto 
at $9J50, Telephone owner, 763-5272.
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES 
bestaubant for sale. one~of 
the buriert *<M bert In town. Rraspa —. ^riSTtetatai building and OOms. 
i,M.".hwirerara licence. < ApplyBo*.*: 
pre, ~ Thw Kelowna, Daily , Courier. Win 
answer all toquiries.^____________ u
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
WOOD LAKE ROAD.
Z*irfWr tents * tJuSt ' to
xehcul uod'rtore. Exce&a; 
toot level lot. ‘oU crice* 
<r, 766-2197- ________ ”
. Wf, SUITE AFARTMENT BLOCK. ALL 
oeJopled. Each mite, two bedroom*, 
hrteUving room,' carpeted Crated to towlwn Bsthoi Vat ton 
<fcta£ls telephone 769-4205. ”
IpFF-BS LN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. 
Turn left nt: SheD Station CHwy 97S) 
mito BMcherie: Boad. Drive one mile. 
,jj. Ttoa Orchards,. 7B4108 noon~4 p.m. 
WINESAP, SPARTAN AND RED DEL- 
triotu ‘ apples. Please bring your own 
^mtntMrs. Telephone 762-7466 or 762j 
2121. _____________________“
NEW HOME ON EL CAMINO ROAD, 
THrea bedrooms, two ffreptaeee, wau ^?an carart factor 
dteclr. Reasonable. Trtepbooe 765-9565. 67 
NEW THREE BEDBOOM HOUSE, 
Oyama area, wiih lake view, £S?J!S 
Cnptace, eararis grnu 9H r> mortgage. Owner, 766-2771. 
I fca SQUARE FEET. THREE BED- 
igy. tone on 75-X15O* 'ot. Fireplace, 
'' '«aeihsu eonboards, fun basement. Close g“XS.P^h^s,^busline. Fdg 
l^prtwaned. Teleplwne 765-7061. , . 71
LARGE . HOME J>N^ FOR
aale. trade or rent with option to Buy. 
Inlaw, suite on main floor, hot water 
with two tones.: Can. be t**®. 
by phoning 763-3351. . , ________
ATTENTION HORSE OWNERS - 
Timothy ' and clover hay, alfalfa and 
grass hay. pure alfalfa bay: a!» straw; 
Telephone 763-3415 ■____________ W, S U
PUMPKIN, SQUASH AND MARROW 
on our- organic farm , next to Mission 
Creek School. KLO Road. Telephone 
762-6210. » 70
Gty of Kelowna
Building Department Clerk arid Plan Checker
buttks- To accept and process applications for permits; check 
plans for compliance with City Bylaws; perform routine office 
duties; assist Field. Inspectors when required.
QUALIFICATIONS: High School supplemented by Diploma _ of 
Technology in construction ‘ or equivalent preferred. Drafting 
and/or construction experience essential.
Please apply in personal handwriting to the Chief Building In­
spector, 1435 Water Street, Kelowna, B.C. stating qualifications, 
education, experience, age .and marital status, availability anc 
any other'pertinent information. _______________ 66. 68, 69
34. HELP WANTED; MALE
McINTOCH APPLES FOB SALE. TELE- 
nhooe 762-8430 or apply W. -Jantz, KLO 
Road, just past Vocational SchooL 79 
RED DELICIOUS APPLES. PLEASE 












•rarvATC - OLDER THREE
bedroom home. Living di^ng 
zoom, kitchen 'and bathroota- t^oee to 
town; 3127 Pandora Street. Asking $13,900 
fell price._______ _ ____________ -
BV OWNER, THREE 
borne. One block from hospital, double 
carport. Cash to mortgage. Interest at
6i;%. Telephone 763-3077. u
OK. LANDSCAPING





1st, 1972, Applicant must have 
a good mechanical knowledge 
and the* ability to organize and 
carry out work schedules. Apply 
in writing with details of experi­
ence and other pertinent per­
sonal information to the .
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, $3.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 




CITY OF KELOWNA 





REGISTERED PUREBRED BAHStN- 
gee shew dog for sale, trained; eight 
months old.' Owner working, unable to 
care for. $175 or dosest offer. Tele* 
phone 498-2644 after 6 p.m. anytime 
Sunday, or write Box 147, Oliver. . 6$
PUREBRED REGISTERED STANDARD 
smooth dachshund puppies. Dam holds 
two first and seconds, sire Dr. Spock. 
Selling papered dam. Telephone 545-
3465 (Vernon) 71
SMALL TERRIER TYPE NEUTERED 
male dog for sale: bouse trained and 
very good with children. Does some
tricks.. Telephone 765-6078.
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1969 AUSTIN COOPER. 18M0 MILES. 
Must be seen to be appreciated. Tele-
pboaa 766-2530. TOnfleld. 63
1966 CHEVELLE FOUR DOOR. ONE 
owner, excellent condition. Telephone
762-8281. 63
1961 PONTIAC STATION WAGON. V-8, 
good rubber, six wheels.: trailer hitch.
$325.00. Telephone 764-7214. 68 ।
67
1964 RAMBLER 660 SEDAN. RADIO. I 
antomaUc. good running.condition. Tele-'1 
phone 763^122: evenings. 762-4896. 67
1969 VOLKSWAGEN 1500. GOOD ME- 
chanical condition. 40,000 miles, ideal
TWO PUREBRED ARABIAN HORSES 
for sale. Both show quality, also Welsh 
grey mare, suitable for cart or child’s 
pony. Telephone 763-5141. . .70
THOROUGHBRED QUARTER HORSE 
bay gelding, six years old. fully trained 
For experienced rider only. Must sell.
Telephone 769-4560. 68
MR. MIKE, A BLACK LAB, WANTS 
to Uve to the country. He is three years 
old.' strong and intelligent, a good 
watchdog. Telephone 762-5061. 67
MOVING, REQUIRE GOOD HOME FOR 
eight month old kitten; gray and white 
markings. Telephone 764-4049. 67
FIVE KITTENS NEED GOOD HOMES. 
. Free. Six weeks old. Telephone 763-5278.
. ._____________________________ 69
FREE BLACK AND WHITE KITTENS 
to good homes, house trained. Telephone
PEACHLAND: 
and surrounding area.
Must have own transportation 
(small car preferable) to deliver 
papers to stores, carriers and 
customersj (no collection made 
by drivers). 2 to 2% hours daily, 
Mon. thru Sat Ideal for semi-
765-5527.
second car. Telephone 765-7076. 67
JEEP, FOUR WHEEL DRIVE. CAN- 
vas top, make , an offer! Telephone 763- 
6548. 66
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE CUSTOM
sports. Telephone 764-4700. tf
HILLMAN, GOOD WINTER STARTER. 
$250. Telephone 764-4054 after 6 p.m. 70
1968 PONTIAC TWO DOOR HARDTOP.
Telephone 763-4352 after 4 p.m. 69
1965 SUPER ECONOLINE VAN. ASK- 
ing $795. Telephone 763-4977. 67
1970 FAIRLANE 500 TWO DOOR HARD-
top. Telephone 762-8391. 66
69
PURE BRED TOY POODLES, SIX 





Friday, Oct. 27th - 7:00 p.m 
Summerland Youth Centre
ANTIQUES - COLLECTORS' ITEMS 
OVER 150 PIECES
Most of these articles are from EASTERN CANADA. 
There will also be the usual Household Articles at this 
Sale.
Anyone wishing to consign Articles to this Sale may bring 
them to the YOUTH CENTRE Friday; Oct. 27th, or 
contact Steve Dunsdon 494-1967. '
i
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
42A. MOTORCYCLES
1972 HONDA 350 MOTOSPORT. EX- 
ceHent condition throughout. Ideal bike 
for the hunter or outdoorsman. Asking 
$900. Telephone 763-2982, after 5:00 p.m. 
________ 67
1968 SUZUKI 120, 3,300 MILES. EX- 
cellent condition, good for beginners. 
$225. No. 107, Winfield Mobile Home 
Park, Beaver Lake Road, Winfield, even-
STEVE'S AUCTION SALES
STEVE DUNSDON — AUCTIONEER
66, 74
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
ings. 67
THREE BEDBOOM HOME. CLOSE W. 
- iiortii end, near bus etop. school. Nicely 
hSScaped. $20,000. 651 Bay Avenue. 
Telephone 762-2451. ________ . M
NEAB ORCHARD PARK, THREE BED- 
; nom hoase .on % acre,, Large front 
zoom.: new gas furnace. $U.7W, terms 
SidlaUe.- Telephone 763-0306. Tl 
wnnanN.THREE BEDROOM HOME; 
two year,’: old. Roughed to basement. 
Carport, wndeck. ■ Close to, • pochard 
. Park. $2MW, Telephone 762-2j98. ■ 71
ROTOVAUNG AND FRONT; END 
loader work. , Telephone - 763-2421 after 
6 p.m._______________ ____________ H
TnCT!S TRIMMED AND REMOVED. 
Telephone 765^297. . \ W
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BY OWNER. JUST COMPLETED, MO- Sera two bedroom home located ini Rut­
land. For appointment to view and full 
tafonnstion telephone 762-4264. 70
PROPERTY WANTED
HAVE CLIENT WISHING To PUR- 
ihasa nlca two bedroom home. With 
thre* or four acres of land., Close in. 
AU eash. Please call me, ©live Boss, 
days, 763-4932 or «ventags, 763-4573. 
land‘nnd Warren Realty Ltd. 67 
WANTED - ACREAGE IN THE KEL- 
cwna district. .Two to three, bedroom hoSe. Property must •>grS*
al. Reply to Box 353, Bushell Park, 
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. 68
WANTED: ’ ACREAGE BETWEEN 
Oyama end Peachland. With or with­
out water. Please state ’ocatlon, price, 
imd terms in first letter. Apply to Bw 
A970. The Kelowna Dally Courier. 69 
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
YOUR CLOTHES LINE 
POLE and BURNING 
BARREL CENTRE
Knox Mountain Metal 
930 Bay Avenue, 763-6502
W, F, S, 68
COLD STORAGE ENGINEER AND 
maintenance mechanic. Successful ap­
plicant must have knowledge of large 
ammonia , and freon plants. _ electric 
motors and their related controls — 
electric fork lifts — batteries and bat- 
ery charging equipment.. electric 
and acetylene welding. Apply Jta writ­
ing to Creston Co-op Packers, Box 220, 
Creston, B.C. «
YOUNG MAN REQUIRED FOR DRIV- 
ing light truck and delivery from Kam­
loops to Oliver; Must be bondable, mar­
ried. in good health and settled in 
Kelowna area. Reply to Box A976, The 
Kelowna Daily Courier. «
REQUIRED, .EXPERIENCED SALES- 
man with -electronics background, to 
_______________________ . head branch operation to Penticton. Re? 
ONE 54” BED, HEADBOARD, BOX-1 frfgeraUon knowledge would also be an 
spring and mattress, good condition, $50. asset. Telephone 493-0317 (Penticton) for 
Six brand new bar stools, height 20 ,1 personal' interview. ®
$10 each. One pair white'figure skates, -----------------——: ------- ----- - -------- -
size 5, $5. Two wooden kitchen chairs, BOY, 12-15 YEARS, FOB EARLY 
padded seats, good condition, $7.50 each, morning delivery of the Vancouver Sun 
Apply Inn Towner Motel. Telephone $n paret, McClure and CoUett Road 
762-2333. ' ' I area. Telephone 762-6294 after 6:00
NATIONAL P-m- ' ' ' ■ ■ ■----- --STORE EQUIPMENT, ..._______________________
cash register, cheque writer. Excellent yoUNG MAN FOR SERVICE STATION, 
condition. Fixtures, bust, forms, han-1 must have knowledge of performance 
gers, wall and counter . standards, I... . and accessories and have proven brackets, etc. Telephone 492-2953, P<^ "wMly. Also
ticton. . abie to perform light service. Telephone. ---------- — —- 68LARGE PILE OF USED BOARDS | 762-7718, 
;You hhaSr 50c6 per1 utility 'trailer 'loal I EXPERIENCED APPLE PI C K E R S 
Any day after 3 p.m., aH day Sunday, wanted. Clt»e to, accomm^atlon avaU- 
House opposite Fiberform Co., Highway able. Telephone Rex Marshall 762-3298 
97 South. . 66 after 6 p.m. «







To manage Kelowna and area 
wholesale distributor c e n t r e 
from home. Resp. ind. super­
vising sizable sales force. No 
personal selling. We t rain. 
Qualified candidate will be en­
rolled in Career Training pro­
gram in our home office in Win­
nipeg. Write Mr. Ford, W.P.I., 
3435 Porter St., Vane. 12, B.C.
67
HUSBAND AND WIFE TO OPERATE 
car rental business in Penticton. Good 
wages to right applicants. On the job 
training will be provided.. Reply to 
■ Box A977. The Kelowna Daily Courier, 
giving age. employment resume and 
telephone number. 68
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OFFICE 
' requires a bookkeeper. When replying 
: please provide fun. details of expert- 
1 ence and salary to Box 974, The Kelow-
OCTOBER-FEST
IS NOW
Join in the Savings
JACOBSEN 
Pontiac-Buick Ltd.
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre’*
1658 Pandosy Ph: 763-7700
M, T, W, Th, 77
1969 TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE, COM- 
pletely rebuilt, mildly chopped. Telephone
763-6565. 69
1970 KAWASAKI; TRAIL BIKE, 100 
cc., low mileage, $400. Telephone 763-
3868: 67
1968 SUZUKI 80, G00IK CONDITION,
$180. Telephone 762-7292. 67
42B. SNOWMOBILES
1970 SNOW CR'UISER; EXCELLENT 
condition, low hours. Never been raced. 
Best offer. Telephone 763-5659 after 6:00 
p.m. : 67
OCTOBER 10, 1972^^ 
The vehicles as described below have not been recovere^j^f 
from the Baillie Avenue Compound, 885 Baillie Avenue, Kel-^i 
owna, B.C. These vehicles will be sold by wav of bid to re-
cover towing, storage and disposal charges, if 








1966 VOLKSWAGEN VAN, NEW PAINT, 
clutch, good tires. Completely, outfitted 
inside. Also 1970 two loot hardtop 
Barracuda slant six, low mileage and 
in beautiful condition. Telephone 765- 
7331 after 4:00 p.m. or see at 120 
Holbrook Road East, Rutland. tf 
1971 CHEV CUSTOMIZED VAN — *307, 
V-8, standard. Undercoating, six inch 
chrome reversed rims, new tires; radio, 
tach, air conditioning, insulated, com­
plete shag carpet interior.. Excellent 
running .condition, $3,600.': Telephone
763-4056. 68
1972 TORINO FOUR DOOR , SEDAN, 
eight automatic, power steering,' power 
brakes, 8,000 miles, like new, $3,250. 
Trades accepted. Also *68 Plymouth 
Fury, two door hardtop, eight automatic, 
good conditin, $895. Telepbne 762-4706
days or 763-4133 evenings. ■
1972, 340 TNT, 1,100 MILES, GOOD 
condition, $850. Telephone 763*3868. .67
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
CAMPER FOR HALF TON TRUCK. 
Sleeps three adults. Complete with 
mattresses, cupboards, tiled floor, wood 




KCB-141 Mr. K. Webster 
GHE-515 Mr. E. W. Dodd 
BJB-362 Mr. M. G. Bourgean
66
MUST SELL 1968 CHRYSLER . NEW- 
port custom, > two door hardtop,' 383 
four barrel, power, steering, power 
brakes, power' windows; vinyl roof. Ex­
cellent condition, Will sacrifice at $1,800.
Telephone 766-2122, Winfield. 71
7082; 69
1963 JEEP. WAGONEER, NEW MOTOR, 
16,000 miles. Also new transmission, 
clutch and brakes. ’ Excellent condition.
Telephone 762-3394. tf
1966 FORD HALF TON, V-8, 352, 
three ;speed; 30” Vanguard, top. Com­
plete, $1,358. Truck only, $1,150. Good
shape. Telephone 762-3120. 71
1970 GMC HALF TON, LONG WHEEL 
base, standard transmission.: Excellent 
condition. Telephone Peachland, 767- 
2810.70
FOR SALE OR TRADE FOR BOAT OR 
camper, 1967 .Dodge half ton and/or 
1952 Studebaker one ton..Telephone 762-
2732. 67
1962 Chevy II FGD-340 Mr. T. Jacobs
1955 Ford S.W. KAK-706 Mr. H, Laird
1956 Ford S.W. KBF-967 Mr. F. Gooder
1961 Plymouth KAJ-703 Mr. S. Nemeth
1961 Dodge EAG-959 M. J. Claim
1961 Chevrolet KRX-954 D. Leismeister
























2 offices and reception area 
air conditioned
— wall to wall carpet
— inset lighting
i. all utilities except tight and
3. telephone included , 
downtown Pandosy Street .





"CHATELAINE" BUILT . UP SOU- GOOD FRAMING CARPENTER. ALSO 
taire diamond engagement ring. White I carpenter’s helper. Reply to Box A983. 
gold setting, yellow gold band. Cost The Kelowna Daily Courier, stating 
$250.00, asking $125.00 or nearest offer experience and wages expected. tf 
for quick sale. Telephone 763-7782. tf I . ------- ■.-------------- --------- ~ ~ ~~~
a srtrJFBWsss ____________ »
$25. Double glass window. 37”x43" $15.
Telephone 762-2624. tf 35. HELP WANTED,
na Daily Courier. 66
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
EXPERIENCED CUSTOM HOUSE- 
builder will help you build on your lot. 
Capable of following any blueprints, 






We can divide to suit tenant. 
Facing Valleyview Rd., Rut­
land. Ask for Mr. or Mrs.
Patterson
MIDVALLEY REALTY LTD.
429 Highway 33W, Rutland





FEMALEGOLFERS SPECIAL! THREE BOB Gooby woods, one, three,, four and one 
and one half, $35: one five bar TV an­
tenna, $10. Telephone 768-5672 after ?61 STENOGRAPHER
stereo-record . player. wtthI for local firm.
AM-FM AFC radio. Spanish Style cabi-1 _ _ • _
net. Extra speaker cabinet with Jensen! Top pay for experience. 
12» coaxial speaker. Good condition. $75. T»T'/-ir>n'T>TrvNTTCr
Telephone 765-6291. 67 RECEPTIONIST-
COMPLETE FIREPLACE ACCESSOR- 'BOOKKEEPER '
Ies' — fire' screens, companion sets, I 
fire grates, largest selection at Kelowna I for legal office.'
Builders Supply. 711
home built canopy, 8'x6’3W. 28” Legal bookkeeping experience 
.high. Kitchen table with four chairs. essential.
Telephone 762-0359. r tf |
MOVING, MUST SELL, HOUSEHOLD 
articles, patio furniture, garden utensils.
Telephone 769-4489. ■ ' tf
11 SQUARES OF 210 POUND WHITE 
asphalt shingles. $12.25 per square. Tele­
phone 765-7052.
Apply in writing to: 
P.O. Box 190, Kelowsa, 
giving full resume.
67
FENDER TELECASTER, ELECTRIC _
guitar, 357 magnum, Colt revolver. I JJlbMAlul!.
Telephone 765-9259.tf ASSEMBLY WORKERS 
FIVE YEAR OLD. MOTOROLA CON- . , .
sole color tv, $150. Telephone 765-7933. | required for cabinet shop,
SECRETARIAL DESK WITH LIFT-UP PHONE 769-4400
top for typewriter. Good condition, $75.
Telephone 763-5141. 701 For appointment,
MATURE COUPLE WITH EXTENSIVE 
business experience would care for motel 
or other property in exchange for living 
accommodation for winter months. Tele-
phone Mrs. Bodie at ,765-9438. 67
1969 ROADRUNNER, V-8; F O U R 
speed, power steering, low mileage, very 
clean, priced to sell. View at KLO 
Gulf, Pandosy. Street or phone 762-6520
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made' as new; 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. tf 
GRADE NINE STUDENT WILL d6~ 
errands and shopping for. senior citizens 
and. shut-ins. Reply to Box A981, The
Kelowna Daily Courier. 69
FINISH CARPENTER, NEWCOMER IN 
area, is available for . sub-contracting in 
air kinds of. carpentry. Telephone 764-
4740. 69
EXPERIENCED, MATURE, COOK AND 
homemaker would like work in home 
for widow or widower. Live out. Tele-
phone 765-5904. 68
VERSATILE BAND AVAILABLE FOR 
New Year’s Eve engagement or Christ­
mas events. Will' play all types of 
music desired. Telephone 765-7468. 68
NEW RESIDENT IN KELOWNA SEEK- 
ing permanent employment. Male, age 
25, single, four years sales experience.
Telephone 763-4950.
after 6 p.m. tf
1966 METEOR HARDTOP S-33, POWER 
steering; power' brakes, bucket seats, 
new motor, new tires, very good run­
ning condition. Telephone 763-5140 -or
CottonWood Esso. 70
1964 JEEP WAGONEER STATION 
wagon, four wheel drive, free wheeling 
hubs. AU in good condition. Perfect 
hunting or skiing vehicle. Asking $1,550. 
Telephone 762-4527.. . ‘ 66, 68, .69
1965 T-BIRD. TWO. DOOR HARDTOP. 
390 cubic inch, ; power steering, disc 
brakes, belted tires. -Excellent condi­
tion. Asking $1,949; Telephone 765-6054.: 
_________' ' 69
NOW THAT YOU HAVE FOUND. THE 
right spot, let’s talk. 1972. Pontiac 
Ventura, six cylinder, radio, two spare 
rims with whiter tires: and in exceUent
condition. $2,500. Telephone 769-4161. 69
1968 BUICK WILDCAT, TWO DOOR 
hardtop, V-8 automatic, power steering, 
power brakes, tilt steering, ■ rear win­
dow defroster. Beautiful, condition. $1,888
or nearest offer. Telephone 762-3047. 67
1963 COMET FOUR DOOR, 400 MILES 
on rebuilt six cylinder motor, four speed 
synchro-mesh transmission, radio, good 
body and interior, asking $600. Telephone
762-3407 after 5. 67
68
67
1970 INTERNATIONAL PICKUP, 30,- 
■000 miles, power steering, power brakes, 
bucket seats,. $2,500: firm. Telephone
764-4566... •: 67
15’ FLATDECK TRAILER, 6’. BE- 
tween wheels, well built, good rubber. 
Also four chrome . wheels, two of 8”,
two of 9”. Telephone 765-7991. 66
LAND' ROVER 4x4. GOOD GENERAL 
condition. Top end just re-done. Tele-
phone 768-5467. . 68
1968 ARMY STYLE JEEP, WILL TAKE 
boat in trade. Telephone-764-4726 after
5:00 p.m. 67
MUST SELL 1966 CHE V SUPER SPORT 
convertible, power steering, power
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
LIVE AND ENJOY THE PEACEFUL, 
quiet subdivision of Pine Village, in a 
three bedroom double wide mobile home. 
Furnished, to perfection, colored , ap­
pliances, ■ wall to waU carpets; drapes. 
Planned, - co-ordinated1 by America’s 
leading designer. View this amazing, 
low cost, perfect home and property, 
Appointments 764-4137; 764-4201. Trades
accepted, financing arranged. tf
1972, THREE BEDROOM 12‘x64* LAMP- 
lighter, reduced by $1,000. Cathedral 
ceiling, furnished, see at Pine Village, 
Wi miles along Chute Lake Road, Ok­
anagan Mission. Offers accepted!! 764-
4137 or 764-4201. tf
brakes, 327, console, tape deck and phone 765-9505. 
tapes. Telephone 763-6360. tf '
The vehicles will be on display and bids accepted from 9:00 
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on Saturday, October 21, 1972.
Baillie Avenue Compound, 
885 Baillie Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
49. LEGALS & TENDERS 49. LEGALS & TENDERS
24’ HOLIDAY TRAILER, DELUXE 
model, sleeps six. Complete with fur­
nace, shower, refrigerator and stove. 




NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
REVISION OF TENDER DATE 
SEALED TENDERS will be 
received by the Minister of 
Public Works, Parliament Build­
ings, Victoria, British Columbia, 
for..;1 ■ . .
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
ROY TRUMAN MADISON, 
late of 4576 Anhalt Road, 
Kelowna, B.C.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that creditors and others hav­
ing claims against the Estate 
of the above deceased are here­
by required to send them to 
the undersigned executors at 
248 Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, 
B.C. on or before the 22nd day 
of November, 1972, after which 
date the Executors will distri­
bute the said estate among the 
parties entitled thereto having
NOW LEASING
Ideal location in Rutland, to 
start your Tobacco or Maga­
zine Stand, Toy Store, Fabric 
Shop or Ladles’ Wear, etc. 
Air-conditioned, gas furhace, 
free hot and cold running 
water. Maximum traffic ex­




Mr. or Mrs. Patterson.
68
WE HAVE 500 FRUIT TREES TO BE __________
removed for, the wood. Telephone 0FKICE CLERK 5VITH experience 
. ------------- ------------------------ :-------------- in bookkeeping, accounts payable, pay-
OAK DINING ROOM SUITE. TABLE, roll and willing to learn bookkeeping 
four chairs and buffet. . Telephone 764- machine wanted immediately. Starting 
4562. 681 salary $450.00 per month. Reply to-Box
14 wnnT MtrNnn (ONTARIO) WITH A-985, The Kelowna Daily Courier. 68
YOUNG LADY, EXPERIENCED SALES 
clerk, typist, waitress, seeks full time 
employment. References available. Tele- 
phone 763-4402. ' 67
EUROPEAN HOUSEKEEPER SEEKS 
position in adult home. Good references 
available. Live in or, out. Telephone




trailcr frame, $125. Jwo 14" chrome pART wonK ir0R HOUSE-
M-in F° d Mcr Ury* ,3K71 wives. -Supplement the family income 
Telephone 762-6738, 671 gbow|ng exciting products to friends
HOOVER MINI WASHER AND SPIN and neighbors. Earn np $60 per week, 
dryer. Practically new, $50 firm. Tele-1 Telephone 765-9243. 68
phone 768-5914 between 9 a.m. and t|,BEMABLB LIVE IN BABYSITTER 
p.m. only. ______________ . . ■• . w 1 for two ycar 0]d_ Unwed mother wel-
SEA BREEZE PORTABLE STEREO come. Evenings and weekends free, 
and headphones, $65; Transistor radio.| Telephone 765-8603, 5-9 p.m. 66 
*?> Steel string Framus guitar. $35. pLEASANT WORK( FLEXIBLE HOURS. 
Telephone 768-5378, 671 (<nr, an(1 typewrj(el. necessary. Tele-
TWO NEW! CHILDREN'S SlWASH | phone 763-3802. 
sweaters. Approximate sizes 6 and 8, 
$10 each. Telephone 762-3034. 68
68
PARTSMAN, 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE, 
requires position in Kelowna area, Any 
related; field, warehouseman,' etc., 
accepted. Telephone 763-6927. 66
DRESSMAKING, ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road, Rutland.
Telephone 765-8956, tf
WILL BABY SIT IN OWN HOME, 
vicinity central Rutland. Telephone 765- 
8755. 71
RELIABLE MOTHER WILL BABY SIT 
In own home, vicinity Quigley School. 
Telephone 765-6574. ■ 66
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates. Telephono K.Z.
1971 CORVETTE STINGRAY. 454, 
power steering, power brakes,. stereo, 
am/fm, mag wheels. Telephone 763-3657.
. ' ' tf
1965 FORD GALAXIE 500, AUTOMATIC, 
power steering and brakes, radio, good 
condition. Make me an offer! Telephone 
766-2209 (Winfield) evenings. tf
1965 VOLKSWAGEN 1500 SQUARE 
back. Factory re-built engine, four new 
tires. $800 or nearest offer. Telephone 
762-8309. tf
WELL KEPT 1962 CHEVROLET FOUR 
door. hardtop. Power brakes, power 
steering, low mileage. Asking; $450. Tele-
phone 762-8453. 70
1969 CHEVELLE, EXCELLENT CON- 
ditlon. Must sell, best offer accepted. 
Can be. seen at unit 2, 3356 Watt Road
between 7 and 10 p.m. 70
1970 MAZDA R100, ROTARY COUPE, 
$1,575 or offers. Radio, radial tires, low 
mileage. Good condition. Telephone 768-
5320. 69
Painting, 763-5278. M, W. F. tf
WESTWARD VILLA MOBILE HOME 
Park. View spaces, all services, < also 
retirement section. Reasonable rates. 
Pretty. Road and Highway 97, Winfield.
Telephone 766-2268. W, S, tf
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
763-2878 tf
8’ OVERHEAD CAMPER COMPLETE 
with mattresses, stove, sink, water tank, 
Icebox, propnne tank, lights. $800. Tele­
phone 762-6804, 69
LARGE MOBILE HOME SPOTS FOR 
rent on tno lake. Good water. Children 
welcome...'Telephone 768-5913,' tf
1071 TUXEDO MANOR, 12'x52‘ TWO 
bedroom. $600. down. Telephone 765-






up to 2:00 P.M. on Thursday, 
October 26, 1972,' not October 
19th as previously advertised.
All other conditions of con­
tract as before advertised shall 
apply.
A. E. WEBB, 
Deputy Minister of 
Public Works 
October 1972.
■egard only to the claims ofn
which they then haye notice. 
THE ROYAL TRUST 
COMPANY 
EXECUTORS 
BY WEDDELL, HORN, 
JABOUR & PEARCE 
THEIR, SOLICITORS.
9517 after 6:00 p.m, tf
r Retail and office, in new mod­
em, air conditioned building,
' downtown Kelowna on Bernard 
>Ave. Choose your space now. 
’Contact Al Salloum at
OKANAGAN REALTY
551 Bernard Ave.
76M544, eves 762-2673 
W, S. tf
SET OF ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITAN- 
nlca Senior. Miscellaneous tools. Tele- 
phone 765-7805. __________ 67
n LENGTH HUDSON SEAL COAT, 
size 16-18; Set of electric curlers. Tele- 
phone bench. Telephone 765-9046, 67
COLEMAN PROPANE Y'ALL FURNACE 
with forced air fan. Good condition. 
'Telephone 763-4584. 60
CLASSICAL GUITAR W1TII CASE? 
Good condition. Telephone 763-2605, 67
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
USED AND NEW MUSIC INSTRU- 
mrnts at low prices. Professional music 
equipment. Terry Dyck Music Studios, 
2906 • 30lh Avenue. Vernon. Telephone
542-0576. 70
37. SALESMEN AND AGENTS
SALES . LOOK AROUND
1963 PONTIAC PARISIENNE TWO 
door hardtop, In excellent mechanical 
condition. Telephone 763-5105 after 1
p.m. 68
1965 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER, FULL 
power including tilt steering. New tires. 
Asking $750. Will take small trade. Tele-
phono '763-6652. 67
' NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
J Plata, commercial, retail and office 
; mece. too equate foot to 14.10 square 
t tool area* available. Renta from $700 
to $330 per month. Apnty Argue Indus- 
, trtea Ltd. Northgate Vl*»a or telephone 
, 7*3-7733 ”
LESAGE PIANOS. THE PIANO THAT 
seta the tone since 1891. At Paramount 
Music. Telephone 702-4525, 523 Bernard 
Avenue. Kelowna._____ _  8f!
OLDER UPRIGHT PIANO IN GOOD 
condition, lovely tone. 8300. Tran»Utnr
radio, $10, Telephone 765-0438. 69
t POWNTOWN K'lUlWNA. M VN rMIlM 
I onice space for rent, J.'iOO or Low 
I square tert. Includfs t>rhaio patkins 
f apace. Newly renovated and air eon- 
I nttloned. Fandoay Sired. Telephone n.
WANTED: CLARINET FOR STUDENT, 
«K« 14. Must be In good condition, "'ll 
pav vp Io 5100, Telephone 7115-5575, i>7




DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR RENT 
Ideal for repair shop. More or •tree! 
level oKtoe. Ample ott street parking. 
Immediate occupancy. 76J-52M.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING FOR RENT 
In Rutland, 1400 square feet, suitable 
for storass. garags #rT Telephone Hl- 
> $04$ alter $ p.m. •'
, AIR~C<wi>illONiED~6FFl<'F. M’ACE 
' for Irate tn new Rutland prote»iiooal 
building. Tetepbona 7*1-10:7.
M. W. F. it
arraaged (three elfKta) air cendiUanni. 
fully carpeted, drape*. $»$ P»r month. 
Call Mel ftwril ar iOriOS. It
25. BUS. OPrStUNITIES 
need ♦ SHOWRiMii.’omS:. wonk
way frMtaga. Rent m aqnara tert 
art $$?: 3MA aqtwe fast *4 ISM worth, 
TtUptos 74$ UI5 or H4MMA
TUREK TRUCK* AND 
HlUl) SO* tWMMO
AFFROXI-
pliwi* OtHtu at 14: ’.fv
w 7*5 HU $•««
Realty 134 MUS.
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599 
J&J NEW/USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES 
1322 Ellla St.
FRENCH PROVINCIAL nEDROflM 
suite with matching nlsht tables, must 
he tn very good condition. Telephone 
761*241. »<
rookcam: ivini gi.vss doors, it 
tn tl'S tert wide, between 11 end U 
inches deep. Cnnddtnn not Impnrtsnt.
Telephone 7*3 3H!J. *8
WAMT.I)— CHRISTMAS TREIA ON 
the stump. Will cut. rnw and psy 
royalties. Telephone 7*V7,191 10
vsr.if's) INCH BOY’S niCYCLK IN 
reseoaahla condition (not ’'Mustsng” 
type). Telephone 7S3-7<f2. *$
WANTED -USED SAFTBORN~JVICF.R.
Telephone 763 5O4S. , <«
SMM4.’ 'SnmENT~"UESK. CitASS 
stMtn windows. Telephone 111 $5)8. *4 
33.~SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS




8’x42’ HOUSE TRAILER, REALLY 
good shape. Shag rug throughout. Make 
an offer. Telephone 763-6548. ,66
46. BOATS, ACCESS,
1971 — 14 FOOT AQUA-CAT, ALL 
fibreglass hulls, aluminum mast and 
rig, dacron racing sail, very fast. Com­
plete with custom trailer. Cost $1,250 
new. offers? Telephone 763-6162, 69
BOAT STORAGE SPACE IDEAL FOR 
large or small boats, Telephone 762-
5398. T, W. F. 77
INVESTIGATE OTHER OFFERS...
Then come and see us. Then decide which position offers 
you the greatest opportunities for training, development, 
Income, security, satisfaction and future.
QUALIFICATIONS: ,
1, Desire to succeed
2. Ambitious and aggressive , - . .
3. ’ Sales experience not necessary
4. Good Background
5. Automobile required
THE MEN WE SELECT WILL RECEIVE: .;
1, Two weeks of highly specialized theoretical training 
(expenses paid)
2. Outstanding earnings (guaranteed Income from 
established accounts).
.1, Retirement program which Is second to none
4. Promotions nre fast to those who show managerial 
capabilities.
FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Valuable Pension and Savings Plan
FOR APPOINTMENT, CALL BETWEEN
9:00 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, 
T. TUFFORD — 765-9659
66
1054 PONTIAC HEARSE, PURPLE 
upholstery. Best'offer. Can be seen at 
992 Coronation Avenue alter 4:30 p.m.
66
1971 DATSUN PICK-UP, LOW MILE- 
age.' Telephone after 5 p.m., 762-7098.
' ' ' _______________ tf
1969 VAUXHALL VIVA FOUR SPEED 
stick shift. Low mileage. Excellent 
condition. Telephone 765-9080. W, 8, 75
1961 METEOR FOUR DOOR. TWO NEW 
tires. Licenced and running. $150. Tele-
phono 765.0379. 71
1964 CORTINA, FOUR DOOR. TWO 
tone, radio, clean, A-l condition. $493. 
Telephone 763-6973 after 6:00. p.m. 71
1663 VAUXHALL VICTOR, GOOD 
mechanical condition. Telephono days 
705-7753 or evenings 763-3049._________ TO
'1965 DODGE TWO DOOR HARDTOP, 
automatic transmission. Excellent con-
dltlon. Telephone 762-5509. 69
1958 CIIEV TWO DOOR, IN EXCEU 
lent rnndltlnn.. $373. Telephone 763-6565.
69
1965 RAMBLER STATION WAGON, 
completely overhauled. $1,600 firm. Tele,
phone 763-5440 anytime,
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU" 
lar sales every Wednesday, 7:00 p,m. 
We pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents, Telephone 7115-5647. 







1950 CHEVROLET TWO DOOR SEDAN, 
reasonable often. Telephone 763-8993 
after 8 p.m. , 68
tf





RENTALS — SALES----- SERVICE
everything for the . . .
Contracts — Industry —- Home Owner 
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
TIME TO CHECK
When pupils sec better, per­
formance Is tops', Make sure 
to visit us regularly for fill­
ing of prescriptions and enre 
of glasses,
UNA HILL, late of 
Apartment No. 3, 
455 Harvey Avenue,
City of Kelowna, 
Province of British Columbia.
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others hiving 
claims against the Estate of 
the above deceased are hereby 
required to send them to the 
undersigned Executor in care of 
Fillmore & Company, P.O. 
Drawer 730, Kelowna, B.C,, on 
or before the 20th day of Nov­
ember, 1972, after which date 
the Executor will distribute the 
said Estate among the parties 
entitled thereto having regarc 




By: Fillmore & Company, 
His Solicitors.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier boy delivery 65c per week. 
Collected every two weeks.
Motor Routs
12 months ........... $25.00
6 months .......................  13,00
3 months ............... 7,00
MAIL RATES
B. C. outside Kelowna City Zone 
12 months ......... $22.00
6 months .......................... 12.00 '
3 months .............. '.......... 6.50,
' Canada Outside B. C.













All mall and Motor Route Subscriptions 
payable Is advance.
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
Your Message Reaches 
OVER 40,000 READERS 
DAILY
NORMAN RABBITS
The Europcnn wild rabbit was 
introduced Into Britain from 
France by the Normans, proba­
bly between the time of the 
Domesday Book in 1086 and the 




• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• New, Used machine#
• Service to all mach­
ines
» Free pick-up, delivery 








Parking Lois — Industrial Silcs — Driveways





907 Ethel Street Kclownn, B.C.
CONTRACT BRIDGECANADIAN BRIEFS
He Hears Belter




Dare To Be Great' Sales





its material values 
your efforts to live 








your • own 
loved ones 
cern.
think of. ways you can 
them.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.







♦ K1098 4 3 








South could now have cashed 
eight tricks, but when he at­
tempted instead to esablish a 




“The ‘homey’ image doesn't impress me. I want a man 




TO EACH ' 
ori-icp-
West North 
2 ♦ 3 NT
Opening lead — ten of hearts. 







A COOP ,, 
TIPPEKlV
SOME TOMATO PLANT 
MOUNT FOREST, Ont, (CP) 
. -Josefa Kelly bought a tomato 
plant from a local.grocery store 
Ln June and didn t jhtolc it 
would flourish so la to in the sea­
son. It did—and grew to the un- 
usa! height of eight feet, produc­
ing more than two dozen toma­
toes.
building up
OTTAWA (CP) — Building in
he city of Ottawa reached an 
unprecedented total of $143.8 
million up to Sept 13 this year. 
This compares with $1252 mil-, 
lion up to the same date a year 
ago.
NEW QUARTERS 
BELLEVILE, Ont (CP) — 
The Hastings Historical Society 
marked its 15th anniversary re­
cently by moving to new, big­
ger, museum quarters. ._______








and ran his hearts to put the 
contract down two.
AU the plays seem so natural 
that it is difficult to see where 
declarer went wrong. But the 
fact nevertheless remains that 
each and every declarer missed 
a golden opportunity to make 
the contract., , 
- The winning play is to let 
East win the opening heart lead 
with the jack! Once declarer 
does this, he is sure, of nine 
tricks.
Assume East returns a
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36. Success ■ 







that occurred in a pair cham­
pionship. None of the South 
■players succeeded in making 
three notrump, but -later 
analysis proved that the con­
tract should have been made.
The play was fairly uniform, 
at the various tables. West led a 
heart and declarer won East’s 
jack with the queen. After 
cashing four clubs declarer led 
either a spade or a diamond 
West taking the ace and
diamond. West takes the ace, 
but what can he play back? A 
heart permits South to score the 
queen and make ten tricks, 
while any other return gives 
South nine tricks.
It can be argued that ducking 
the jack is fine when you see all 
52 cards instead of 26, but ac­
tually the play Is very easy ’to 
support on pure logic.
It is surely reasonable to 
assume that West has*the two 
missing aces for his overcall. 
He is also "Extremely likely to 
have six hearts and, in any 
case, this must be assumed — 
for the contract is unmakable if 
he has five^ whether or not the 
heart lead is won.
All. indications point strongly 
. in one direction. The jack of 
’ hearts must be ducked.
Bi SOOTH AFRICA 
WERE ONCE BUILT 
FROM ttXWG SAPLW6S- 
kns ofthobsands 
OFWTKHHERE 
COT OOM) BECAUSE 





FATHER OF 5 SONS, 
BEQUEATHED HIS FAMILY NAME 
TO HIS OLDEST SON-AYD 
ORDERED THE OTHER 470 




HALLSTATT, AUSTRIA. , 
TO IDENTIFY THEM AS 
NOBLEMW ENTITLED TO 
PRMLEEEDTl&tTMENT 






GUELPH, Ont. (CP) — 
Guelph is short of parkland, a 
survey made by the c’tv p an­
ning board shows. A good plan­
ning average of parkland is said 
to be 10 acres per 1,000 people. 
The figure for Guelph is 7.1 
acres per 1,000.
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it: 
AXYDLBAAXR
Is LONGFELLOW
Ono letter simply stands for another. In this ^sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
Each day the code letters are different ‘
CRYPTOQUOTES
CYMGYCET CM. UNESY ERS IUFCJ
UN GY GJJPDGES ACYB UOSDEGZSB.-
UICOSD LSYBSII RUIASM
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: IT IS BETTER THAT TEN GUILTY > 
PERSONS ESCAPE THAN THAT ONE INNOCENT SUFFER.
-WILLIAM BLACKSTONE
By Phil Interiand!QUEENIE









WHAT HAPPB NEP 
1t> WONDER. 0OY 
HSR-S? STHOUS 
. HE C9UU> KEEP
THB BAY0U6S , 
UNP6R. CONTROL.1
THEY PANICKED/ 
TlNSAl THIS IS AM 









1 COOL IT.TINGAI 6OO0OW 
SAYS THE BAYOUSS WILL 
. RETURN! I SUGGEST 
WE MAKE OUR BASE
CAMP HERB!
SOOD SUGGESTION 
SPICK1. WE HAVE 
SOLID GROUND 







X’VESOT | ’UNCLE BO$* HB
NO 7 WANTED METO SEE 
MONEY. ’ |F YOU UKE IT.
RULE3 ARE MADE BY PEOPLE 
ON TOP OF THE LADDER TO PROTECT 
THEMSELVE3 AGAINST THOSE 
WHO ARE TRYING TO CLIMB UP 











LORENZO-TAKE fAE HOME. I... I 
CAH’T THINK NOW... EVERYTHING'S 
SO... SO MIXED UP... PLEASE...
AMP HOW PP THE TOP POO 
.GET TO BE TOM’ DOG? BY 
BREAKING THE RULES' O.K, I 
LIKE HEIGHTS... AND IF ,I HAVE-TO 
climb over the prone body cp 
-THAT OLD WITCH - J'LL DO W*
THURSDAY, OCT. 19
Aries (March 21-April 19): A 
temporary overload is typical. 
Those around you mean well, 
but lack the means to carry 
their share of the work. Bitter­
ness is wasteful.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Being sociable, making political 
or community amenities turns 
out interesting, perhaps expen­
sive over short periods;
Gemini (May 21-June 20): It 
seems you have more than one 
set of chores to attend, some of- 
them in conflict within your 
hourly program. Ration your at­
tention.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): 
Being trusting has its merits, 
generally speaking, but watch 
for those who seek undue ad­
vantage from knowing all the 
details.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): The
steam, with as little interruption 
or connection with others as cir­
cumstances permit.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Balancing between many points 
of view shouldn’t be exploited 
toward divide-and-rule tactics. 
It’s more a matter of learning.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Home and family come first de­
spite strong claims for your 
time elsewhere. Set7 priorities 
and direct your attention ? to 
your needs.
Virgo (Aug/ 23-Sept. 22): Al­
most any close relationship 
needs readjusting today; Built- 
up tensions come into the open 
and have to be resolved.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Ev­
erybody is intent on his own af­
fairs, and in being so preoccu­
pied arb not as receptive as 
you'd like to your plans.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Pursue your own pet hobbies 
and sports. The welfare of older 
people should concern you 
enough that you do something to 
improve matters.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
.Think .about the. situations of 
those you care about. Ask good 

















Dear Dr. Thosteson: You said ; 
there is a tube extending from । 
the ear to the throat. Can this 
become stopped up, cause pres­
sure to build up in the ear and 
cause one to be hard of hear­
ing?
One doctor said I had a dead 
nerve and another said it was 
sinus, and he put those little 
windows—he called them—in, 
but that did not help.
I can yawn or work my jaws 
and relieve the pressure. Then I 
can hear reasonably well. Can 
this be corrected? By whom?— 
R.H.C. y
That tube is the eutachlan 
tube, quite small, and its pur­
pose is to keep the pressure 
equalized on both sides of the 
ear drum. If pressure builds up 
on one side, the ear drum can­
not vibrate as freely, and hence 
cannot transmit sound vibra­
tions as well.
You may, of. course, have 
some nerve damage which 
would limit your hearing—but 
the fact that you hear reasona­
bly well after yawning or, work­
ing your jaws, swallowing also 
often helns, indicates that the 
nerve isn’t completely dead..
You evidently have some oft- 
and-on plugging of the eus­
tachian tubes. In fact, they may 
be partially closed, so that from 
time to time they become 
stopped up completely.
Such stoppages can come 
from various causes. There 
may be inflammation, and the 
swelling reduces or shuts off air 
flow through the tubes. You 
may have had an Infection tha 
left some scar tissue.
Has Been $1.82
OTTAWA (CP) — The aver­
age hourly wage of farm’work­
ers this year has been $1.82 an 
hour, seven cents above the 
federal minimum wage, Statis-. 
tics Canada reported. ■ ,
The minimum wage, set July 
1, 1971, is $1.75 -an hour, but 
will be increased to $1.90 an 
hour at Nov. 1, this year;
With .board, the average 
wage that experienced farm 
workers received at Aug. 15 
this year was $1.56 an hour, up 
16 cents from last year; With­
out board, farm workers re­
ceived $1.69 an hour in 1971 
compared with the $1.82 at 
Aug. 15 this year.
Even with board, B.C. em­
ployers paid farm workers $1.75 
an hour this year and . $1.65 in 
1971.
LOWEEZY!! WHAT IN 
THUNDER AREMESETTIN’
OUT HERE FER THIS 
TIME O'NIGHT ALL 
B'/ WRE LONESOME?





helped. For ontf,? 
king, the tubes often can be dlA^ 
ated. An ear-nose-throat spe**-» 
cialist should be able to helpt?. 
you? Be sure to tell him youri< 
experience with the yawns. ' 
■ In addition,' the use of appro-0' 
priate nose drops—the doctotf~
can tell you just how to usdK 
ihem so the drops will get to th^ 
opening of the tubes—may helper 
■ Drops containing ephedrlhe oe?< 
an antihistamine decongestant*' 
could be helpful. . .
But I do, primarily, recom^ 
mend that you tell your story t<w 
a nose-throat specialist. , s»
- ■
Dear Dr. Thosteson: As cos»« 
metic surgery is not covered bj? 
our insurance, can a bunloneoi 
tomy be performed by either 
physician or podiatrist In his o#> 
fice?—Mrs. R. B. .-z"
Since you ‘evidently have 
some sinus trouble, that could 
likely be part of the picture. 
Mucus can clog the throat end 
of the tubes.
But don’t lose track of the 
fact that your yawns help your 
hearing. The implication is that
on
Bunionectomy is not regarded* 
as cosmetic surgery in the usual* 
sense of the word—it is not petw < 
formed purely for the sake of; 
appearance. I’ve heard of case* 
of correcting bunions in the 
fice, but because of anaesthetic 
and other technical problems th 
usually is a hospital procedure!!.
Dear Dr. Thesteson: L.havq 
heard what pulling the hairs out 
of the nose could cause cancel* 
I unintentionally pulled several 
hairs months ago and am woim 
ried that I may have started i 
c an e'erou s'growth. Is thin 
possible?—J.F.W. —
I've never heard of cance'p 
starting from that. However, 
clipping the hairs with scissor^! 
instead of pulling them opt, li­
the better method because pull­
ing them can let infection start 
around the hair root. If you h> 
ven’t seen any sign of that by 
this time, then just , forget the 
whole matter and from-now o$ 
clip instead ®f pull. ,
— —ri—'' ’ . '
CLEARWATER, Fla. (AP) — 
In 10 months', sales of Glenn 
Turner’s “Dare to be Great’’ 
motivational courses totalled 
nearly $25 million, a one-time 
company accountant said here.
Testifying in the securities 
violation trial of the 38-year-old 
Florida business tycoon,, An­
thony Lopez told a six-member 
jury that records showed. the 
firm took in more than $26 mil­
lion in 10 months ending May
31,1912. Only about $1 million, 
he said, came from the sale of 
course materials such as ca» 
sette tapes and recorders. -
Lopez wds subpoenaed last 
v/eek in the state's case against 
Turner. The trial resumes to* 
day.. '
Judge Robert Williams said 
he will decide at that, time 
whether to send three corporate 
employees to jail on contempt 
citations..
aAEMJ CO\)GH -HERE'S ACOLkSN PfTOP\X;FOp YOUP COUSHj 1:
IW DO YOU r/GURE
THAT ?
to' *
f NAME ANY 
OTHER BOY AA/D 
6IRL WHO HAVE 
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Weston’s Honey. 12 oz. pkg. .............. .
59c
39c




.... B>. 55c I ■ 
..ib. 1.09
3.J.00
Bonus Pack. i i g 
18 oz. jar .. I • 8 D
or MIXED VEGETABLES. 2 lbs. 2 _ 89c
GREEN BEANS , ao







ONIONS Medium . -

























1 lb. pkg 18c
Kraft
Cheese Slices
Singles. % lb. pkg.
DETERGENT Slp"“
SOUP Heinz. Tomato and Vegetable. 10 oz. tins
VEGETABLE SOUP 
PORK AND BEANS %
. ■ , i
CTEIAJ Puritan Beef, Irish or Meat Balls. 
JI EVI 15oz.tins . . . 7 ...... .
DREAM WHIP ...
PRICES EFFECTIVE THURS., OCT. 19, TO SAT., OCT. 21




* 08 wmumn1 w ■ w *-««»»• uwijiwuh _ _ . „ .w. Axilliato 7**O
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Overseas Polling Begins
OTTAWA (CP) — The sub­
marine HMCS Rainbow, docked 
in Pari Harbor, opened a pol­
ing station for the crew this 
week. Canadians in Hyderabad, 
Peking and Kampala- cast votes 
in miniature elections.
AH were taking part in a 
complicated new electoral oper­
ation that reaches out from Ot­
tawa to wherever even two or 
three Canadian federal employ­
ees or servicemen are gath­
ered. The objective is to collect 
advance ballots for the Oct. 30 
general election from up to 18,- 
000 Canadians serving abroad.
who is at least 18—not just his 
wife—can vote.
Bureaucratic gymnastics- in­
volving, jetliners and special 
couriers, cabled messages and 
secret tallies are required by 
1970 changes in the federal 
electoral law.
For the first time, federal 
employees posted abroad, and 
their dependents 18 and . over, 
can vote in a federal election 
while away from home. Pre­
viously, the right to vote out­
side Canada was limited to 
members of the armed forces 
and their spouses.
MORE QUALIFY
‘ Another change since the last 
federal- election in 1968 widens
The revised system also 
means that, the poll of public 
servants abroad—-diplomats,
trade envoys and the like—-and 
the armed forces ballots col­
lected outside Canada will be 
counted in with home-front con­
stituency vote totals on election 
night.
Previously, the service vote 
was held election day and re­
ported days; later in the con­
stituencies at home. Sometimes 
a close result on election night 
was changed by the days-later 
counting of the service vote.
From 9 a.m. local times 
Monday until 6 p.m. Saturday,
about 3,200 public servants and 
dependents at embassies, con­
sulates and trade offices were 
eligible to cast ballots at 129 
special polling stations around 
the world for candidates in 
their home constituencies;
At the same time, up to about 
15,600 - armed forces personnel 
and dependents are voting. The 
great majority are in Europe, 
but also included are sailors at 
sea and. servicemen > with the 
United Nations in Cyprus, with 
the truce commission in Viet­
nam, on assignment in Aus­
tralia, Pakistan,. Israel, Peking 
and on the forces medical team 
assisting in the evacuation of 
Asians from Uganda. :
TOWNHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
1054 EUis St, Kelowna
I "Lighting Fixtures'









OTTAWA (CP) — First meet­
ing of the conciliation board es­
tablished to deal with a con­
tract dispute between 28,000 
postal workers and the govern­
ment was to be -held today.,
Chairman of the three-man 
board is Owen Shime, vice- 
chairman of the Ontario Labor 
Relations Board. The Council of 
Postal Unions is represented.by 
labor consultant William Walsh 
of Hamilton and the. govern­





Uniform Time Is 
ALWAYS
Sha-Dori has the largest se-
the range of eligible voters in 
the armed services poll abroad. 
Any dependent of a serviceman L.
Phone




“Uniforms of Distinction” 
















I GUARANTEED THREE WAYS
1. Every Allstate passenger tire is Guar- - 
anteed against ALL tire failures for the ■ 
life of the tread—regardless of the 
cause of failure. Replacement cost based 
on tread used, pro-rated ageinst current: 
i price. 2. Nail punctures are fixed at no; 
j charge. 3. Guaranteed against tread 
wearout for specific number of months, 
; If tire wears out anytime before guaran- 
| tea expires, the following discount al- • 
> lowance off the current price will ba 
j given towards: a replacement.
MonthaGuarantoed Allowance
9 to 24 ' 15%
25 to 29 20%
, ■. 30 and up : 25%










Deluxe Traction .isdesigned. with a deep traction tread <for 
■ better stops and starts in snow, slush and mud. Full 4-ply nylon 
cord body for strength and safety. Studded tires for extra 
traction, $5 extra each.
GIRLS’ THERMAL 
BRIEFS. Excellent qual­
ity, winter weight under 
briefs, white only. Sizes ■ 
2 to 6 and 8 to 14.-
Re?. 79c 2 for
MEN’S DRESS SOCKS. 
Multi-ply stretch nylon 
with cushion sole. Sizes
10 to 12.
Reg. 79c 2pn.
GIRLS’ PANTYHOSE — 
One-size fits 60. to 100 
lbs. Assorted fashion 
shades including ivory, 
navy, greed.
Reg. 59c —......... - 3 for
LADIES’ PANTYHOSE. 
First quality one - size 
and S.M.L. Beige, spice, 
taupe, navy, black.
Reg. 59c 3 for
LADIES* BRIEFS. Ace­
tate tricot; lace and rib 
knit patterns. Elastic 
leg. Many colours.
S.M.L. Reg. 39c. _ 4 for
LADIES’ NIGHTWEAR. 
Pyjamas" and gowns of 
100% cotton flannelette, 
floral patterns. Sizes 32 
to 40,
Reg. to 2-98. ................
INFANTS’ SLEEPERS— 
SUelch jacquard terry. 
Two styles with fancy 
triin, Canadian made. 
Assorted colours. Sizes 
lo 30 lbs.









GIRLS’ SWEATERS — 
100% acrylic pullovers 
and cardigans in assort­
ed colours. Sizes 7 to 14. 
Reg. 2.99 ................... .
GIRLS' FLARES, Nylon 
pull-on style with clastic 
waist, assorted colours. 
Sizes 7 to 14.
Reg. 3.98. ..... ................
and 
acrylic 










100% cotton In plains and 
stripe:'. *a Ixixcr waist, 
zip fly. Assorted colours. 
Sizes 4 to 6X.
Reg. 3.98. ......... .
ry, 16" x 28'. Aivoitril 
colours, limited quan­
tity. Reg. 89c...............3 for
TOW U.S - 
.kinetic tci •
JR. GIRLS’ PANTS — 
Toddler sizes too in • 
these stretch nylon den­
im flares. .Assorted col­
ours. Sizes 2 to" oX and 
4 to 6X.
Reg. to 3.99.
LADIES’ PANT TOPS— 
Machine washable 100% 
nylon knit. Short sleeves, 
abstract, floral and den­
im patterns. S.M.L.
Reg. 3.98 and 4.98. ....
I TEENS’ CORD FLARES 
I Fully washable 100% cot- 
I . ton pinwale. 4 patch poc- 
I kets, zip fly. Green, 
I plum, navy, brown. Sizes 
I 8 to 16.
I Reg. 3.98. .......................
BOYS’ SKINNY RIB 
PULLOVERS — 100% 
nylon, zip neck, long 
sleeves. Machine wash-' 
able. Assorted colours. 
S.M.L.
I Reg. 3.98. ..........___
MEN’S DRESS/SPORT 
SHIRTS — Jacquards, 
stripes, solids. Two-but- 
ton cuff. Sizes 14'/z io 17. 
Originally sold to $6 ...
T LADIES’ BLOUSES. Cot- 
I ton/polyester, some ny- 
I Ion knits. Long or roll-up 
I sleeves. Plains, florals, 
I stripes. Sizes 32 to 38, 
I Reg. 1.D8 & 2.19 .. 2 for
T-SHIRT CLEARANCE. 
Mrtny s|yles, colours, 
patterns in short or long 
sleeves. Choice of neck 
styles. Sizes 2 to 3X, 4 
to 6X. Girls' 7 to 14.
Rtg. lo 1,09 ...... 2 for
KIDDIES’ AND GIRLS’ 
LEOTARDS - Non-run. 
tough wearing In assort­
ed shades. Made In Can­
ada. Sizes 2 to 14,
Reg. 1.98. ...............2
LADIES' BULKY CAR- 
DIGANS. 100% acrylic, 
fancy knits, some zip 
front. Assortment of 
colours. Sizes 36 to 40. 
Res. 4.98 A 5.98.........
LADIES' PANT TOPS —
Veil known brand. Ums
for
flannelette
DIAPERS. 26” x 26”.
12 in pkg.
Reg. 3.59................ .......
■ c.H r fa bi icx. Many ml- 
'nii-s and stiles. Sizes tn 
to 1G.
MU. sugg. $8 to 812 ..
JR. BOYS’ SKI JACKET 
—Nylon cire, lined hood, 
2 zip pockets, racer 
stripe on sleeve. Asst, 
colours. Sizes 4 to 6X.
Reg. 5.98.
MEN’S SKINNY RIB 
PULLOVERS. Machine 
washable nylon. Long 
sleeves; zip or < mock , 
turtle necks. S.M.L.
Reg. 4.98................. -
MEN’S G.W.G. PANTS. Casual and 
jean style in wide variety of fab­
rics, styles, patterns and colours. 
Zip fly. Sizes 28 to 36.
Mfg. orlg. value to 12.95......... —--
LADIES’ FLARES. Poly- 
ester/nylon cable and 
clip stitch patterns. Pull­
on style with stitched 
seam. , Navy, brown, 
purple. Sizes 8 to 18.
Reg. 6.98. .............. ........
MEN’S CORD VESTS — 
Orlon pile lined, zip 
front, 2 pockets. Assorted 
colours. S.M.L.XL. 
Rog. 6.98. ....................
MEN'S BULKY PULI 
OVERS — 100% acrylic 
knit, crew neck, raglap 




SPORT SHIRTS — 100% 
Fortrel knits, cotton/ 
polyester blends. Many 
shades and patterns, two 
collar styles. S.M.L.XL. 
Mfg. orlg. 810 to $13 ..
GIRLS’ PANT SETS — 
2-pcc, corduroy tunic top 
and flared pants In asst, 
colours. Sizes 7 to 14.
Reg. to 9,98. ..........
GIRLS’ SKI JACKETS— 
100% nylon cire, belted, 
Instructor length. Poly­
ester lined, 2-way zipper.
3 styles, Assorted col­
ours. Sizes 7 to 14.
Reg. to 10.98. ............
BOYS' SKI JACKETS
Instructor style, 100% 
nylon shell, polyester fill. 
Zip front, two zip poc­
kets, self belt, hidden 
hood. Sizes 8 to 16.
Reg. 9.98........ .................
LADIES’ SKI JACKETS
—Nylon outer and lining, 
polyester padding. Zip 
or flap pockets, clectlc- 
izrd cults, belted. Colour fill 
choice. S.M.L. Iljl
Reg. 14.98. ___ - - ■ WF
MEN'S SKI JACKETS— 
Instniclor length, nylon 
shell, polyester Interlin­
ed, Hidden howl, zip and 
snap button front, self 
belt. SM.L.XL,





Guaranteed throughout North America 







....................  $1 extra
Only the finest hand-picked casings arc used 
in building Storm King Retreads. Guaranteed 
12 months against tread wearout.
Sixes available:
Blackwall—G 00/5.90-13, 7.00/6.50-13, 6,95/6,50- 
H, 7.35/7,00-14, 7.75/7.50-14, 8.25/800-14,
8.55/8.50-14, 5.90/5,60/5.50-15, 7,75-15, 8.25-15, 
8,55-15,
Whitewalls-7.75/7.50-11, 8.25/8.00-14 , 8.55/8.50- 
14, 7.75-15, 8,25-15, 8.55-15.
Why alrugsln through Iha 
I\\ ice-yearly changeover from 
summer to Winter tirrf? Get 





Deluxe Traction tubeless Blackwalls Installed
' Tire Size Sale Price Tire Size Sale Price
5.50-12 ■ /: 16.98 G78-14 23.98
600-12 18.98 1178-14 25.98
600-13 18.98 5.60-15 19.88
C78-13 19.98 v 600-15 19.98....
B78-14 18.98 735-15 20.98
C78-14 20.98 F78-15 21.98
E78-14 20.98 G78-15 23.98
F78-14 21.58 H78-15 25.98
Whitewalls $2 extra —.Studs $5 extra








The body construction is 4 full plies of lough 
, nylon cord. Tire carries a full 18 month guar­
antee against tread wearout. Good quality at 
a low price*
BLACKWALLS WHITEWALLS
-■'tire"' Stock Price Stock Price
SIZE No. Each No. • Eachtil,. . 1 .. . . ... hr.... . . ,
6.00-13 11202 13.99 ..... IWM
7,75-14 11240 15.99 11340 17.99
fl.25-14 •11242 17.99 11312 19.99
7,75-15 112.30 15,99
8,25-15 111232 17.99 11332 19.99
Steel Belled
Radial Tires
The Allstate radians a new idea in tires. . . 
a lire so safe, so strong they could b® the last 
tires you ever put on your car!
Phone Enquiries: Kelowna Ifil-SMII.







| In British Isles
ELLISON* (Special) — Mr..Rhoda Fisher, a lady of 91, re- 
and Mrs. J. L. (Len) Pid-lsides. They also visited the 
docke, lUttich Road, returned I house where Mrs. Piddocke’s 
* - aft<>r I father resided as *CZOCAC, • am ----- ,to their home Thursday after*, 
spending a. five-week vacation < 
fa the British Isles.
- They drove to Calgary where 
they boarded a jet for England, 
landing at Heathrow airport 
eight hours later. Their first 
stop was at Oxford where they 
visited ,a cousin of Mr. Pid­
docke, Mrs. Harry Snape and 
her husband?Their next point of 
call was - Devil’s Bridge, Wales; 
where they . visited Mr. Pid­
docke’s sister and her husband; 
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Roberts, 
It had been 34 years since beI 
had seen his sister. -
The next journey was by train 
to Abernethy, Scotland, to visit 
another sister and her husband, 
Mr. and Mrs. John Morrison. 
While visiting there; Mr. Pid­
docke met his oldest brother, 
Maurice Piddocke of Cyprus 
whom he last saw 46 years ago.
. Another point of interest visit­
ed was the Kirknewton vicar­
age on the Scottish border, 
where the Piddocke family grew' 
up, their father and grand­
father were both rectors of the 
parish. Their next stop was 
Greenock; Scotland, where an 
aunt of Mrs. Piddocke, Mrs.
Only $2,000 
From Rutland
RUTLAND (Staff) — Dona-1 
Hons to the Central Okanagan 
Community Chest are slow earn­
ing from residents, says cam­
paign chairman Mrs. Birt Show­
ier. There was a shortage of 
volunteers. I
. “Quite a lot of areas still have ] 
not been canvassed. We hope 
people who are not canvassed 
will leave money at Rutland 
Pharmacy or the Bank of Nova 
• Scotia; or mail it to chest head­
quarters, 8-1564 ar.dosy St., Ke­
DISTRICT PAGE
in Hollywood HospitalWinfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank 
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G. Carroll, who through most of 
■ ■ his'. long movie and television
Anti Russion Book Banned a Monday..He was 80. - ■ , ■DVUdU .. — w—— - -
father resided as a boy. A few 
days were spent in Ayr, visit­
ing points of interest. The 
couple then left for home from 
. Preswick - airport. -
They had a stop-over in Mon­
treal where they visited Mr. 
and Mrs. Norman Verity, Mrs. 
Piddocke’s sister. and brother- 
in-law, and IMr. Piddocke’s cou­
sins, Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Hur- causing wars ja Vietnam, Korea
, , _ , ' , . and the Middle East.
,*J» M*™™- superb.una.nt 
Mr. and Mrs. Berate mer. Atap home through the Rogers also ei^her ^rtUjJfaw- the text
cOmpeted U1® couple s Let’s Visit Russia in 'all its ver- 
nouaay- ■sions or substitute a Britsh ver- 
_r . r. Tn sion if it is available.
Arnr’familv vtotaria The text- Pushed in Canada 
to weekend risitfogStives to by Longmans Canada Ltd. and 
toe Okanaran St were the in the United States by John 
tne UKanagan. iney were we Day Co is part of the grade 6
^%D°ArthnrPaCrav’ curriculum on the SovietvUnion. 
Mr. and Mrs, Arthur Gray. Among the. book’s claims are 
They also visited two of Mrs. tbat- 
Dohan’s sister and their fam- ' _ ■ - ,■ilies; Mrs. Victor Stewart, of The U.S. saved all of Eu- 
Glehmore, and Mrs. Gerald from
Geen of Ellison. They also vi- becoming Communist.
sited another of Mrs. Dohan’s —Russians' and Americans 
sisters, Mrs. J. F. Freeman and have been at war since 1945. 
family in Penticton. —The. Soviets are prolonging
------- - ' the Vietnam war.
Miss Margaret Piddocke who . —Russians rarely keep prom- 
is on the teaching staff at Lo- ises.
gan Lake, B.C. spent the week- —In every part of the world 
end visiting her parents. Russia has actively tried' creat-
• ing trouble.
A meeting of the Ellison La- » Glen Steaham, husband of a 
dies’ Auxiliary to the Skating North Vancouver school teacher, 
Rink was held Tuesday at the said he has written Eductaion 
home of Mrs. John Regan, pre- Minister Edeen Dailly about the 
sident. Plans were finalized for book. He said he and his wife 
I the annual Ellison Fall Fair 
which is to be held in the old’El­
lison School, October 27 at 7:30 
p.m. Funds raised will be avail­
able for maintenance and im­
provement of the rink.
From B.C. Grade Six Study
z VICTORIA (CPI—The provin-. 
clal education department will' 
halt ordering and distribution of 
a grade six social studies text- 
; book that claims the Soviet Un- 
i ion is solely responsible for
object to the anti-Russian slant 
of material in it.
Mrs. Dailly said she had not 
read the book nor received any 
official complaint about it but 
said she would be “very upset 
to think there’s any book in our 
system that is biased in one way 
or another.”
Simpsons-Sears
r Anti-Abortion Meeting Today
RUTLAND (Staff) — A meet-1 Hollywood Road, 
ing has been called for tonight!. Voice of the Unborn is a Can­
to start a branch of anti-abor-
tion group here. Douglas Mc­
Donald of Vancouver, provincial
ies including Spellbound,
cion,
The affable, British-born ac-I 
tor entered millions of Ameri-1 
can , homes in his television 
roles as Topper, the banker 
iwith two fun-loving ghosts - in 
I the. 1950s comedy ^series of- the
same name; as Mr. Waverly, 
the mastermind of the secret
SUSp|. I chairman of Voice of the Un-
ada-wide group that attempts 
to. have unwanted children 
adopted rather- than aborted. 
Local members, Mrs. Wendel
Wiithprinp Heights and born> wiu speak at 8 p.m. in Feist and Mrs. James Ambler,
The House on 92nd St
‘‘One thing that really rings , 
true about my career is that i 
the theatre has been the best 
therapy imaginable to help me 
fight shyness,” he once said.
His early stage success ini 
Britain catapulted Carroll. into 
the limelights of Broadway 
with The Late George Apley 
, and Angel Street among his 
■ stage hits. ' .
organization in The Man from 
U.N.C.L.E. series, and as Fa­
ther O’Malley in the television 
version of Going My Way.
He also acted in several mov-
the Okanagan Academy on
MAN DEPENDENT I 
.Civilization depends upon the 
renewable resources of the envi- 
ronment—land, water, air and 
populations of plants and ani­
mals. ■■■'?
Body Builders
Our trained ■ crew can make 
■ your car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents, custom 
repainting our specialty.
trying to start the branch.
D 1 KERR AUTO BODY SHOP lTO*
1110 St. Paul. Kelowna \ , 7624300
Harvest of Values" is now in full swing! Re-check your 10-page flyer and shop Thurs. and Fri. 'til 9 in Kelowna
lowna.
I have turned in about $2,000 
so far. But I know the resi­




RUTLAND (Saff) — Now 
that baseball season is over, 
mothers of minor baseball play­
ers seem to have lost interest. 
A meeting of the Mothers’ Auxi­
liary, to Rutland Minor Base­
ball Association was called for 
Monday, but had to be cancel­
led due to the small turnout. It 
was to have been the last meet­
SAFETY PAYS 
WALLACEBURG, Ont. (CP) 
— Fire Prevention Week is spe­
cial-to the Wallaceburg fire de­
partment. Over the years em­
phasis has been placed on fire 
prevention and it is working. 
“The education is paying off,” 
Chief Francis James said. “It 
has taken years of work by 
many people, but fire losses 
here are- reducing.’* No deaths 
or serious injury by fire have 
been recorded at Wallaceburg 
during recent years.
ing before spring.
I don* know what we’ll do;’’ 
president Mrs. Ray 
.. .......... “Maybe we should 
’ wait until after registrations 







• Sunbeam • Fhilishave
• Expert• Remington _ 
scissor and knife sharpening 
PAYER-LUX - the only









• Gravel and Fill ' 
• Culverts
• Custom Lowbed Hauling 
FREE ESTIMATES
• Our Equipment Includes: 
O TANDEM DUMPS • TRACK LOADER 
• WHEEL LOADER • D4 BULLDOZER 
T Phone 763-4109 or 763-2538
Ml?**
Wide range of furniture models available, with 
this sewing machine — as little as $30 more 
than portable ,
Today you can monogram your initials easily
Birds for the Whole Family
Buy a Canary 
.. for a song
Simpionj-Scara
Low Price .... Ea.
We have canaries that will sing to 
your heart's delight! If they don't 
... we will replace them free. At­






Low Price .... Ea. Asa
These healthy young birds make 
great pets the whole family can , 
enjoy, Can be trained to talk. Come 
in and chopse yours while quanti­
ties last.
Personal ShoppingOnly!
* Gcnyk Bird Cage — Berkshire 
chromate cage will last for years. 
An ideal home for your budgie or 
canary. Simpsons-Sears •i'f 
Low Price. Reg. 15.99. Now I ■■ v ■
Deodorised Kity Ti»«u —- Absorbs 
and easy to dispose of.
Simpsons-Sears I ow Prico ........................
251b, fag.’,............... . ...........................
* Reliance Bird Cage — Smartly 
styled to lit almost any decor. An 
excellent homo for your pct birds. 
Simpsons-Sears C AA
Price ............................... Ea. WmW
odor and moisture. Economical
10 ib*. 97c
................................................Each 1.97
Limited Q. xntilv of Bii«h - - • Delivery in Kelowna, 
Sbnpaonv-Sears: Pel Stinp (“I) Kelm*n* 763.M1I.




A fully qualified Kenmore sewing machine 
salesman will he pleased Io rail at your home 
and Rive you a (rec demonstration, nt no obli­
gation. Jost crdl for an appointment,
/
Park Free While You
Shop where you will, no other sowing machine offers you all theso 
features whatever the price! Here’s the top-liners: • snap-in 
monogrammer. • snap-ln'dial your buttonholing'attachment • 
does al| types of genuine stretch-stitch • special 6-stltch mending 
stitch • pull-out chain basting stitch • 30 decorative cams 
Include super reverse designs • ,7 mm. zig zag — widest you can 
buy • builtMn blind hem • twin needle 2-colour function 
• lightwolght;aluminum head plus many othorfcaluros to help make 
sowing as simple as ABC — automatically.
Sale Price
19998
Price Includes operating lesson.
fihnpsons-Srars: Neu-Ing Machlnrs (208) 
Phone Enquiries: Kelowna 763-5B11,
• Advertised prices in effect 'til 5:30 p.m.
Saturday, October 21.
Shop Simpsons-Sears, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
